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HEALTH CARE REFORM

-

.4

.Calloway County High
School graduation.. ceremony
Friday, May 21, at 8 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium on the campus of Murray State
University.
•Kirksey Day — an open
house at the new Calloway
County Fire-Rescue substation
on Ky. 299 and Washer Road.
Activities begin at 10 a.m.
Saturday, May 22.
'Purchase Area Senior
Games begins at 10 a.m.
Saturday, May 22, at 10 a.m.
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
*United Way Softball Tournament begins Saturday, May
22, at 8 a.m. in the new
Murray-Callovsay County
Park.
_
mat

•HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — They are working
people who can't afford the
premiums and deductibles for
health insurance, hut their
medical problems aren't being
ignored.Page 3
'NEW YORK (AP)
Sam's bar didn't burn down.
He didn't marry anyone. He
didn't wake up to find that
Cheers and its patrons were
nothing but a dream. Page 14
*LOS ANGELES (AP)
Larry Brown shocked the Los
Angeles Clippers, abruptly
quitting as coach. Then again,
any time Larry Brown hits the
road it should he no surprise at
all. Page 10
'SAN ANTONIO — The
big reason the Phoenix Suns
survived another rough playoff
series was the man with the
big shot — Charles Barkley.
Page 10

Health-care session to end prematurely
FRANKFORT, Ky.. (AP) -The special session on health care
that legislators didn't want to
attend ended when they got sick
of it.
. •
Democratic leaders of the
House and Senate told Gov. Brereton Jones they were pulling the
plug on the session Thursday
afternoon. Jones tried to resuscitate it, hut finally had to settle for
a promise from legislators they
would study the issue and could
agree to another session later this
sear.
The session will continue until
next week - while lawmakers -fin-ish work on a replacement tax on
medic-A care providers, which
must he done in order to keep the
. Medicaid
state's 52.5
program afloat. After that. Icgigatisc leaders from the House

and Senate ss ill join adimmstra
non officials on a task force to
draft 3 new health-care reform
plan.
It was a des:1st:long defeat for
Jones. who has tied the reputation
of his administration to progress
on health-care reform.
But many legislators said ICwas Jones who must rake the
blame for the failure of thesession because , he w as int Ics
and failed to grasp the poi los af
realities in the General Assemblc
Thursday turned Into a (fa% of
frantic and, on the part ol the
governor, futile negotiati.11).

"Right now, we're wasting $37,000 a
day of taxpayers' money,"
--Tom Jensen

a,,,,oniplish uni“'r,.11 coverage
and pas for it hs a nv group up
Jensen said. "1 do know
Ons. Right now. we're wasting
s;7.000
.0ac of taxpayers'
[none\ .'•
the approxiMite cost to the
tic:isms of .each das of -a special
Lejkkr
Floor
Nol MOM \
lionSe
scssion is S37,000.
Jensen said he met v. ii ft
Toni
orsonc, DRe I' Finest()
Jones on Thursda and told him I is inOoll, one of the House
there was no agreerwrit ainori
leaders on the health-care issue,
lawmakers on any critical issue said Jones was primarily to blame
-There's no ...in...list's
tot thc Lick of direction of the

Huffin' & Puffin'

By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The five candidates for the
office of Calloway County.Judge/
Executive were asked the following questions.
What iolutIons do you
have for the Calloway County Jail?
Bill Phillips
"We have to remodel the jail
and expand it. I .want to go ahead
and apply for whatever grants
may be available. It has to be
done now. We will have to issue
bonds or do whatever is possible.
As far as the suit is concerned, it
is a waster of money."
Eva Mohler
"This lawsuit has made Frankfort so mad. The only solution I
sec is to sell bonds to build it
large cnought to house prisoners
from other counties. I won't raise
taxes. I will try to get every penny-available but I have serious
doubts because the funds are no
longer available."
Chuck -Shuffett
"My idea for solving the problem is doing something about it.
There is not a question of
whether to build. It will either be
ours or somebody else's. Prisoners sleep' on the floor and it is a
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CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

To reach any department of
die Newspaper. call 753-1916
and specify which person Of
department you wish to con110. Ow regular office hours
ara I a.m.-5 pm Monday
Friday; I a.m -noon Saturday

•

COUNTY ELECTIONS '93

Judge's office faces tough
problems during next term

KENTUCKY — 70:
359.1, -0.1; below 311.5: +1.5
BARKLEY — 71°
359.0, -0.2; below 314.4, +3.5

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

session.
Scorsone said Jones refused to
budge from insistence on specifics in his proposal, even when it
became clear that nothing like it
could pass.
"If he can't get beyond that, it
will be hard for him to ever he a
real partner in health-care
reform," Scorsone said. "There
was no feeling that there was any
leadership from the executive."
The special session had foundered almost from the moment it • TURN TO PAGE 2

1

Tonight, mostly clear. Low
around 50.Light wind. Satdrday, partly summy and warmer
with a 30 percent chance of a
thunderstorm late in the day.
High near 80.

'
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began on May 10. Jones conceded many points, hut refused to
compromise on his insistence on
universal insurance coverage for
-all Kentuckians. But legislators
said that was not possible without
a general tax increase- and the
- House ruled that out early On.
For many days, House Democrats tried to put together their
own .paekage with little or no
involvement by the administration. Questions over financing the
House plan finally ended the
session.
At one point early Thursday
afternoon. Jones insisted the
legislature was going to stay and
complete work on a reform bill.
Less than an hour later, lawmakers told him they were leasing.

,01A HANCOCK Ledger & Times photo
A work crew from Bogard Trucking and Excavating wastes no time in tearing down two houses on
12th Street Thursday.

-isgrace. If the theory of incarceration is to rehabilitate, that is
not a good way. The county has
the Sallie obligation to abide by
the law."
George H. Weaks
"We can build a jail by bonding it or getting money from
KACO. however, running it is the
problem. When the lawsuit is
do whatever is necesover,
sary. I am against tak'eS - and I am
going to fight it as long as I can."
J.D. Williams
"I am for ajail and I think we
need one. We're going to do our
hest to get some grants,
going to try that and we'll go
from there. If Marshall County
carnavteosoC
, d (;
me
an
.,,ounty can have one,
What county services do
you think can be reasonably
Implemented during your
term?
Phillips
"911 is absolutely essential. I
don't think we're proceeding as
quickly as possible. I'd like to
see more volunteer participation
with the parks. We're shortcircuiting things with a lad( of
money. We've got a park there it
• TURN TO PAGE 2

Drugs, drunk driving main concerns
for candidates for county attorney
By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Kentucky's health-care session
major concern for hospital board
By AMY

WILSON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

A discussion of the special
legislative session on state health
care reform evoked .discussion at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board meeting Thursday
night.
Stuart Poston, hospital administrator, referred to the hill passed
by the Kentucky House of Representatives calling for a 2.6 percent tax on medical care providers as the lesser of two evils
instead of a 4 percent tax proposed by thc governor.
"In my opinion, the governor's
plan would have been the most
drastic plan in the country if it
had been passed as it Was Written.- Poston said "It took us 5i)
ears to get into this mess and csre
s.an't sots e it III sis months It
v.ill take sonic' time
Poston noted that il the us

continues for two to three sears, sonic taxation for the total state
it will cause many of the smaller instead of health care providers
and sick people. There should be
hospitals to close.
"By 1995, it would cost us a national reform rather than a
about SI million. In 1994, ft gate because it would put Kenwould cost us between S800,000 tucky at a disadvantage in comand S900,000, which is the peting with other states that arc
amount for the hospital only
not taxing.This does not include West View
The hoard discussed the finanNursing Home, long term care or cial and statistical report from
any of the other providers that April. noting that it is favorable.
will have to pay 3 tax.- Poston
-April is the first year of our
said. "It is going to put us in dis- fiscal year and we got off to a
tress. Obviously under the new good start," said Danny Waiters,
tax scheme we won't he buying a financial director. "We've started
lot of basic equipment. Down the oil over revenue and under what
road. I can see it will put us in a we budgeted."
strain and I think the tax is vers
Poston said the hospital census
unfair. I think the tax should he has been responsible for the
spread over a larger population .increase in revenue.
"A sin tax on tobacco and
Our census is up significantly
alcohol would he more realign
at the hospital and the older
than 3 sick tjs 1WOU Id hilik populaisoit census is up I() per
%aft,
410MI OW road the Task torte
more:
VIIII reconsider and will, make
proposal Mat would consist 01 •TURN _TO PASS $

4

Drugs and drunk driving are
two of the most talked about
crimes in this county. Both candidates for Calloway County attorney say they are determined to
limit both activities.
Incumbent David Harrington
said he wants to make sure the
dealers get punished.
"Wc need to ensure we get
convictions to deter people from
doing that in the future," he said.
"With DUls, we've had some
success on that. The Kentucky
State Police reports over a 30
percent decline in DUI arrests."
Randy Hutchens, a local attorney and public defender, said
drugs and drunk driving arc the
types of (MIMS that a county
attorney can make the biggest
difference with right away
"I don't Wiese multiple DUI
offenders should receive the
minimum sentence Some people
with three DUls in a year receive
the minimum Those people are
not dis.ouratted," he said
Huts hens said he has rcpt.sented people with Iclons drunk

DON'T FORGET
To Mark Your
'Ballot — May 25
driving charges and they are
offered two to three years and
they will say, "last timel got 30
days."
Hutchens said, "the present
county attorney does not want to
try cases so he offers the
minimum."
"I believe in the first six
months I'll try cases and get fair
punishment and defense attorneys
will know what they can get."
Hutchens said.
Both candidates agree plea bargains arc pan of the tudicial
system
-It is an integral part of the
criminal Justice system The solume of cases basically dictates
you have to," Harrington said.
"It is not inhcrenils wrong but
whole%ale plea bargaining to
as old tr la I is had Hutt hens said.
Harrington said the best way to
handle plea bargains is to have a
• TURN TO PAGE 2
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IN Judge's office...
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FROM PAGE 1
we could operate it 24 hours a
day, that would be great."
N1ohler
"I want to have a Magistrates'
Day one day a month so everyone
in that district can meet with his
or her magistrate. The magistrates will make a report at fiscal
court meetings. This would keep
problems small. I will also help
magistrates earn their pav. I want
to continue and enhance what
We've got. I want to get 911 in
operation as soon as possible."
Shuffett
"Sohd waste is not going to go
away. We apparently have missed
the opportunity to join the consortium with Lyon, Livingston,
Marshall and other counties. II
elected, I'll try to get involved
with this group. It's our civic
duty to try to recycle. It's hard to
legislate morality, hut I think it
an effort is made and an example,
set to separate garbage, most will
do it."
Weaks
"Within the five years. most
roads will be built. I know that
alter '95 we're going to have to
do something about solid waste.
I'd like to have another transfer
station on the east side ol the
county. I want to continue road

upgrait.- All bridges are complete. We'll have to deal with
health care in the next five years.
We'll have E-91I in place in a
year. I think our county is -run as
well as these other counties that
have a payroll. tax, high property
taxes and insurance taxes."
Williams
"Solid waste is in good shape
for the next three or four years.
Whe-ri we get to that, we'll handle
it. I'd like to get dumpsters like
Marshall County has and scatter
them across the county. They arc
a little expensive, but Marshall
County is well satisfied. It.would
save a lot of dumping on the
road.
How do you plan to pursue
grants for the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue?
Phillips
"We will use whatever facilities and personnel to- get ,all the
money we can. It is important to
build substations. Residents will
get the henelits if we work with
ISO on rules and regulations.
There are a number of services
we can use to go through all
grants available from government
t ate industry.
and pus

Mohler
"These grants should have
been applied for 12 years ago.
The fire-rescue is set up as a private enterprise. The county government can't give it money. In
order to get more funds, the
rescue can get 51 percent of the
registered voters to sign a petition for higher firer district taxes.
I will pursue all grants, but I seriously doubt we'll get it. The
funds are dried up. The firerescue needs to make long-term
plans to keep from folding.
We've got to get grants, but
they've also got to find a way to
survive."
Shuffett

fire-

"I am not an expert on the firerescue squad. It is a volunteer
service and it doesn't behoove
anyone to criticize. There should
be some type of supervision on
public* funds because if something were out of line, and I don't
think there is, but I don't know:
If the money is out there, we'll
get it and provide any help that
we can."
Weaks
"The fire-rescue is a public
corporation. The DES is a volunteer outfit that we've gotten
grants for. The fire-rescue is sup-

as

What short-term as well
long-term goals would you
like to begin working
toward?

Phillips
"First, the fires are going that we
will have to put out. 911 has be
completed. We need to work with
the extension service and the
University of Kentucky to keep
agents in this county. We have to
maintain road and bridges. The
roads and bridges are also a longterm goal. Agri-business is the
backbone of this counv. If we let
roads and bridges g
it will
destroy some farmers. I'd like to
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Are You Redecorating?

FROM PAGE 1
set policy and stick with it. His
standard plea bargain for thirdoffense DUI is 60 days in jail
with 30 served while the remaining 30 days is suspended pending
participation in an in-patient
program.
"That is on a typical thirdoffense. I have recommended
longer terms depending on the
situation," he said.
• Hutchens said if the punishment is stiffer the offender won't
be as likely to repeat.
"I won't lose half my DUI
trials," he said. "1 am willing to
try cases every other Friday and I
will try the cases I can win.The county attorney's office,
by design, works closely with law
enforcement agencies.
Harrington said he strives to
maintain a good, professional
relationship.

the names of roads on a dispatcher's map has to correspond with
those signs. You don't have to
change the sign. The caller won't
have to tell you where she is, it'll
come up on the screen."
Weaks
"I pledge to have the county
cleaned up by Aug. 15. We Will
have the illegal dumps cleaned
up. As far as long-term goals.
we'll have to figure out some
way, without raising taxes, to
have trash pickup in the county.
I'd like to see more hot mix
roads. I think this county is run
very well on a small amount of
money compared to other counties with a payroll tax."

in this locality and keep the environment clean and be sure these
people can make a living. This is
one of the most important goals
for any county. I don't want to
see us later as an old, retirement
community. If you do this, everything else .will work out." Shuffett
"I expect to work extremely
close with the city. The old days
of thinking of the fiscal court as
.taking care of essentially rural
needs arc gone. Magistrates represent just as many people in the
city. We have to build a Jail and
deal with solid waste. It's hard
for me to look beyond that. _We
badly need a four-lane road from
Murray to M;iyfield. 911 has
been mentioned. I don't sec why

Williams
"I want to continue with the
roads. I'd like to see all the county roads sealed. Most are now,
but there are some. that need
improvements. I'd like to see
more tourism here. We need
somebody to help us plan for the
future, who could help us with
grants and county development."

"I like to work with them on
cases that affect them. I try to
help them learn what is required
for search warrants and other
requirements. I have a professional, educational relationship:
"When law enforcement officers do their function, they have to
know from a legal standpoint
what decision to niake," Harring. •
ton said.
Hutchens said officers can be
assured they will he rewarded for
their work with the results he
receives in the courtroom. _
"Every time a law enforcement
officer walks up to a potential
drunk driver, he could be killed.
.The driver should not get the
minimum sentence. I want to
make sure officers realize what
they are doing makes a difference." Hutchens said. --He said he is prepared to work
with officers on cases and will do

FROM PAGE 1
The membership of a new
study 'group - is likely to include
most of the same people who
served on Jones' Health Care
Reform Commission, which was
supposed to draft a bill the legislature would pass this time.
"The legislative leadership has

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
OPEN 10;112 RDAS A DAY, SA7 I SLN 7 ilk AIINIrt
ifff 64' SOUTH AT GUNki

colors — and saving money — easier

ask to see our newest
coordinated color
schemes featuring
your favorite floors,

nal activity involved.
"Because the state has seen fit
not to make this a full-time job, it
is necessary to have some private
practice," he said. "There is no
reason not to do deeds, wills and
draft contracts."

a

- By the end of the day, lawmakers were trying to salvage something_ from the session for Jones
Jones said he dropped his
insistence on his plan in order to
compromise with lawmakers.
"Did 1 want to solve the problem
or did I want to look like I was
going to be a tough politician?"
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose, D-Winchester, said the session saved the Medicaid program
and educated lawmakers on the
issues of health-care reform.
Jones said he was still hopeful
that health-care legislation will
be passed later this year.

Local News Roundup
Pick 3
9-8-9
The Pick
10-25-31-34-41-49-51-56

than ever.
Come in today and

Hutchens said he will take

cases as long as there is no crimi-

bought into this. We were sort of
drafted last time," said House
Speaker Joe Clarke, D-Danvitie,
House Democrats proposed
expanding the rolls of people
eligible for Medicaid based on
the proceeds of the tax on healthcare providers. Clarke, who
served for twO decades as chairman of the House budget committee, said it did not appear
there was enough money to dp
the job.
"I started looking at thcm and
from my point of view I got
little nervous about them,''
Clarke said.

Two great names in home furnishings
I ave teamed up to make coordinating

his best to help.
"You can not have a drug raid
where you have potential for
leaks when you have a public
official interested in getting publicity," Hutchens said.
Both attorneys said they will
continue to maintain a private
practice.
"Basically, I draw wills and
deeds. I had one personal injury
case last year," Harrington said.
"I devote all my time to this job."

•Health-care...

IiigglY wiggly
Buy a new Armstrong floor
now and get up to'150*
of Waverly fabrics and
wallcoverings FREE'
Offer ends May 31,1993.

continue improvements of the
park. We should have plans at
5-10- and 20-year intervals. We
need to be in a position to act
when a situation arises."
Mohler
"We need to do anything we
can do to keep out young people

•Drugs, drunk driving•••

-Murray
Ledger & Times

Hugh Falwell and Brett Welter
Courtney Falwell, Meagan Murdock,
Tyler Murdock, Bill Ed Murdock and Bryan Murdock

ported by taxes and I have
nothing to do with it other than
appointing three people to the
fire-district."
Williams
"I'd like to get someone to write
grants and to help get grants. If
you could get one for the firerescue it would help. I'd do it.
They have told me there are ways
to get more money."

MAN ARRESTED IN CONNECTION WITH BURGLARY

James Harris, 21, Rt. 3 Murray, was arrested May 19 and charged with
third-degree burglary by the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. According to Deputy Stan Scott, the arrest was in connection with a burglary at
Hutson's Grain Terminal in which three portable Motorola radios were stolen
and the burglary of a summer home in the same area. Harris was lodged in
the Callaway Count Jail in lieu of $25,000 cash bond.

TWO CHARGED WITH HAZEL BURGLARY

ee
Shell

-40

According to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Aaron Wilkinson,
19, Murray, and Ted Leopard, 19, Hazel, were both charged with seconddegree burglary and theft over $300 in connection with the burglary of a
residence in Hazel. Deputy Stan Scott said most of the Jewelry stolen and
an automobile have been recovered. He said additional arrests are pending
in the case.

D & W Auto Glass Sho
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

fabrics,and wallcover-

Call 753-4563

ings from Armstrong

For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

and Waverly.

Elect

TERRYS

James A. Herndon
Magistrate District 2

Paint &
Decorating

Democratic Primary, May 25, 1993

Southold. Shopping
Center
753-3321

24"
• 35 Years Experience, Construction Management/Supervision

• U.S. Army: Two years, U.S. Army Reserve: 10 years.(Master Sergeant)
• Hazel High School Grad., Hazel Alumni Assoc. President, 1993.
• Courteous response to the Public. Anytime. All the Time!
•
*
• Retired. Available to serve full time.
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Judge repeals assisted suicide ban
DETROIT (AP) — A ban on
assisted suicide that was rushed
into law to stop Dr. Jack Kevorkian was struck down on procedural grounds by a judge who
warned that even if the flaw were
fixed, the measure still wobldn't
.
'stand up.
The ruling Thursday by Wayne
County Circuit Judge Cynthia
Stephens could thwart efforts to
prosecute Kevorkiao, who was
arrested Sunday after being present at a 16th suicide — the first
death he attended since the law
took effect,
The Michigan American Civil
Liberties Union had challenged
the law on behalf of two terminally ill people and seven medical professionals.
Stephens ruled that the law
was unconstitutionally tacked on
to a bill that dealt with a narrower aspect of the debate. That. she

said, changed the meaning of the
original bill and put the ban in a
bill with an unrelated title.
While striking down the law on
procedural grounds, the judge
also found "a right to die" for
the two terminally ill patients.
- "This court cannot envisage a
more fundamental right than the
right of self-determination," she
wrote. "Without that right none
of the others, such as speech,
association, the right to bear arms
or to due process can have meaning - or eflect.'•
ACLU Executive Director
Howard Simon said the ruling
Was "a complete rebuff to the
go%ernor and the state
tegislature."The court has sent a message:
To tread on the privacy rights ot
the people of Michigan is not
going to he permitted," he said.
A spokesman for Gov. John

Engler said the state had not
&elided on its next step. "We
can sec if there are grounds to
seek an appeal or ... see if it's
something that can be fixed easily by the Legislature," John
Truscott said.
But Simon said there is no
point in the Legislature trying to
fix the law. Instead, he said, lawmakers' only option is to get to
work on legislation that would
make assisted suicide a regulated
part of the practice of medicine.
The Legislature rushed the ban
into effect Feb. 25 after Kevorkian had helped three people die
the week beforJ. The lax' made
assisting in a . suicide a crime
punishable by up to four years in
prison and a S2.0(X) fine. It was
to remain in effect for up to 21
months while a commission studied the issue and the Legislature
acted on its recommendations.

Kevorkian- attorney Geoffrey
Fieger said his client was disappointed there wasn't going to be
a court battle. "It deprives him
of -the opportunity to show the
world what's going on," he said.
Kcvorkian has maintained that
he would continue to be involved
with assisted suicide regardless
of the outcome of the case.
Kevorkian has not been
charged in the 16th suicide, but
another of his attorneys. Michael
Schwartz, said Stephens' ruling!:
in effect, ends the investigation.
"Clearly lithe police arc kx)king at it from that possibility,
there's nothing more to look at.
The law is over,- Schwartz said.
The state of Michigan Suspended Kevorkian's medical
license in 1991. California, the
other state where he was
licensed, followed suit last
month.
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Clinic meets needs of those uninsured
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP)
They are working people who
can't afford the premiums and
deductibles for health insurance.
but their medical problems aren't
being ignored.
Treatment is available at the
new St. Luke Free Clinic in the
basement of SS. Peter and Paul
Catholic Church.
The clinic, operated by an
independent, non-profit board,
was created after a communitywide fund-raising drive earlier
this year.
There. were eight patients in
the clinic Tuesday, including a
farm worker, a diabetic, who
received antibiotic pills and a
prescription for an antibiotic
soaking Solution for an infected
toe. .His mother-in-law got her
asthma medicine restarted and
was told to return in three weeks
for a follow-up
A mechanic received pills lor
his chronic back pain, and his
wife got pills to lower her blood
pressure. A nurse's aide --received
some antibiotics to battle her
3-week-old sinus infection.

None of them had to pay tor
anything.
"I think this is a gift from the
Lord,- said Loretta Taylor, 26.
of Pembroke, as her husband
John. ;5. the larm worker,
nodded.
.Added the mother-in-law. Carolv n Pepperne.s, 45: -They
seemed real nice. They explained
everything. ... I guess III come
back.''
The Taylors hase been following the special legislatise session
on health-care reform in Frankton hut doubted that it would
help them.
"They've got to pass so mans
laws, and usually when it gets
,
down - to people -like- us, -Ws
denied,- Loretta Taylor said.
The clinic has four examination rooms and a small pharmacy.
Laboratory equipment includes a
microscope. sonic centrifuges, a.
blood-cell counter, a refrigerator
and a printer hooked up to a telephone line. National Health Labs
of Louisville, which will handle
the clinic's more complicated lab
work, will send -results directly to

the printer.
Dr. John Coitholl, an internist
who volunteered his time Tuesday night. credited the Rev. Gerald Baker. the clinic's colounder, with the clinic's
appearance.
"Father Baker would tell
«donors), 'Do you have anything
betters.' Cotthoff said. As a
result, he said, the clinic "exudes
the idea of quality care."
The clinic's other co-founder,
Dr. .‘Villiam Sweet, a family
1)r:it'll-honer. said "It's much nicer than I ever dreamed possible.Cotthott, Sweet and Dr.
Emmanuel Battah, another family
practitioner who volunteered at
_the clinic-Tuesday. described
most ot its eight patients as people who had tried without success
lo treat chronic problems with
over-the-counter medicines.
Cotthot t said one of his
paiients hadn't seen a doctor or
had any lollow-up care since having a Caesarean section lour
ears ago.
The eight patients arrived
between 5:30 and 6 p.m., and

three volunteers screened them
for financial need and for the
possibility that Medicaid or Medicare could cover them. The eight
filled out three forms, including a
statistical sheet for data to justify
the clinic's operation to donors.
The three volunteer physicians
arrived about 6:30 p.m., and
within 45 minutes had seen all
eight patients.
Some skepticism still exists
among the clinic's potential
patients. For example, the
mechanic, Patrick Hummel!, 32,
said his wife, Pam, 41, "came
out while I was working today
and checked it out. It looked OK,
so she picked me up after work
and -we came he-re:"
- But Arncthia Williams, 47, the
nurse's aide with the sinus infection, didn't hesitate when she
heard about the clinic on the
radio.
"I thought. 'This is my
chance!"' she said. "I'll tell a
friend of mine about this. I would
like to sec this really get going.
It's a wonderful thing that's
needed very much."

FROM PAGE 1
"Right now our business is on the
increase and I don't know .if it is
unusual or a trend. it's a positive
situation because we are continuing to attract more and more
patients from outside Calloway
County. Our medical staff has
become stronger and developed
more specialties."
4The board also voted to
approve a three-year data comparison costing S16,000 for a
strategic plan, which has. not been
done since the 19X9-90 fiscal
year.
"Things in the medical community arc changing so fast,"
Poston said. "In the past, hospi--rrra-ke - strategic plans
tals with five- and 10-year goals.
Today, with all the changes being
made in health, care, hospitals
have to make strategic plans
more often. By July or August,
we feel President Clinton will
have announced his health care
package and we need to position
ourselves to be competitive in a
competitive market."
The data comparison will look
at the last three years and examine trends.
Poston showed the board a video that was made by the SunHealth net*ork in which the hospital was honored as a recipient
of a Pacesetter award for participation in the SunHcalth programs. The award enables all hospital staff members to receive tuition waivers for continuing
education seminars.
"It's pretty imperative for them
to keep up to date with what is
going on in the medical community," said Dr. Melvin Henley,
board chairman.
The board discussed the West
View Nursing Home bylaws and
voted to change the makeup of its
hoard, which had previously consisted of six of the hospital board
members.
"In the past we had half of our
members on the board and we
felt the entire hoard should be
involved since the hospital owns
the nursing home," Henley said.
The nursing home board will
meet twanerly following the hospital hoard meeting
- The- try4zw. Lornmittee recommended appr()%al ()I the bylaws,
which hail minor rt.% isions.
"herything as hasitally lb
same.- said Dr Allen
'We tried to .kan it up and make
it /WIC kfu:

The -hoard approveil the'
1993-94 capital equipment
budget of S1.477 million.
"There are a lot of small things
we need and a lot of surgical
equipment that will quickly use

up the _nioney.....Poston said.
In other business, the hoard
approved:.
• The low hid of 9{2,300 from
Cleaver Construction Co., for the
construction of an office for Dr.

Mehdi Ahmadi, who will arrive
in Murray May 31.
• Courtesy staff privileges lOr
Dr. David Thomas, emergency
medicine.
• Allied health privileges lin
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Christopher [lodges. physician
assistant.
• Active stall privileges for Dr.
Mark Crawford, orthopedic surgeon, subject to the confirmation
of his insurance coverage.

The board also received a construction. update from Poston,
who noted that remodeling at the
nursing home is about 85 percent
complete, with the corridor
remodeling at 99 percent
complete.
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Clinton's allies
develop doubts
By JILL LAWRENCE
AP Political Writer

4o4

WASHINGTON (AP) — First it was Republicans gleefully tagging
President Clinton a typical tax-and-spend Democrat. Now he's getting
a similar message, less gleeful but more urgent, from some in his own
party.
What happened to the candidate who was going to break the stereotype that has been sinking Democratic nominees for years? The
one who promised a "third way” that was neither tax-and-spend nor
boffow-and-spend?
Clinton maintains his economic program cannot be "fairly characterized" as tax-and-spend. "I have cut spending more than my predecessor did," he said this week in California.
But not enough for conservative Democrats, who are pressing him
to abandon a new energy tax and put a lid on Medicare and other
spending programs. Clinton tried to quash a House revolt along those
lines Wednesday, but another threat was brewing today among
influential senators who want to reshape his plan.
Even Clinton's allies concede the president's first few months have
loaded Republicans with ammunition and Democrats with some
uncomfortable baggage.
"The debate has centered solely around spending cub and deficits," said Stan Greenberg, the - president's pollster. "That's a hard,
debate. to control.''
.
But Republicans attribute Clinton's woes tsubstance, not strategy.
"His problem is not tactics. His problem is taxes," said Haley Barbour, chairman of the Republican National Committee. "Before 30
days in office, he had thought of a half a dozen new taxes. That is not
what people had in mind when they voted for a different kind of
Democrat."
Clinton's economic plan increases taxes on the wealthy, on corporations and on better-off Social Security recipients. It also imposes an
energy tax that would put A modest burden on the middle class.
At the same time people v'ere digesting those proposals. administration officials were floating the possibility of sin taxes, payroll taxes,
provider taxes or even a value-added tax to finance a major healthcare reform plan due next month:
"The Clinton people didn't understand that when you talk about tax
options when you've already got other taxes out on the table, voters
start- m-think-they're-deafing--with a bunch of taxabolics," said Republican analyst Kevin Phillips. "Republicans are in a position where
they just profit from opposing all this."
, Centrist Democrats, many of them prominent in the Democratic
Leadership Council, are having their own doubts about the president's
direction.
Clinton's pledge to be "a different kind of Democrat" is at risk
because both his economic plan and his health plan involve "higher
taxes and higher spending at the same time ... appearing to place him
at odds with the public's abiding aversion to big government," Al
From and Will Marshall write this month in the DLC magazine, The
New Democrat.
Southern and Western moderate and conseryative Democrats are
being driven by fear of how the energy tax will ,affect their constituents, as well as frustration with the tax-and-spend image their party
can't seem to shed.
Rebellious House members reportedly were deferential at a meeting
Wednesday with Clinton. Rep. Tim Penny, D-Minn., said that "just
coming to the Hill has an impact" in the president's favor. •
But it was unclear what concessions either side ultimately would
have-10-makeor-wlve-ther-the-Chnton-ptarr would
v • No c— intact iirihe
Senate.
A Gallup poll on Clinton at the 1(X)-day mark found a slim majority
:till considered him a "new kind of Democrat," although only about
one-third approved of his tax proposals.
Greenberg, citing a bipartisan poll, said Clinton rated 21 points
higher than "the Republicans" when respondents were asked whom
they trusted to cut the deficit. Further, he said, only 31 percent of
those in another poll said they'd vote for George Bush — Mr. No
New Taxes — if they had another shot at the election.
"If the tax-and-spend critique was hitting its mark, you would
eXpect people to be turning back to the Republican option, but they're
not," the Democratic pollster said.
Still, the president has become much more aggressive recently in
claiming victories, such as House committee approval of his tax plan,
and in making the case -for what he's trying to do.
On a trip earlier this month to Chicago and Cleveland, Clinton "for
the first time in months laid out the whole rationale" for his pioiram,
Greenberg said. Asked why he had waited months, the pollster
replied, "I just want to talk about what we're doing now."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Paschall `checked out' asjailer
Dear Editor:
It has been our pleasure to know Pat Paschall for a number of years.
Fie has cakvays been a gentleman and lived his life in a good. honest
and ethical way. This can he seen from the way he runs his campaign.
We have been invited by Pat's opponent to "check it out." Well, let us
help those of you Nho won't have the opportunity to check for
yourself .
Did you know that Pat Paschall has conducted eight drug seminars
at Callow:ay Middle School? He has done the same at churches and
wherever he has been asked. Also. if you had checked, you would
have found that Pat wasn't at the jail last Friday morning. If you had
asked anyone at the jail. they could have told you that he Nas at home
asleep after spending three days and nights at the hospital with an
inmate who had a heart problem. likewise, ii you had checked a cou
plc of weeks earlier, you would ha% 4.* missed him on another morning.
That is because ,he spent the previous night counseling a young man
whom he had stopped from committing suicide. These are just a few
examples of what the last four years have been like with Pat Paschall
as our jailer.
We just wonted sou to know that we haii• he.k61 it out and we
Pa'. half is a lull time 1.11ler and he doe% run
liked what we sass
the jail We hope )(41 Nill tliti us in re :testing Pat Passhall a• •our
}AV
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Reality belies rosyforecasts I
WASHINGTON (AP) — Even
an overstated promise can be a
PERSPECTIVE ON
political plus — right up to the
point at 'which it abruptly
becomes a liability. Problem salving optimism sometimes
backfires when it doesn't come
Walter Mears
.true.
Associated Press columnist
President Clinton is at or bey'ond that hazard line on taxes,
health care and`morc surprising, deficits could deepen late in the
the Bosnia crisis his secretary of decade, without the tax cut he
state calls the problem from hell. talked of reviving. And there's
Promises help gain support, for going to have to be yet another
policies as for candidates. But increase, sure to affect middle
they also come due, and then, America, to finance broadened
exaggerated expectations can health care, an administration
proposal expected next month. mean trouble.
The economic and health care
That is in part a legacy of the
presidential campaign, open sea- programs are at the center of the
son for overstatements like Clin- Clinton agenda. The Yugoslav
crisis is an added problem: on it,
ton's flat promise to reform
health care without new taxes. He the president tried to buttress his
policy with claims and forecasts
didn't stop there. He has, for
example, just renewed -his offer of allied backing that was not
of a middle-class tax cut later there.
Even while U.S. allies in Eurwhile pressing the case for an
ope were balking at military
increase now.
"Now, I've got four years, intervention in Bosnia, Clinton
said "there is a lot more agreegive me four years to try to delivment than you think."
er on the middle-class tax cut,"
"And 1 think in the next few
he said in Sari Diego the other
days, you'll see a common
night. "But the first thing we
need to do is drive the deficit
approach emerging," he said.
down."
That was on May 7.
That suggests that what goes
He favored air strikes against
down stays down, an outlook that
Serbian artillery positions, and an
does not match the projections. 'end to the embargo on arms shipBy Clinton's budget arithmetic,
ments to outgunned Bosnian

POLITICS

Muslims, while saying that the
United States would not act
unilaterally.
Clinton advocated a toughened
U.S. stance during his campaign
for the White House- "We're
going ,to get involved," he said
soon after taking office.
But when he sought to do so,allied resistance got in the way.
Clinton then said there was disagreement only around the edges,
over specific tactical steps to be
taken. It obviously runs deeper.
Secretary of State Warren
Christopher told 3 House committee on Tuesday that the best
course would be to lift the arms
embargo. with standby authority
for air strikes against Serbian
positions.
".Our allies and friends in
Europe are not prepared to follow this course at the present time,"
he said.
, That's not what Clinton had
forecast, but when he sets a
course, he tends to advertise it as
a success in the making. That

may contribute to another problem he remarked upon. saying
that credibility is hard to come by
1
in Washington.
country
We also have in this
a crisis of belief and -hope." he
said in Neu York a week ago.
Clinton said that when John F.
Kennedy took- office. more than
70 percent of Americans believed
their leaders were telling the truth
and their system would succeed.
"Now if seems as if half, the
people just stand around waiting
to be disappointed, waiting to be
told what's wrong and who's failed" he said.
That recalls the diagnosis of
the last Democratic president,
Jimmy Carter, who told the
nation in 1979 that "a crisis of
confidence" was eroding America's will and faith in the future.
Carter didn't call it malaise,
but that became the label, and he
never really shook it.
The Carter comparison is one
the Clinton people would rather
avoid. Their man prefers the risks
that go with erring on the side of
optimism.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years:
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Just give peeve a chance
I now have five large moving
boxes filled with tens of thousands
of readers' everyday gripes. I feel
rich. And I'm touched by the
response of readers who will share
their everyday beefs and complaints
about the stupidity of others.
The good news is that the response has been so enthusiastic, I
will never run out. The bad news is
that I can't print them all in their
splendiferous ire.
But I'll try. This will be the first in
a series of Gripes columns. So let
the bile begin:
I would like to voice my complaint about dog and cat lovers
kissing their pets on the mouth.
Aren't they aware of how these pets
clean themselves? Yuk.
My gripe is my wife. Period. If
looks could kill, she would have
buried me 40 years ago.
"Achy Brcaky Heart."
Andy Rooney -- his hairy nose
and eyebrows! Ugly!
Hillary Rodham Clinton. The
biggest threat this United States has
ever encountered.
My husband when he puts a TV
show on and then falls asleep 15
minutes later.
Unflushcd toilets.
I hate rap.
Women who show off their hickeys (disgusting!) like Congressional Medals of Honor. We had
one in the office who finally covered them the second day with a
hatch of Band-Aids!
Induria drivers. F0131 on the
brake Brain in park.
PBS pledge marathons (only iv,0
a year -- each six months long )
People who say, "She just had a
NEW baby Has anyone ever had
an OLD baby'
lima beans
Wealthy old ladies wearing fur

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
coats, who demand a senior citizen lawyers are destroying me.
We should abduct Saddam Husdiscount when they gooutfor lunch.
That's as ridiculous as my demand- sein, dress him in drag, then paraing my white male discount when chute him into Serbia.
dining out.
Unattractive, stupid, beer-belly
men with boundless -confidence,
Cheap people: Order cheapest
while attractive, smart women
thing on menu (no drink -- costs
extra),ask to have water glass filled
throw up their food because they
three to four times. 'Figure 15
always feel fat.
percent,tip -- don't have 75 cents in
People who go out to dinner with
change. Leave 50 cents or less ..you and have to ask the waiter a
depending on their change -- or question about every single menu
nothing if fourth glass of water item.
wasn't received quickly. If you can't
Really rich people who ask for 50
afford to tip, stay home and eat! cents in change instead of giving a
Everyone on the Chicago and cabdriver a full dollar tip. Thanks
North Western North Line 3:35 buddy,now I can have that surgery!
train: You're all a bunch of disgustWomen who falsely accuse their
ing, loud SLOBS.
lovers of child molestation.
Why do families at airports insist
High schools that offer day care
on greeting their returning friends for students with children.
with hugs, kisses and exuberant Wouldn't it be more appropriate to
offer birth control counseling?
greetings right in the middle of the
Academy
Awards program
gate, while the rest of us arc trying to
get around them to make connecwhere the actors think they have the
right to impose their political beliefs
tions, greet our own more mannerly
on all the viewing audience. Let's
friends or get home after a long and
all reach for the mute button!
tiring trip?
People who think it is chic to he
You meet somebody on the street
you say, "How you doing?" And late
People who think the world's
they give you their medical report
future hinges on the outcome of a
for the last six months.
sporung event. With all the really
People that use their fingers to
had problems in the world. I honpic k up food at salad bars or buffet
dining.
estly don't care who might win the
big game
Screw the poor and downtrod
In response to the perk complainden Don't you newspaper people
ever give thought to the problems of ing about ow alarms that go off If
you IDIOTS would learn 10 park
the rah' Ms estranged wile and her

without tapping, bumping or plowing into the car in front or back of
'off.
you, the alarm might not go.
Those are the people who should be
blown up!
The blatant and acceptable use of
that four-letter word 'f---' in movies,
speech, etc.
The media's endless discussion
before a presidential speech. I want
to make up my own mind what I
think about the speech!
I wear two hearing aids. I try to
look and listen to TV. The background music is so loud, you can't
hear the actors. It's unbearable and
sometimes I would like to throw a
hammer through my TV.
Getting flipped off through the
sunroof.
Drivers in 4-wheel-drive pickups.
People who give their children
"timeouts".
People who get in my car, pull
open the ashtray, and light up
without asking me if it's OK.
Some old geezer cruising around
in his brand-new Mercedes crying
about how he's living on a "fixed
income." It makes me wonder what
his life was like when his income
was "broken."
Lottery winners who say it isn't
going tochangc their life a bit. They
have every intention of driving a
bus, slinging hamburgers or doing
whatever they did before they hit the
jackpot. If it isn't going to change
their life why did they play in the
first place? And if it isn't going to
change your life, then send me the
money because it sure as hell will
change mine
If you wish to join in, send your
pet peeves to Gnpes. do Mike
Royko, Chicago Tribune, 415 N
' Ill.
Michigan Ave.
fall
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MURRAY TODAY

YOUR LAST CHANCE!

IT'S NOW
OR NEVER!

'JO'SDATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

THIS IS IT!

Calloway County Fire-Rescue District No. 2 will have its election for a trustee on Saturday. May 22. from noon to 4 p.m. at the
fire station at New Concord. Linda Lee Lester has announced her
withdrawal as a candidate for Trustee. Sandra-K. Adams Cane-rdy•and
Robert Hicks are candidates for the position. Lester . urges all land
owners in the district to exercise their right to vote for trustee. Any
one aged 18 and over who pays taxes can vote in the trustee election.
Also persons do not have to be registered voters to vote, board members said.

THE

ABSOLUTELY! POSITIVELY!

Faxon transportation available

Senior citizens in the Faxon District needing transportation to go. to vote
in the Primary Election on Tuesday, May 25. may call Elsie Springer at
474-8075 for this service.

• IIIP

Single Too plans. activities

Single Too will have activities on Saturday, May 22, and Monday. May 24.
The group will meet Saturday at 9 a.m. at Shoney's for breakfast and at
10:30 a.m. at University Church of Christ parking lot to go to Memphis.
Tenn , to tour Graceland and other places there. The singles will meet Monday at 7 p.m. at Louie's Steak House with Doug Hance of WPSD-TV to
speak about his trip to Somalia, Africa This group is for sl singles of afl
ages whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed For more
information call Wynnona, 753-7845, or Celia, 753-6078

Wanetta Kay Foster and
Waltcr Buck Jr. to maim

Singles will meet Saturday

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meel Saturday. May 22. at 9 30
a.m. at Martha's Restaurant for brunch. At 11 a.m the singles will go to
clean their adopted highway section on Highway 121 North. Coldwater
Road. All SOS members are asked to help clean the highway from 11 a m
to noon SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group
for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed
For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224.

Ladies' Night Out on Tuesday

D..
Ladies' Night 0-ut and Golf Scramble at Murr-ay Co;.ntry
Tuesday. May 25. A golf scramble will start at 5 p ni Dirner co^st.ng of
California chicken salad, roll and dessert at $5.50 per person wll be s•rvi,,-.1
at 7 p.m. Reservations should be made by Monday by calling 753 6-1 15

Ladies' Fun Night planned at Oaks

Ladies Fun Night at Oaks- Country Club will be Thursday. May 27, at 5.30
p.m. The cost will be $5 per person. Persons may sign Lip at the pro shop
with the deadline being Monday. May 24. For more inform:it on call Lou Ann
Darnell or Nancy Rogers.

Adult Great Books will not

Meet
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will not meet duroic ttic"'''
May. The next meeting will be on Monday, Jun,. 7s„it 7 p
Public Library.

Creative Arts Group will meet

Creative Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club wil meet Monday.
May 24, at 9:30 a.m, at the club house. This will be a potluck brunch w,th an
exhibit by recipients of the department's scholarship winners,. Hostesses wi.;
be Marie Hicks, Peggy Brown, Hazel Hill and Nancy Haverstock

Fostcr and Buck wedding
'coals to be said on June 5
of Meridian.
%Vanilla K.1\ Foster of Murray and Walter Back .1r
Miss., announce their enga,:tement and approaching marriage.
Miss l-osier is the (laughter ot Mrs. Annie M. Fo.ter ol :04 Pow
St Miura% and Carl Ross Foster. She is the granddaughter of Mrs
.P. Wier, !%11.11TaV. and Obi House ot Paris
Miniluster111 402
lenn
\Jr
the son oi Mrs Geraldine Buck and Walter RIL k
ot
't tie bri,i,•
I
:r.ILILI.ite ud
\lima\ MO
I he ,,roi int
:• radtt.tic
of 11ernhan High S, hoo!
hi, \
,•
''5" trot •
a se, urn( ottik er lor AN.. he S.:, urih
lege lb: crirHved
he
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Minks-White z7ozos
zvill -be Saturday
at Memorial church

Bass Club to host Senior fish dinner

The Murray Bass Club will host a free fish dinner for all Senior Citizens
tonight (Friday) at 6 p.m at the Weaks Community Center

South Pleasant Grove plans event

South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church wil! have its arma
church picnic on Sunday, May 23, at 2:30 p.m. at Hazel Comfm;nry Cehter
All members and friends are urged to attend.

Good Shepherd Church plans dedication
dedication

Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will have a special
service on Sunday. May 23, at 2 p.m. This will be to name its annex building
after Mrs. Esther Sigmon who conceived the original idea and gave the first
offering toward the costruction cost. Mrs. Sigmon now resides at Lakeland
Wesley Village and is one of the oldest members of the Good Shepherd
congregation. A potluck meal will be served at noon. The Rev. Richard C.
Denton, pastor, invites the public to attend the morning worship services.
the meal, and the dedication service.

Christian Singles Group will meet
on Monday, May 24,

Christian Singles Group will have its weekly meeting
at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. All singles, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed, are welcome to attend. For more
information call Joan, 759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.

A Walk-A-Thon and a Rock-A-Thon will start at 9 a.m.
22, at Coldwater United Methodist Church. Members and friends are taking
pledges and donations for these special events. All proceeds will go toward
the building program of the church. The pastor, the Rev. Gene Burkeen.
invites all interested persons to participate in these events.

Summer Youth Camp plannedCamp, June 7 to 11

The Humane Society will sponsor a Summer Youth
from 9 a.m. to noon. The camp is open to 15 area youngsters, aged 7 to 10.
at a cost of $30 per child. Discounts are available for families with more
than one child attending. Nature-awareness activities, crafts and field trips
are features of the camp. For information call Kathy Cohen, 436-2603, Betty
Duvall, 759-4948, or Kandy Carstens, 753-3627.

MHS Class of 1973 plans reunion reunion on

WINS HONORS - Misti
Nicole 'Mason. daughter of
Ste% e and Carla Vt hite of
runnerup in
lia/c I. Non first
the Go(ernrir Square Mall
Pageant held at Clarks( illy.
Tenn. tier grandparents are
Carl and Sue Bradley of Ma v field and the late Robert Clifford and Elna Vt hilt- of Ilafel.
Mason is an eighth grade student at Callosi a y count
Middle School.

The Murray High School Class of 1973 is planning its 20-year
July 24. Ten fellow classmates have not been located. They are Charles
Gale, Marilyn Brindley, James Fred Berry, Carol Foggo, Connhie Witherington, Rodney Williams, Randy Thomas, Larry Phillips and Barbara Howard.
Anyone having any information about these class members is asked to call
Donna Cathey at 753-1982.

reunion
Graves County Class plans
is planning an informal picnic

Graves County High School Class of 1988
type reunion beginning at 11 a.m. on Saturday. July 31. at the Stables Pawllion at Kenlake State Park. A fee of $4• per adult attending should be mailed
along your name and number in your party to Reunion, P.O. Box 50. Hazel.
Ky. 42049 by July 10. Only drinks will be provided. Children are welcome
and no formal invitations are being sent. For more information call Lisa Farris at 492-8865 or Michele Turner at 1-247-3291

.• •
•

4 Jennifer Jones
bride-elect of
Brian Eells
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Pierl

(H
Murray
Beauty
Salon is not
going out
of business.

Murray Beauty
salon

986 Chestnut • Murray
753-3142

120511 Chestnut • 711 1411
HWY,

II anal 'S

OF THIS GREAT SALE!
OPEN TONIGHT UNTIL 8:00 P.M.
SATURDAY-LAST DAY-9:30 TIL 5
61 YEARS OF CONFIDENCE

1.03 SOUTH 3RD ST. - DOWNTOWN MURRAY

$1,000,000 FURNITURE
DISPOSAL SALE
INVOLVING EVERY ARTICLE IN OUR STORE
TO $100.00

TO $1160.00

The staffing committee- of Southwest Calloway Elementary Site Based
Decision Making Council will meet Monday, May 24. at 3-30 p rn in the
school library.

Coldwater Church plans eventson Saturday, May

LAST
DAY

I

Southwest Staffing Group will meet

r
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Kristen Anne Mitas and .1\kain
Carroll White have :minium ed
completed plans tor the,ir
settd ing
. ed
Chang
The XOWS will he
on Saturday. May 22, at 2 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Chur c h
Murray.
Melissa Force. nk mitlate ol
the bride -elect, will he maid ill
honor.
Scott lerry of Arlington
roommate of the groom -elect.
will he best man.
All relati‘es and triends arc
invited to attend.
The bride elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Minks ot
Frankfort.
The groom -elect is the son -DI
Dr. and Mrs. Jerrell While oil-re
(Ionia, formerly of Murray.. 11:: Is
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
George Rogers and Thomas
White, all of Eddy vibe. and the
late Mrs. Louise White.
Both the bride-elect and
groom -elect lust graduated Sumtna Cum Laude from- Murray
State llniversity last Saturday

1 30
320
7 00

"Hot Shots"
Part Deux

•
•
•
.
•
•
•

900

1 30
3 30
7 10

Sharon Slone In

"Sliver" (R)

HUNDREDS MORE UNADVERTISED BARGAINS!
ONE LARGE GROUP

TO $489.00

ACCESSORIES

RECLINERS
CLIP Lot ol Wiser made recliners popular $tyles
fre :overS Out they go ehle they Last al

Mary Ausuai IS 10 cortpment you( home
hand pck011 r, si 3co1c"

SS at

$199

700/0 OFF

TO $249.00

$1325.00 7 PIECE

FINANCING AVAILABLE! 90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!
DINING ROOM

OCCASIONAL TABLES

-view/ Ipso/00101,0m Labe 0.01

lo. of ,arm:,.,3

styles

4

Beller lirwshes Out

they ;e

s.de Chin

Engler! sly*

a- 8

Cu tt pes

$69 '599
Selling Out All Present Merchandise

BY 5:00 P.M. SATURDAY!
SOFAS-CHAIRS-LOVESEATS-RECLINERS
Occasional
Sleep Sofas, Desks, Chairs, Table Lamps.
Dining
Tables, Secretaries, Chests, Bedroom Suites.

ALL SALES FINAL! NO REFUNDS
$2062.00 3

BEDROOM SUITE

(PIN

131

-Cop and a Half
(PG)

$899 $169

HURRY! ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE!

Wes

Chuck Norris In
3 30
705
9 OS

Sat. & Sun

AduN 3.00

Child 2.50

and caws 00 he gc

t. weled

else re, Las!

LOVE SEATS
On

ol

coon i

iffir mire to sus r I. ocu1s
,Cubs" Pei*
V*

a
"

N OW

Only

lupin Nig I

ilamas mare wires

9
'39
9
$29
EV R Hii% Safi

130
3 20
7 10

I Icy

(PG)

TO $1150.00

RECLINERS
Om

9 00

"Sidekicks"

a

UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS
caws
One group al ire LatioliNerd chars pod
go at
ad VON by twos main ou by,

TO $770.00

1 30
3 35
7 00
9 10

"Dave

TO $450.00

PIECE

Fens nuke 3 osce War sue dresser
goes eta. I tuis
cress pas bad

915

Is Thursday

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
7-7

$439 $29

UNUSUAL PIECES MUST BE SOLD'

Bargain Matinees

WAL-IVL‘RT

TABLE LAMPS
One lot ol belle,amps Of good makers trt the
hener cs Cla they p whit they Last at

Room Suites, Living Room Furniture, Bedding, Cabinets,
MANY OTHER
Etageres, Curios, Dinette Sets, AND

THEATRE•Si
.. •i
eig(012116-Ar-v •i
•
•
•
We are pleased to
announce that Mary
Leigh
Furches,
bride-elect of Bill
Shelton, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry..
Mary and Bill
will he married June
12, 1993.
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wanted styies
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Mr. and Mrs. Roberts will
CALENDAR
celebrate 50th anniversary
We are pleased to
announce that Krista
Raley, bride-elect of
Keith Harris, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Krista and Keith
will be married May
29, 1993.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Friday, Stay 20
AA and Al•Anon/open to newcomers/8
p rn /American Legion Building. South
Sixth and Maple Streets. Murray Info/
753 14136 or 435-4314
Games tor members only/14 p.m./Murray
Moose Lodge
Slain Street South Center/205 North
I-ourth St /open 6-11 pm. Into/
jEa\y County High School
(
7a311.101w
commencement/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium.
Murray State University.
Murray -Calloway County Republicansf7
pm /Callossay County Public Library.
Bingo Play/7 pm. at Wishing Well,
Aurora. for Jonathan-Aurora Action
Group Public invited.
Saturday, Slay 22
Callos‘.1 County Fire District 2 trustee
election/noon•4 p m /fire station at NC11
Concord
Purchase Area Senior Garnet Regional
1Tient/9 m :Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray State Unix ersity
First Street Fair/Hcl.Air Shopping
Center
Mr. and Sirs. Duane Owens 50th
anniversary wedding reception/2-4
and Mrs James
p ira Thome ol Rev
Ov.en.

(Coned on page 7)

June 1-4
Session #1
K-5th Grade
2 30-5 00 pm.

Girl's
Basketball
Camp

June 1-4
Session #2
6th-91h Grade
5-7 pm

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde H. Roberts of 1302 Doran Rd., Murray, will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, May 22.
They were married on that date in 1943 at the court house in Charleston, Mo.
Mrs. Roberts, the former Audrey Leona Willoughby, is the daughter
of Mrs. Huldah Willoughby Smith and the late Otis Willoughby.. She
is a retired teller from Peoples Bank of Murray.
Mr. Roberts is the son of the late Eunice Houston and Henry
Roberts. He is retired from State Farm Insurance Company.
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts have one son, Danny Roberts and his wire.
Martha, and one granddaughter, Mrs. Danette Jones and husband, Darren, all of Murray.
A private family celebration will be held June 5 at • Stacey's
Restaurant, Paducah.

Newborns and dismissals are

listed Thursday by hospital
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospitat for Thursday.
May 19, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Winchester baby girl, parents. Gina
and Donnie, 813 Broad Ext., Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Anna Broach, 504 South 16th
St.. Murray; T.C. Hargrove, Rt. 1, Box
400, Murray; Mrs. Lisa E. Gillum,
1400-A Michelle Dr., Murray;
Clarence C. Culver, Rt. 1, Box 4,
Mayfield: Mrs. Alene Dunn, 1501 Story
Ave., Murray; Mrs. Opal Rogers. 601
Broad Ext., Murray;
Mrs. Christine B. Collins. 3103 Parkplace West. Cairo, Ill.: Mrs. Sherri

Lynn Hutson. 900 Hillwood Dr
Murray;
Robert Hobbs. At 8, Box 35, Murray; Michael W. Redden, P 0 Box
426, Murray; Richard Kubly. 202
Beachwood Or, Janesville. Wis,
Mrs. Bonnie L Douglas, At 7, Box
134-1, Mayfield; Thomas Scott Brown
At. 5, Box 291, Benton; Miss Sabrina
Urquhart and baby girl. 101 Pine St
Murray.

Calloway County High School Gym

Camp Cost '30

Golden Image & Hair Works
Now Offers

Acrylic Nails

s35T,

LAM lied Tillie

Acrylic Nails • Sculptured • Waxing • Facials,

Call For An Appointment
1104 Story • Murray • 753-7455

Delicious Dining
Begins At Lacey's
Open Wednesday - Sunday
Back By Popular Demand "Snow Crab Legs"
Frog Legs, Catfish, Crab in butter, Crab Cakes,
Shnmp, Salad Bar, Vegetables, Incredible
Dessert Bar and Much, Much More!(Oyster available)

ALL FOR...

$1295

COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST BUFFET
Saturday And Sunday
Country Ham, Bacon, Sausage, White & Redeye
Gravy, Fried Potatoes, Eggs, French Toast Sticks,
Homemade Biscuits, Fruit & Juice Bar.
"We Serve Maxwell House Coffee"

$399

Cornbread Dressing, Southern Fried Chicken, BarB-Q Ribs,Turkey& Dressing,Country Ham,Several
Fresh Vegetables, 30 Item Soup & Salad Bar,
Delicious Dessert Bar.
11 AM.-9 Alt Press Pane Not Valid-WiT.WThis OlTer.

$599

Lacey's
319 N. Main St.

Benton, Ky.

..41140z
.
FIRST BIRTHDAY — Maegan
Nicole Lusk celebrated her first
birthday on Monday, May 17.
She is the daughter of Scott and
Sandra Lusk, of Murray. Her
grandparents are Shirley- Warren and Homer and Phyllis
Luck, all of Murray. and C.D.
and Linda Cook of Elizabethtown. Her great-grandparents
are Bernice Smith and Audrey.
Cook of Murray and Edna Ball
of Alabama. Family and friends
attended her party in the theme
of "Raggedy Ann" on Saturday,
May 15.

BIBLE DRILL WINNER —
Crystal Ludington. representing Scotts Grove Baptist
Church of Murray. was named
a winner in the State Bible Drill
held at First Baptist Church.
Paducah, on April 30.. Prior to
winning in the state drill,
Ludington was a winner in her
church and in the Blood River
Association Drills. She is the
daughter of Sir. and Mrs.
David Reed of Rt. 7, Murray.

'MURRAY
TODAY

FAMILY
RESTAURANT
527- 275

• SENIOR MEN — Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens. Inc.,
has formed a small group for senior men with an emphasis on
Health Education. Five meetings have been held with professionals
in the area as speakers. Twenty-four senior men have attended
these meetings. Starting in June, one meeting a month will be
scheduled. Pictured, from left. seated. James Thurmond, Carl
Miller, Leon Robertson, A.E. Rottman, Jesse Bailey. standing,
Albert West, Hugh Mann, Robert Williams. Glen Johnston, Earl
Hudspeth, Arne Erikson, William Van Meter and Euin Dick.
Senior Citizens is an agency of United Way.

Slightly Irregular

2 Piece Suits
$5950
Reg $64.50
All 1st Quality

Spring Sport Coats

* BE BOLD.
Brighten your future. Make a
bold move with professional hair
gollis coloring from JCPenney. For a
sUSsd time. our 20% OPT* sale
makes it easier than ever
For the 'talon nearest you,
caN 100 542-5565.
.•psfra. iwc• elvich wen rear
log al %Mem ha Molls

JCPomoy Styling Solon
•

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8,
Friday 9-8,
Thursday
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-S

No Appointment
Necessary
Call 759 9/1t t

611.fr

Mr. and Mrs. Brian Thomas Mills

Paschall and Mills vows
said in church ceremony
Miss Stacey Lee Paschall, daughter a Mr. and Mrs. Gedric Paschall
of Murray, and Brian Thomas Mills, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Mills of Madisonville, were married recently at Memorial Baptist
Church, Murray.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Rubie Elkins of Atrno and
the late James Oralee Elkins and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester
Paschall. Grandparents of the groom are Sirs. Mildred Robinson ol
Paducah, the late Victor Robinson, and Mrs. Agnes Adel Mills ol
Madisonville and the late Walter Mills.
The Rev. James Simmons officiated. Music was by• Mrs. Oneida
White, pianist and organist, and Steve Wilson, composer and vocalist.
The bride, given in marriage by. her family, was escorted by her
cousin, Chip Chrisman of Elizabethtown. She wore a pure silk ivory
formal gown, featuring a jewel neckline forming a v in the back.
Hand-sewn iridescent sequins and pearls were mingled amid intricate
embroidery designs adorning the fitted bodice and shear bishop
sleeves that came to a point over the hand and fastened with rows °I
small covered buttons. Strings of crystal beads draped from the padded shoulders and down the bodice front. Her bouffant skirt and
cathedral-length train flowed limn an antebellum waist line. A wide
border of Schiffli embroidery, sequins and pearls encircled the bottom
of the skirt.
Her four-tiered veil ot bridal illusion was gathered in pulls and
attached to the headpiece adorned with iridescent sequins and pearl
sprays. Drop pearl earrings were her only jewelry. She carried a lace edged handkerchief, a gift from a bridesmaid. Her tropical-arm bouquet was of lilies and roses intermixed with greenery- tied with ivorv
satin ribbon.
Miss Lisa Hopkins of. Murray was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were
-Miss Carrie Farr, Carbondale, III., Miss-Kelly Hanna, Hammond, La.,
Mrs. Michelle Paschall, sister-in-law of the bride, Mayfield. and Miss
Mary Ellen Smith, Lexington.
They wore identical floor-length dresses of iridescent emerald green.
taffeta and carried arm bouquets of flowers depicting a smaller version of the bridal bouquet.
Whitney Ford, niece of the groom, from Hopkinsville. was flowergirl. She wore a green dress and carried an ivory satin .basket filled
with white carnation petals.
Thomas Mills, father of the groom, was best Man. Groomsmen were
Chris Merifield. Houston, Texas, Mike Roth, Louisville, Tony Wadi!:
Murray, and John Arnett, Sladisonville. Ushers were Chip Chrisman.
cousin of the bride, Elizabethtown, and Scott Ford, brother-in-law of
the groom, Hopkinsville.
The ring bearer was Zachery Ford, nephew of the groom,
Hopkinsville.
The groom, fathers of the bridal couple, groomsmen, ushers, ring
bearer, and Stan Paschall, brother of the bride, all wore onyx black
dinner-jacket tuxedoes. The groom had a white rose boutonniere and
his attendants had white stephanotis and carnation boutonnieres.
The mother of the bride wore a . navy two-piece ensemble and the
motherrof the groom wore a kelly green suit. Their corsages were
Catalaya orchids. The grandmothers had white miniature carnation
_corsages:
Miss Ashley Redden of Clinton attended the guest register.
A reception, hosted by the bride's parents, followed in the Hospitality Room of University Branch of Bank of Murray.
Servers were Mrs. Glenda Chrisman, aunt of the bride. and Mrs.
Kim Morgan, cousin of the bride, Elizabethtown, and Mrs. Paula Boaz
and Charlotte Watts, Clinton.
Ashley and Lauren McKendree distributed bird seed bags from
ivory baskets designed and decorated by the bride's mother. Background music was by Oneida White, pianist.
The couple spent their honeymoon at Opryland Hotel, Nashville.
Tenn. They are now residing at Nashville.
The bride, a 1988 graduate of Murray High School. attended Murray State University. She is presently employed as a certified
Emergency Medical Technician at Nashville.
The groom, a 1986 graduate of Madisonville North •Hopkins High
School, received his degree in Industrial Technology. trom Murray
State University. He is currently employed with Beaver Adhesives,
Inc.. Nashville.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at Slayllower
Restaurant, Holiday Inn, Murray.
Bridal events included a miscellaneous shower given by. Mrs. Ann
Ford and Mrs. Jean Mills at Madisonville and a bridesmaids' luncheon
hostes by the bride-elecdt at Seafood Express, Murray.

Connie Smith
Summer Gymnastics Camp & Classes
Summer Classes

25% off
$445°
Reg. $59.50
Linens

Begin June 1

Beginners/Intermediate
Gymnastics Camp

$67°°
Reg. $89.50
Silk, Blends

June 7-11

Plus...
Spring Linen Slacks

Dress Poly/Wool Slacks
Ilde -Omed Oat., may its

Advanced Camp
'22 R.1
: $26 75
'24 Rt•iz $29 75
Fri.. may as

June 14-18

('heerleading ('amp
June 21-25

Wholesale Stores, Inc.
Iraimailed Stem Hews - Op*. Ruadays
117 IL 7th 111. MayfleId. Ky.

iipmwr

•
Call Now To Reser%e l'our Spot

753-6705 or 753-1976
641 South

ride Jen Shopping Center

* Ow .Lisses leriure the use ol a spring floor *
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Saturday, May 22

Christina Anne Dunn and
Timothy Wayne Smith to marry

Dunn and Smith yaws
will be said on June 5
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gene Dunn of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Lew is
Smith ()I Big CIOy announce the engagement and approaching marriage ol their children, Christina Anne Dunn and "timothy Wayne
Smith.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter. of Mr. and Mrs. William
Everett Dunn .of Clarksville, Tenn., the late Falay McClure Dunn, and
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Cavitt of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Smda Quiggins ol Leitchfield and the late Lawrence Ouiggins and of the late W.R. Smith and
('ova Marie Smith. .
Miss Dunn is a 1990 graduate of Calloway County, High School and
is currently attending Murray State University as a music education
major.
Mr. Smith is a 1957 graduate of Grayson County High School and
is currently attending Murray State University as a inush: education
and performance major.
The wedding will he Saturday, June 5, at 1 pin, at the home of the
bride-elect's maternal grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Cav itt. 1909 Coldwater Rd., Murray.
A re(eption will follow the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives and Iriends
are ins ited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Calvary Temple church events include
pancake breakfast/7-10 a.m., yard sale
plus new crafts/8 a.m.-2 p.m. and car
wash/10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Murray Woman's Club luncheon/11:30
a micluts house
Chapter M of P.E.O. Ststerhood/10
a.m./home of Mrs. Howard Titswonh.
Yellow Tag Day by Murray Civitans/
fundraiser for Special Olympic held Day.
Murray. Chapter. Professional Secretaries International hosting 41st annual
Kentucky Division mectirrgt*-a.m./Holiday Inn. Murray.
Gospel singing/7 p millighway 80
Church of God.
WKMS esent for "Ten Year Friends"/g-9
p.m /konlake State Resort Park
AA and Al-Anon/open meeting/8
p.m /American Legion building. South
Sixth and Maple Streets. Info/753-813h or
435-4314
Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8 p m -12
midnight
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth Si /open 5 to 11 p.m Info/
754-THA -.
National Scouting Museum/open
am 4 10 pm
Land Between the Lakes events include
Iron Industry/It) 10 a m and 1:30 pm .
Buttennaking/2 p in Muizleloading Rifle
Match/2-4 p millomeplacc, Kids Fcti
hour/1 p in., Eagles Up Close/2 p ni.,
Wildlute Ilike/3 p m /Deer Up Close/4
p.m /Nature Center, Planetarium shwa /1 1
a ni.. I. 2 and 1 p.ITI /Visitor Center.
WKAA/7 p m 'Observatory, Special
Populations 1•ishing Tournament/Duman
1 .ike
Sunday, May 23
First Street' Tarr Bel Air Shopping
Center
Baccalaureate sersice tor Murray thigh
School seniors/1i p in /First Baptist
Church.
(:ospel concer by J.I) Sunmer and the
Stamps/3 p m /West Kentucky Faposition
Center. sponsored by Fraternal Order of
Police
Bethel United Methodist Church home
coming today
Flint Baptist Church homecoming toria±.
AA and Al-Anow.loced mechngs/ua m
and 4 p m /Amer“..in Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple/Into/753liI36 or
435 4414
Narcotics Anonymoust7 tn p m jtit
John's Episcopal Church Info/754 (KIM
or 753 7046
First Amendment meciinglA
p in /Calltmay County Public 1 ibrar%
10...W753-9/192 or 751 k61
National Scouting Museum/open
12 50 4'30 p.m
Land Between the Lakes esents include
Iron Industr.10 .40 a in and 1.10 p in
Iland Set..ing!2 4 p m ,//Iorneplacc. Kid
1 -co Ilour/I p iii . Fagle,l•p Close ', 2 p 111 ,
Attracting Ihimminghirdc.,3 p m %lulu
01 the Red Wk,li 4 p in \jle re Ccriter
Plant:COMM MIAMI I a iii . I. 2 and
F.in'Vt.tror Center

Lutheran Church plans celebration
Immanuel Lutheran Church
will celebrate its 27th year of service to the area on May 22.
Einar Jenstrom, president of
the congreation, announced that a
congregational potluck dinner
will be held Sunday. May 23,

lowship hall, office and remodeled the original building lor
class - rooms.
The new facility was dedicated

on Feb. 25, 1990.
Jenstrom and the church invite
the public to attend 'this special
event on Sunday.

Faye Childress
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murray
753-5234

Ann/
TliCker and
Steven Chadwick Lyons to marry

Tucker and Lyons vows
will be said on June 19
Amy Suianne I ik- ker and SR's cii Chativ41‘.4. l.yoiis. both it Rt. I.
Dexter, announk c their engagement and approzt:hiln... war riag.t.
Miss Tucker is the daughter of lhomas and Jackie !ticker oi 1)exter
and ol Jerry and Xiny Shaw ol Evansville. Ind...She 11 the ffanddaflob
ter of N1s. Billie I u.ker and the We Dale Tucker and ot the late Ali
and Mrs. Albert Allbright
Mr. Lyons is son ol Ste( e and Sharon Lyons 01 Rt. 1 \Imo. an,!
Sandra I.yons oi Rt.
Ile is the gratid.on ol Mi and Mi.
James Duncan :mil ot Mr.. Alar?lie I.ons and the late 1 W 1 (on,
The bride-ele(i v( ill be a PO ". !!!:1(111:11e of C411111.1.r. 0.01.1110.. Itch
School.
The groom elect is employed by the Calloway Comm Road
teparnuent.
'I he wedding (ow, will be solemnued on Saturday link l'r. al 2
p.m. at Palestine [tined Methodist( hur, h.
Out!, out-onw
o n
WW ,
'II
. VI
he sent. All
rids
are invited it)

VOTE FOR

Charles N.
Smotherman

immediately following_ the 10:45
a.m. 'worship service.
Chaplain Captain Gregory Wil-

Chapel and Student Center at
15th and Main Streets was dedi,
cated in February 1963. The congregation—officially organized--asImmanuel Lutheran Church on
May 22, 1966.
On Feb. 19, 1989, Immanuel
congregation broke ground and
with the help of laborers for
Christ built a new sanctuary, fel-

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
IL KENTUCK r CABAFT FOR HAIM RESOURCES

We are pleased to
announce that Trish
brideBandarra,
electofShad Harris,
her
made
has
domestic and houseselections
hold
through our bridal
registry.
Trish and Shad
will be married May
29, 1993.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

We are pleased to
announce that Michelle Elkins, brideelect ofRoger Garland,
has made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.
Michelle and Roger
will be married May
29, 1993.

hwy. 641 North

May Primary 19931
Your Vote And influence Will Be Appreciated!
By

1,,Vt )( )1 f,il N 1 the WORLD
I ll I INP•,liiir1N( I SOCIETY

WAL-MART

MAGISTRATE
2nd District
Pried For

WOODiviEN'S
ABOUT AND
IRAs
ANNUITIES

Murray

The Condirkile

School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

THE

liamson from Fort Campbell will
conduct the Sunday service.
- The first worship service in
Murray was conducted in a grade
school in October 1963. The

CUTTING EDGE
Menus for the various lunthe-comity—and—city--ehroorits
schools for next week have been
released by Joanna Adams and
Willie Jackson, food service
directors for Calloway County
and Murray City 'Schools

available daily

respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:

_Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets. barbecue sandwich. Tuesday - barbecue
ribbette chef salad. Wednesday chicken and dumplings, baked potato
life, Thursday- pizza. hamburger, deli
bar, chef salad Salad bar, lite and
lean line, pizza. hamburger. cheeseburger, deli line, fruits, vegetables
milk and fruit drinks are available
daily

Calloway County

Murray City

Robertson
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Breakfast
Monday - pancakes. Cereal, toast
Monday - cinnamon Nast, Tuesday
- scrambled eggs, bacon. toast: Wed- fruit juice or milk are available daily
Lunch
nesday - sausage and biscuit. ThursMonday - hot dog, peanut butter
day - breakfast pizza. Milk, juice, cereand jelly sandwich Peanut butter and
al and toast are available daily.
Lunch
jelly sandwich, fruits, vegetables. juice
and milk are available daily
Monday - cheesey burrito, hamburCarter
ger: Tuesday - taco in shell, chicken
Breakfast
salad sandwich, Wednesday - pizza,
'Monday - cinnamon toast and cere
chili dog Thursday - sack lunch - ham
al. Cereal, toast, fruit juice and milk
and cheese sandwich, peanut butter
and jelly sandwich Fruits, vegetables. are available daily
Lunch
fries, peanut butter-jelly and grilled
Monday - potluck Fruits. veget
cheese sandwiches. desserts, milk
ables, juice and milk are available
and fruit drink are available daily.
Calloway Middle
daily
Breakfast
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday - sasage and biscuit. TuesMonday • potluck Cinnamon toast
day • donut. Wednesday - pancake
cereal, assorted juices and milk -are
and sausage on a stick. Thursday muffins Cereal, juice and milk are available daily
Lunch
available daily
Monday - sack lunch • tuna fish
Lunch
Monday • ctuliicheesti topped pota- sandwich pimento cheese sandwich
to, bacon cheeseburger. sandwich bar. Fruits, vegetables pizza. fries, hamTuesday - .pizZaburger deli turkey
burgers cheeseburgers. fruit drink and
sandwich salad bar Wednesday
_milk are available daily
pizza barbecue sandwich, sandwich
Murray High
•Breakfast
bar Thursday • sack lunch - ham and
Monday donuts Cereal cinnamon
cheese sandwrch, peanut butter and
toast assorted uices and milk are
ielly sandwich Fruits vegetables
salad bar milk and fruit drinks are available daily
Lunch
available daily
ham and
sack lunch
Monday
Calloway High
cheese pimento cheese peanut but
Breakfast
ter sandwiches Hamburgers cheese.
Monday biscuit or sausage gravy
waffle shit * sausage
burgers pizza French fries assorted
Tuesday
fruits nachos vegetables fruit juice
Wednesday - deli ham and cheese
and milk are available daily
sausage and biscuit
Thursday
Cereal hurt donuts 'vice and milk ate

4

•;

Actual mower
differs slightly
from pictures
Come & see it!

79900

Powerful tractor is equipped with a Briggs &
Stratton engine. Features a6 speed,6cutting
heights from 1 1/2 to 411, low-back seat,
pneumatic tires. With manual deck light, 12
volt alternator/starter,spring-mounted cushioned contoured seat and reverse safety
switch. Accepts optional grass collection system. One gallon fuel capacity. Step through
frame. (481-2103)

12 HP/36"
Lawn Tractor

89900
Electric start Briggs & Stratton 1/C engine. 7
speed transaxle drive. High-vacuum deck. Adjustable steering column. Spring mounted
cushioned seat. 12 volt alt/starter. Combination clutch/bake. 14 amp battery. 2 Year
Engine Warranty. (481-22511

12 HP/38" Cut
Coast to Coast Rider

Coastto Coast.
America's TOTAL HARDWARE&
al)

311:

Control Shopping Comer

7534•••

Open
Mon.-Sat.

830-900
12-6
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Surrogate mother contracts upheld

•

••,`

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
woman who signed a $10,000
deal to bear a couple's baby has
no rights to the child, California's Supreme Court said in the
first ruling by a state's high court
upholding a surrogate motherhood contract.
The 6-1 ruling, issued Thursday, gives Mark and Crispina
Calvert full rights to the
-year-old boy that Anna Johnson gave birth to in 1990. The

•

•
•

boy. named Christopher, was
born after an embryo created by
sperm from Calvert and an egg
from Mrs. Calvert was placed in
Johnson's womb.
The case differed from the
Baby M case heard by the New
Jersey Supreme Court in 1988. In
that case, a woman agreed to bear
a child for another couple, but the
baby was the product of her egg
and sperm from the husband.
The New Jersey high court

"
-7
‘
- ---::::— --- -----=..'. - - "---:--•‘
-.

--=-aw•-•r•
----•

1)011DERTOW
PUFtYEAR, TENNESSEE
(901)247-5665 • Hwy. 641 North

Country & Western Music

'

* Live Band - Fri. & Sat. *
•

Open Wednesday, Friday & Saturday
7 p.m.-12 Midnight

•

No Cover Charge Wednesday
Ladies Night on Friday
Dance Lessons
Dress Code Enforced

:i
1

Call to make reservations
for your Private Parties

i
/

1.

(Office - Christmas
Retirement)

4
'•".•
•.
• ...";/11

CORRECTION

ruled that a surrogacy contract
involving money violated the
state's adoption laws. It awarded
custody of the child to the couple
but gave the birth mother visitation rights.
The California court discussed
only contracts in which the birth
mother is implanted with an
embryo and has no genetic relationship to the child. The court
did not say whether its reasoning
would apply in a Baby M case.
Writing for the majority, Justicc Edward Panclli said a surrogacy ageement is as valid as any
other voluntarif;• contract. And
although most strogate mothers
are poor, he saisi-W there is no
proof such contracts exploit poor
women.
.
"The argument that a woman
cannot knowingly and intelligently agree to gestate and deliver a
baby for intending parents carries
overtones of the reasoning that
for centuries prevented women
from attaining equal economic
rights and professional status
under the law," Fanelli wrote.
"To resurrect this view is both
to foreclose a personal and economic choice on the part of the
surrogate mother, and to deny
intending parents what may be
their only means of procreating a
child of their own genetic stock."
Justice Joyce - Kennard, the
only woman on the court, was the
lone dissenter.
"A pregnant woman intending
to bring a child into the world is
more than a mere container , or
breeding animal; she is a conscious agent of creation no less
than the genetic mother," Kennard said.
She said such disputes should
be decided according to the best
interest of the child until the state
establishes standards for surrogacy agreements.
Attorneys for both sides said
the ruling marked the first time a

Our ad on the Bel-Air page in Thursday's
paper should have read:

state's highest court upheld a surrogacy contract. The attorney for
the surrogate mother said he
would appeal to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
A state appeals court had previously declared the couple to be
the legal parents because the surrogate had no genetic connection
to the child, but it declined to
rule on the legality of surrogate
contracts. Instead, it urged the
Legislature to step into that field.
A bill to make surrogacy
agreements legal under state regulation was vetoed last year by
Gov. Pete Wilson.
The Calverts' lawyer, Robert
Walmsley, said Calvert told him
after hearing the news, "I'm
going to go hug my son.'•
Ms. Johnson's lawyer. Richard
C. Gilbert, denounced .the
"There was an absence of judicial sensitivity. Shame on them,"
he said of the court.
The Center 'for Surrogate
Parenting Inc., based in Beverly
Hills, called the decision a milestone that would help "in defining
the rights and protections of
infertile couples, of the exceptional women who agree to help
them by being surrogate mothers
and, most importantly, of the
children who are born as a result
of these relationships." The Calverts had been childless; Mrs. Calvert had had a
hysterectomy.
Johnson, a nurse, signed the
contract with the Calverts in
1990, but relations between them
soured almost immediately. Johnson, who said she bonded with
the child in her womb and
couldn't give him up,..,sued for
custody.
The Calverts also sued, and
said Johnson lied to them about
previous miscarriages and
demanded more monev.

Read the classifieds

"Measure The Man", Meet The Man.
He Earns His Pay.

Elect

0„
0%
10-3
Special Tagged Appliances

Dallas Willoughby
Magistrate, District 4
0Fair, Honest, & Determined
Hard Working
El 34 Years Business and Management
Experience
121 Resides Near Central Area of District
0Has Needed Capabilities
Able to Make Tough Decisions
El Fairness to All Precincts in District

Ei

SFAIRS

Ei

Local: 753-2310
For Information: 1-800-455-2310
Hours: 9:00-6:00 Mon.-Sat.
For Repairs: 1-800-473-7247

"Changing Times; Time For A Change"

Bel-Air Shopping Center
912 S. 12th - Murray

TRY ME. Thank You!
PAID FOR BY CANDIDATE RI 2 BOX 167 MURRAY • YOUR VOTE A/60 SUPPORT APPRECIATED
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Squeegee men
are everywhere
NEW YORK (AP) — You can't escape them if you drive in
Manhattan. Stop at a light and a person approaches, waving a
squeegee or a dirty rag. Maybe he asks permission, then wipes your
windshield; maybe he does it without asking.
As you try to speed away, his palm shoots forward for change.
Decline and your windshield could be smeared — or worse.
Now a Harvard academic has been hired to conduct a $20,000
study of the city's free-lance windshield washers.
"I like that." chuckled Jay Wilson, a 19-year-old who has been
hanging out on the West Side Highway swabbing windshields for
quarters since he was. 9. He said he earns $30 on a good day.
For Jay and othcrs, the squeegee is the tool of his trade. But
some motorists feel menaced, and the growing free-lance business
is also causing growing anxiety.
"Spitting on windows is an introduction to New York City tragic that people don't need," criminologist George Kelling, who will
direct the study, said on Thursday. "On one hand it doesn't seem
serious. On the other hand it Creates a great deal of fear."
Kelling promised to look at a range of possible solutions.
"Not just arrests. There are other ways to approach this," he
•
said.
Kelling, a fellow • at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government
and a professor at Northeastern University, has been chosen by the
Police Foundation to head a task force that will study the squeegee
men from June through August.
He previously worked with the city's transit police on the problem of subway panhandling.
Free-lance squeegee men began appearing in New York and
other cities atIout 10 years ago in response to homelessness, unemployment and other social ills, says William Kornblum, director of
the City University of New York's Center for Social Research.
'Last fall, Kornblum studied residents of homeless shelters. Those
who washed windshields saw it as "a step above panhandling — a
little more honest. They feel they're giving something back to the
public."
Kornblum said there's .no way to know how many windshield
wash:rs there are.
Some motorists try to keep the squeegee men at a distance by
turning on their wipers or rolling up their windows.
"I might stop half a block in advance and time the green light so
1 don't have to deal with it," said Gregg Roberts, program director
of the Police Foundation.
Michael, another West Side windshield washer, said he's "just
trying to make money without robbing or stealing." He wouldn't
give his full name.
For four months, since losing his construction job, the 25-yearold has supplemented a meager messenger's income by washing
windshields-He said the money barely supports his wife and children, ages 2 and 3.
Kelling said he will ask men like Michael Why they do it. "How
much it pays. Are there alternative things they can do? On the surface that might sound simpleminded," Kelling said. "But simple
ideas worked in the subway.
"People put graffiti so it would he seen. If you take it away so
no one sees it, people will stop."

Former judge removed,
disbarred for perjury
can practice law again
JACKS()N. Miss. rAP) ---- Former LS. District Judge Walter L.
Nixon Jr., who was removed
from the bench and disbarred for
perjury, can practice law again in
Mississippi.
The state Supreme Court,
which disbarred him 1989, ruled
Thursday that the 64-year-old
Nixon had rehabilitated himself.
"This petitioner has been
whipped enough," Chief Justice
Armis Ila‘k kins said.
In I956. Nixon was convicted

rt-o+
.A

of lying to a grand jury when he
denied discussing a marijuana
case with a prosecutor. He was
impeached by the U.S. House and
removed by the Senate in 1989.
Nixon served 20 months irr
prison before being released in
1989. He was returned to prison
for four months in 1990 for violating parole by carrying a gun.
The state bar had opposed the
reinstatement on the grounds that
the perjury conviction showed
bad moral character.

17:0

144

Drug offenses will be my TOP priority. Have you ever noticed that
you read about or see pictures of the county attorney when police make
an arrest, but you never hear the results in the courtroom when it is time
for the county attorney to do his job? The majority of drug offenders
receive no jail time as a result of plea bargains with the current county
attorney.

017,
.7

*)17••

When elected, I will be concerned about results and law
enforcement can trust that their work will be rewarded by hard work in
the courtroom where it counts. I will not spend tax money on publicity
that simply promotes my name.

41*
[

I want to use the skills and abilities I have developed in my 9 years
of successful criminal and trial practice to help make this a safer
community for our families.
1.

/TS TIME TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT DRUGS;
IT'S TIME FOR RESULTS AND CONVICTIONS IN THE COURTROOM;
61;

IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE!

1111

ELECT

I! RANDY HUTCHENS
CALLOWAY COUNTY ATTORNEY
c.141) I OR Ily C 0114110 ••I I '0 Ii C'
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This is my home and the birthplace of my
children. As a father of four children, I am
concerned about the increase in crime
and burglaries, drug and alcohol offenses, and the incidents of violence
against women and children. My children
are Daniel, Angela,Jessica and Timothy
We are members of Glendale Road
Church of Christ. My parents are ldelee
and Martha Hutchens of Lynn Grove My
grandmothers are Laverne Lee Jenkins
and the late Mary Paschall Hutchens
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Experts say Koresh
killed by lieutenant
P1OUSTON (AP) — Forensic experts suspect David Koresh's
chief lieutenant shot him in the head with a rifle as the compound
near Waco went up in flames, then put the muzzle under his chin
and killed himself, a newspaper reported.
The Houston Chronicle said Thursday it was unclear to the
experts whether Steven Emil Schneider killed Koresh at the cult
leader's behest.
The Chronicle, citing unidentified sources, said pathologists
believe that as the fire started, Schneider sat in the communications
room with Koresh, leveled a rifle at the center of Koresh's forehead
and pulled the trigger.
Then, Schneider, a 48-year-old former professor of religion,
killed himself, a source said.
Officials in the Tarrant County Medical Examiner's did not
return calls Thursday to comment on the theory. Medical Examiner
Dr. Nizam Peersvani is in charge of the examination of the remains
of those who died in -the compound.
The exact number of those killed in the compound is unclear, but
investigators last week siad they believe 78 died.
Investigators are trying to determine whether the 11 bodies bearing apparent gunshot wounds were suicides, murders or a combination of the two.

Rare reaction to spider bite
leaves woman an amputee
Nationwide, an average of 43
people a year die from insect
bites, mostly bee stings, Vetter
said. Every three or four years,
someone, usually a child, dies
from a spider bite, he said.
In Mrs. Slump's case, by the
time the venom was finally identified as that of a brown recluse
spider, she was unconscious.
Rare in California, brown
coma.
recluse spiders are common in
Five months later, Mrs. Slimp
the Midwest and South, Vetter
awoke, minus her arms, legs and
said. But often, nothing happens
amputated
been
had
They
nose.
when someone is bitten by one.
due to advancing blood
"It depends on the person's body.
poisoning.
chemistry more than anything."
Mrs. Slimp considered herself
he said.
lucky. At least the spider hadn't
Now, Mrs. Slimp uses an
killed her.
electric wheelchair around her
"I always thought if anything
was going to happen it would he
home. Her husband, Randy,
combs her hair and helps with her
car accident or something."
makeup.
Mrs. Slimp said in an interview
He and their daughter, Charearlier- this month. "Maybe _get
lene, 12, and son, Stuart. 9, also
hit by a Mack truck you don't see
feed her, although she's learning
coming. But to get hit by a
to use a fork and other tools
- spider?''
strapped to her elbows.
More Americans die from
Her husband said, "The brightlightning strikes or skiing acci?.
est thing of all is that Valerie is
dents than spider bites, said Rick
alive, and she can get _better and
Vetter. an entomologist at the
she can get back into society
University of •California - at
completely.—
Riversidc.
MIRA LOMA, Calif. 1AP) —
Last July, Valerie Slimp was
shampooing her carpet when she
felt a sharp pain in her thigh.
''l thought at first I'd pulled a
muscle," the 40-year-old woman
recalled. But as the pain grew,
she began to feel flu-like symptoms. Within two days, she had
gone into toxic shock and a

MSU sets Memorial
Day, summer class
registration schedules
Memorial Day and the beginning
of June mark several schedule
changes at Murray State University.
Murray State administrative offices will be closed Monday, May
31,in observance of Memorial Day.
On Tuesday, June 1, the University

Boy dials
911, saves
mom's life
A
OWENSBORO. Ky. I Al'i
4-year-old boy's telephone call
may have saved his mother's lite.
Jonathan Parm dialed ()II after
his mother, Regina, suffered an
asthma attack early Tuesday
morning.
'I couldn't talk to him at all:.
she recalled. "I couldn't explain
to him what was going on.''
The youngster tried to help h i,
mother get air by plak:ing a fan in
front of her. Ile then dialed the
emergency number and told the
dispatcher his mother could!' t
breathe.
Emergency inedi....11 technicians
administered aid and then took
Mrs. Parift to the hospital She
was released Wethies,1,1%.

Mayfield
feed mill
to close
(Ah
mAyHELD.
Mayfield Sweet Feed -NMI Ilk: is
halting production alter 62 years.
In making the announcement
Wetesday, ow ner StiNan. KOlh
said the null sou Id remain open
to settle customers' grain-bank
and remaining accounts as well
as - sell inventory.
Clayton [lime said his
which has operated the mill tor
years, decided to get out ot the
feed business.
The mill employed nearly •0
wOrkers in P.)92.
K.

Please Vote
for

GERALD DUNCAN
Magistrate-District 1

I would first like to apologize to those voters in

District #1 that I haven't met personally. It has been
next to impossible Ito meet everyone, but if anyone
has any questionsplease call me at 753-6425 or
753-5669. I would appreciate your input on our
district.
Our District #1 in Calloway County a few years
back was chosen as the #1, retirement area in the
USA. Let's also make this area the #1 place to live
and work and raise our families.
While talking to people throughout District #1,
their main concerns are as follows:
#1 Misuse of taxpayers money
#2 Fire stations that would lower insurance rates
#3 Better roads & streets
#4 Garbage dumpsters
#5 Better water systems
#6 Cablevision

These concerns are my concerns.
For your best representation in
Fiscal Court please voft for

Gerald Duncan
*1 FOR THE PEOPLE
*1 IN THE POLLS
*4 ON THE BALLOT

CONCERN, VISION, INTEGRITY
Peed Par by illeadve Thermo., Tremerer, Rt 111 Rya 171, Morey, Ky

will begin operaung on a 7:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m. summer work schedule.
Offices will continue operating on
the schedule through Friday, Aug.
13.
Tuesday, June 1, will park the
beginning of the summer sosion for
students. Residence halls open at 8
a.m., with registration and -fee payment for classes scheduled from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Curris Center.
Classes will also begin June 1.
Gateway Park,the outdoor obstacle of the National Scouting Museum on the MSU campus, will also
open June I. It will be open from 9
-a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesdays through
Saturdays and from 12:30 to 4:30
p.m. Sundays. Admission to Gateway Park only is $5 or $3 additional
if admission is paid to the museum.
Advance reservations is requested
for groups of six or more. For more
information, call 762-3383.
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MURRAY
is A

Hello Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative. Its my iob to help
you get overt Hie hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

Ok
itrehthatiiil
- • •Town
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348

PUBLIC NOTICE

NIP NOW OPEN
"641 South"
Two Locations To Serve You!

-_46AUBE
Pea,/

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair pric,
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
!Commercial & Residential ,
—Vinyl Siding

• %.

• 10 Minute Oil Change
• Automatic Transmission Service
• Cooling System Service
• Hand Car Wash & Wax
• Rotate Tires
Other Services Available
Professional Lubrication and T.C.C.
for your car, truck, motor home.

—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

New Location
„ 16th at Chestnut
507 S. 12th •"641 South „Five Points"
Murray, KY
Murray, KY
759-1529
753-4462
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!!

TO THE VOTERS
OF CALLOWAY
COUNTY:
This will probably be my last article prior to the election. Again, I ask you
for your vote and support.
Of the many accomplishments I have made,along with the Fiscal Court,
which I include better roads, better bridges, better equipment and I wish
everyone could see the Community Center, especially the Senior Citizens'
area and how well it is being utilized. I have received many compliments
from the other counties on this center, the operation of it, and especially
that part of it occupied by the Senior Citizens. I would point out that Eric
Kelleher, Senior Citizens Director, has done a fantastic job in the
organizing and directing this organization. I would also like to thank the
group of business people, who last Saturday, landscaped around the
Community Center.
Some of my opponents seem to think that the green box method of
handling garbage is the best way. Marshall County has a garbage tax of.10
(ten)cents per $100.00 dollars per evaluation which, Mike Miller says,does
not pay for his pick-up and he has to subsidize from the general fund. Mike
has a .07 cents payroll tax. We, meaning the Fiscal Court, looked at this
method ten years ago and while it has some good points there is no way to
pay for it, but by taxes, and it makes miniature dumps at each location. I
have seen dead -animals dumped in these dumpsters during the summer.
For these reasons no one wants these dumpsters on their property. It is also
my understanding that my predecessor, Judge Robert 0. Miller, and his
court looked at this method before us and felt this method was not feasible.
As anyone can lee, the answer to all government problems is money. The
way you get money is taxes. That is the only method available in most
instances. Every time you listen to the news or read the paper the State or
Federal Governments_ are talking of raising taxes and I would point out to
you that the Calloway County Fiscal Court has not raised your property
taxes in .the past ten years.
The roads, bridges, equipment and services are better today ten years
ago. We have done this through growth and by WATCHING THE WAY WE
SPEND YOUR MONEY.
The Judge/Executive is not a Judge. He has no more power to cite anyone
for a violation than any other citizen. The illegal dumps are just what they
are, illegal. It is a violation of the law and the law is enforced under the
statutes by the Sheriff, the County Attorney and the Courts. The only thing
that the Judge/Executive and the Fiscal Courtcan do is to pass an ordinance
to clean up the dump sites and the right-of-ways.
The best way we have found on garbage pick-up is through private
haulers and that is the most economical. This will be this way until the
State Legislature passes laws that requires mandatory pick-up and the cost
be put on the electric bill, which they have steadfastly refused to do for the
past four legislatures.
Again, I ask you for your vote and appreciate what the good people of
Calloway County have done for me in the past twelve years.
I thank you.
George H. Weeks, Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky
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Barkley plays big in Suns clincher
By KELLEY SHANNON
AP Sports Writar

SAN ANTONIO -- The big reason the Phoenix Suns
survived another rough playoff series was the man with the
big shot — Charles Barkley.
The best regular-season NBA team, the Suns made it to
the Western Conference finals when Barkley put his
basketball magic to work again Thursday night. He lifted
the Suns to a 102-100 victory over the San Antonio Spurs
with a game-winning, top-of-the-key juffiVer over the outstretched arm of David Robinson With 1.8 seconds to play.
-* "I always expect to hit the big shot," said Barkley, who
scored 28 points and had 21 rebounds. It felt good the
Second it left my hand. I knew it was in."
The Suns, taking the best-of-7 series 4-2, now face the
winner of the Houston-Seattle series. Game 7 of that series
will be Saturday at Seattle.
For San Antonio, it was a distressing finish to an
and-down season of coaching changes, winning streaks fol-

up-

lowed by streaks of mediocrity, then a Trip to the conference semifinals for the first time since Robinson's rookie
year four seasons ago.
"It was a tough way to lose, especially at home. We are
ll really disappointed," Robinson said. "I feel like a train
that hit a wall, but my body could use the rest. Mentally
I'm ready to play on."
Robinson led the Spurs with 22 points and 14 rebounds.
Sean Elliott added 19 points, and J.R. Reid had 14.
Early in the fourth quarter, the Spurs looked like they
were about to force a seventh game in Phoenix.
San Antonio took an 86-76 lead to start the quarter on
Elliott's 3-pointer. But Phoenix immediately rallied with
12 straight points.
Then the stretch battle was on. The teams swapped leads
four times before Phoenix went ahead 96-94 on two free
throws by Kevin Johnson with 3:18 remaining.
"I thought we had the game under control," Elliott said.
"The whole key was they played a consistent ball game.
They stayed closed until the end, until they got their

break."
Trailing by four, the Spurs closed to 99-98 after a
3-pointer by Dale Ellis with 14 seconds remaining. Danny
Ainge hit one of two free_ throws. After a foul by Barkley
with 11 seconds to play, Robinson tied the score by making two free throws, even though he'd been only 4 of 8
from the line in the fourth quarter.
But Barkley answered with his w inning basket. 'I learned from Andrew Tony when I was on thc--7t5cts
that if you want to be great you have to he willing to take
the big shot anywhere and anytime." Barkley said.
Wititi 1.8 seconds'remaining, San Antonio inbounded to
Robinson. Oliver Miller blocked his shot.
Coach Paul Westphal said Barkley. who also led the
Suns to victory with 36 points in Tuesday's fifth game,
showed why he is a great player. ,
"Everyone in the building knew he was going to get it,
but they still couldn't stop him," Westphal said. "They
•TURN TO PAGE 11

Murray cruises
in boys' regional;
Calloway departs
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times

Calloway County saw their season come
to an end, while the Tigers of Murray High
were just getting started.
In the opening two rounds of the Boys'
First Region Tennis Tournament held in
Murray, the Tigers advaneed one-singles
player and both doubles entries to today's
quarterfinals at Murray State's Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.
Calloway, on the other hand, lost all four
matches (two doubles, two singles) in the
first round.
Both the boys and girls will play their
quarterfinals today with the semifinals on
_Saturday morning.
Murray's top-seeded entries in both singles and doubles cruised to easy victories.
Michael Hornback, the No. 2 seed, beat Ben
Proctor 6-0, 6-0 in the first round and Ryan
Payne, 6-1, 6-0 in the second round.
In doubles, Russ Adkins and Brent Keller,
the tournament's No. 2 seed, scored two
easy victories. Joel Johnson and Damon
Cohoon won birith of their matches as the
No. 7 seed.

STEVE PARKER Lecge, 5I,Tes photo

Sturray High singles player Jeremy Hunt, a seventh grader, made No. 5-seed Will Bruce of St. Mary work for his victory
with reaching returns such as this in Thursday's first round of the Boys First Region Tennis Tournament.

• TURN TO PAGE 11

Salukis land
6-10 Timberlake
from Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Aminu Timberlake, a seldomused forward at Kentucky, will
transfer to Southern Illinois,
the Wildcats announced
Thursday.
Timberlake played in only
14 games this vast season as
the Wildcats finished with a
30-4 record and advanced to
the Final Four. He averaged
0.7 points and 0.6 rebounds.
Timberlake started in eight
games as a freshman, averaging 1.1 points and 1.6
rebounds.
"We are going to miss
Aminu," said Kentucky coach
Rick, Pitino. "He is an outstanding young man, but it is
in his best interest to transfer
and play a more active basketball role."
Timberlake, who will be a
junior, is from Chicago.
Timberlakc's departure will
make a scholarship available
for Marion County all-state
guard Anthony Epps, who had
announced he would attend
Kentucky as a walppn.
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By R.B. FALLSTROM
ST. LOUIS — Bob Tewksbury
considers himself the St. Louis
Cardinals' version of Roger
Clemens.
Tewksbury's last three victories followed St. Louis losses and
he worked se-ven strong- innings
in a 6-3 victory over the Chicago
Cubs to stop anothcr. skid Thursday night.
St. Louis lost three of four and
were in danger of dropping below
the .500 mark. In those situations,
Clemens is at his best, and
Tewksbury did his best imitation.
He carried a two-hitter into the
sixth before tiring, allowing three
runs on six- hits.
"He's somebody a pitcher of
my stature can look up to and
say, well, he's their man, it's
time for me to strap it on and try
to do it for this club," Tewks-

Tigers, Lakers on move
PADUCAH — Several local
For Murray, Adam Blalock
athletes qualified on the first qualified in the shot put with a
day of the Class A and Class second place and the
AA Boys and Girls Regional 3,200-meter relay team of Jason
Track Meet at Paducah Brittan, Ryan Clark, Caleb
Tilghman.
Johnson and William Holden
With the finals of a majority also placed second to advance.
of the events on Saturday, MurJenny Bell and Bonnie Payne
ray High and Calloway County qualified for the state meet for
pushed through several entries the Lady Tigers. Bell won the
into next week's state meet during the preliminary round.
• TURN TO PAGE 11
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bury said. "That happened a lot
last year, too."
Tewksbury has also done a
good job stopping his own slump,
raising his record to 4-3 after an
0-3 start. Clemens probably
wouldn't be too worried about it,
and Tewksbury said he wasn't,
either.
"1 -not--September," he said.
"My goal is to look back at the
end of the year and see what my
record is."
He did say he was pitching
better now than he was earlier in
the season.
"I'm making better pitches, I
feel more comfortable and my
mechanics are better," Tewksbury said. "It just takes a while
to get into the flow, pitchingwise, and I feel like I'm at that
point now."
His control certainly doesn't
require fine-tuning. He didn't
come close to walking anybody

and has walked only two batters
in 55 1-3 innings this season.
"He just attacks people,"
manager Joe Torre said. "It's just
nice watching him pitch. As a
manager, you're a lot more relaxed with him out there."
Tewksbury extended -his hitting
streak to five games with a single
in three at-bats.- H-e entered-the
year a career .126 hitter but is
batting .333 (6 for 18) in 1993.
Struggling switch hitter Geronimo Pena had the game's biggest hit, a bases-clearing double
in the Cardinals' four-run third.
Pena is batting .421 right-handed
and .158 left-handed, and he was
batting from the left side when he
doubled down the first-base line
on a 3-2 pitch from Jose Guzman.
Pena's hit put the Cardinals
ahead 5-0. The Cubs closed within two runs as Dwight Smith
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HOUSTON — Terry. Teagle, who played only one
minute, gave such good advice
to Kenny Smith that it helped
keep the Houston Rockets in
the NBA playoffs.
A late-night shooting drill
and counsel from Teagle
helped Smith score 30 points
Thursday night and lead the
Rockets to a 103-90 victory
over Seattle in The Summit.
The victory extended the
Western Conference semifinal.
series to the seventh. game,
scheduled Saturday in Seattle.
The winner of Saturday's
game will play the Phoenix
Suns in the Western Conference finals. The Suns' climinated the San Antonio Spurs on Thursday.
"I shoot at night all the
time," Smith said. "I came in
last night (Wednesday) and 1
realized that I'd just been taking six or seven shots. I was
happy for a day off so I could
go through my normal drills."
Smith felt the shooting
touch return during his latenight shootaround and Tcagle
urged him to take more shots.
"Terry's been harping at me
that I was passing up scoring
opportunities," Smith said.
"Havinga guy like that hawking you makes a big
difference."
Smith didn't miss man)
scoring chances against the
Sonics. He hit 13 of 16 shots,
including four 3-point baskets,
and didn't commit a turnover
in igniting the Rockets.
Although. the Sonic& led
through most of the first halt
and held a 47-43 edge at intermission, Smith scored 15
points in the first half to keep
the Rockets close. He added
• TURN TO PAGE 11
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Incaviglia's slam pumps Phillies
By The Associated Press
Remember Pete Incaviglia, the
guy who hit those long home
runs? Well, he's doing just fine
in his
job with the Philadelphia Phillies.
"Everyone on this club knows
his role." Incaviglia said Thursday night after his first-inning
grand slam led the Philadelphia
Phillies over the Montreal Expos
9-3.
Incaviglia, who has five home
drove in five
runs this
runs as the NI East-leading Phill-

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Thursday's Games
San Francisco 6 Cincinnati I
San Diego 5. Colorado 4 (II)
Philadelphia 9. Montreal 3
St Louis 6 Chicago 3
Only games scheduled

pan-time

season,

ies increased their leatroVer the
second -place Expos to (0/2
games. He has the ninth-most atbats oh the team, but doesn't
mind the way manager Jim Frcgosi uses hi.
"I just stay prepared for when
Jimmy calls on me," Incaviglia
said.
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AP Sports Wrotar

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Larry Brown shocked the Los Angeles
Clippers, abruptly quitting as coach. Then again, any time Larry
Brown hits the road it should come as no surprise at all.
This is a man who carries one of the most extensive resumes in
all of basketball. This is a man who once accepted and turned down
the coaching job at UCLA in the same day.
Word of Brown's decision came Thursday, several hours after he
was mentioned as a candidate for the vacant coaching job with the
Indiana Pacers. Bob Hill was fired Tuesday.
Bob Platt, the Clippers' general counsel, said the team considered all options regarding Brown's departure with two years left on
-corttraeL The club- decided—not-to—stand in Brown's way.
Brown, 52, left for a trip to Hawaii without so much as a phone
call to a representative of the team, instead having his agent inform
the club of his decision.
Clippers general manager Elgin Baylor, speaking at a news conference at the Los Angeles'Sports Arena, said Brown "expressed a
desire to explore other opportunities."
Baylor said had he spoken with Brown, he would have tried to
talk him out of leaving.
"I learned about it late yesterday, it was confirmed today," Baylor said. "We wanted him to stay. We're unhappy he's not our
coach next season. We had made a commitment to Larry, we
wanted him to be here.
"No one anticipated this move. We talked on Tuesday. No one
had any indication. Larry's on his way to Hawaii. We talked only
with his agent, Joe Glass."

*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

It

By MICHAEL A.

Brown breaks from Clippers

Tewks ends St. Louis slide
AP Sports Writer

Smith drills
SuperSonics
in Rocket win

Incaviglia's fifth career grand
slam came off Chris Nabholz
(3-4), who left after just 1 1-3
innings. Nabholz walked two and
hit a batter before Incaviglia's
second home run in two nights.
"He hung one of those cutters
and I got it," Incaviglia said. "I
guess tonight was my turn."
Curt Schilling '(5-1) scattered
seven hits, struck out five,
walked two and retired the final
15 Expos in order. It was his
third complete
this season
and the Phillies' major leagueleading eighth.

game
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Kansas City, Cone seek
run support against A's

Actions & Reactions
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — Rookie of the Yew Shaquille O'Neal of Orlando
and Alonzo Mourning of Charlotte were unanimous choices on the NBA
All-Rookie team. Joining them on the first team were Christian Laettner of
Minnesota, Tom Gugliotta of Washington and LaPhonso Ellis of Denver.
The second team was Walt Williams of Sacramento, Robert Horry of
Houston. Latrell Sprewell of Golden State, Clarence Weatherspoon of Philadelphia and Richard Dumas of Phoenix.

LOCAL BASEBALL
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Kroger tied Pioneer Convenience Store- 7-7 Thursday night. Bolls
-doubled for Pioneer.
For Kroger, Harris ripped a double and Greer a triple.
In another game, Cheri defeated Peoples Bank 12-5.
For Cheri, Oakley had two singles.
In a losing effort, Sikes hit a triple and teammate Redden had a double.
In another contest. Pagnal's beat Kopperud Realty 13-2. .
Joe Dolchm had a double for the winners. Singles were hit by Rodney
Emerson. Matthew Morris and Daniel Ball.
Kopperud's Scott had a triple.
Garland Used Cars lost to Murray Mold & Dye, 10-5.
Duncan had a single and double for the winners. Teammates Anthony
Cogdell and McDangels had singles.
For Garland, Friend and Doran each had a double. Dibble hit a single.

PONY LEAGUE
Allegro shutout .1H Churchill 6-0 Thursday night, behind the one-hit
pitching of J.D. Poyner and Brent Underhill. Allegro's power was supplied
by Richie Edwards, who belted a double and a three-run homer. Billy
Smith added a double and a single while Mitch Ryan, Underhill and Josh
Lovett hit safely as well.
Josh Price picked up a single for JH Churchill's only hit.
Allegro Food defeated Mayfleld 5-2 in Tuesday's league play. John
David Poynor and Brent Underhill combined for a 3-hitter with each pitcher
striking out seven batters.
Offensively, Poyner finished with a double and two RBIs. Other Allegro
hitters included Billy Smith, 3-4 with a triple; Ragan Riley, 2-3 with a double: and Mitch Ryan and Richie Edwards each had a pair of singles.

II Smith drills...
FROM PAGE 10
10 more in the breakaway third
period.
Vernon Maxwell, scoreless in
the first half, also ended his
slump with 12 points in the third
quarter, when the Rockets outscored the Sbnics 36-15. Maxwell
finished with 15 points.
"The fans were kind of on me
at the half," Maxwell said.
-"They were just saying 'Max, get
on the scoreboard.' It was positive stuff: I knew I needed to get
more into the game.
Maxwell swished a 44-foot

baset as time expired on the
24:second clOck kite in the third
quarter to give Houston,a 70,60
lead, and that took steam from
the Sonics' comeback hopes.
Seattle coach George Karl also
saw it as a turning* point.
Sam Perkins and Derrick
McKey led Seattle with 14 points
apiece, but Shawn Kemp, who
had 19 points in Game 5, scored
only I point, that coming with
7:07 left.
Houston center Hakeem Olajuwon was limited to 14 points and
10 rebounds.

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer

It happened last year to Nolan
Ryan and Jim Abbott. It's happening this year to David Conc.
"It" is lack of run support, a
team taking a collective day off
at the plate when a certain pitcher
is on the mound. And "it" is
ruining David Cone's year.
On Thursday night, Cone left
after seven innings with a 1-0
lead, The Royals bullpen promptly blew the lead and Kansas City
went on to lose 4-1 in 12-innings
to the Oakland Athletics.
The Royals have scored only
19 runs in Cone's nine starts, and
the anemic support has left him
with a 1-5 record despite his 3.02
ERA.
"Cone pitched his tail off,"
Royals manager Hal McRae said.
"We didn't score enough runs.
We didn't_take _advantage of several scoring situations."
Same old story.
Cone's .13ewildernient should

sound familiar to Ryan and
Abbott.
Ryan couldn't explain it last
year when the Texas Rangers
scored one or no runs in nine of
hiS-27 starts. Abbott couldn't
explain it either when the Cali1
2
fornia Angels averaged only 2/
runs in his starts, leaving him
7-15 despite having the .fifth lowest ERA in the league.
.Cone was pulled by -McRae
because he had thrown 135 pitches. Bill Sampen came in and gave
up a walk to Troy Neel and a
single - to --Thry -Steinbach-, and
pinch-runner Scott [lemon('
scored on Kevin Seitzer's high
bouncer.

AP Sports Writer

UNIONDALE, N.Y. — It's
been seven years since the Canadiens- have won the Stanley Cup.
In Montreal, that's like seven losing seasons.
But the history-rich Canadiens
are on the verge of another trip to
the finals following a 2-1 overtime victory over the New York
Islanders on Thursday night.
"In the overtime, we told the
guys to go for it," Montreal
coach Jacques Demers said after
Guy Carbonneau scored .for the
Canadiens at 12:34 of the extra
period. "We have confidence."
What the Canadiens went for
was a record-tying playoff win
and a .3-0 lead in -the best-of-7
Wales Conference final, which
they can wrap up in Game 4 on
Saturday night.

had their best,defensive player on
him and we had our best offensive player. It was a great thing
to behold if you are a basketball
fan. What gets better than that?"
Spurs coach John Lucas said
he wouldn't change strategy.
"Charles hit a heck of a shot
to win it," Lucas said. "We had
our best defender, David, on their
best offensive player, and he just
hit the shot."
Lucas said he was pleased with
his first season.as an NBA coach.
"Overall, it was a good year for

long jump and Payne took top
honors in the discus..
For Calloway's girls. Farrah
Beach won the discus to qualify
for state and the Lady Lakers'
3,2('1-meter relay team of Jack le Geurin, Andrea Dolchan,
Crystal Nadeau and Misty
Mason placed second. -

Eddie Stone
Sheriff
Qualified & Experienced

Dedicated to improving the quality of
law enforcement in Calloway County.
Paid for by the candidate - M.J. Pace. Treas itR2. Murray

•Murray...
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•Tewks...
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homercd in the sixth and Steve
Buechelc, ending a 5-for-40
slump, hit a two-run homer in the
seventh off Tewksbury.
Tewksbury came back to retire
Smith with runners on second
and third for .tbe final out in the
seventh.
Cardinals left fielder Bernard
Gilkey got the Cubs started in the
seventh %hen he dropped Rynt
Sandberg'. routine fly ball with a
one-handed effort. Six hatters
later. Gilkey used two hands
wiles Smith flied out to end the
Owen.
"It's a real eosin) telling
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AMERICA'S#1 BRAND AT SALE PRICES!
The FS 36 trimmer. rated #1 by
a leading consumer magazine.
has all the strength and
durability you expect from
a Stihl-built trimmer.

It's the price of the year
on the rugged 091.chain saw
Perfect for cutting firewood.
limbing and trimming.

The versatile PG 72 blower,
Handy for cleaning sidewalks.
porches. truck beds. gardens.
gutters and other
hard-to-reach places.

STINE.
Worth more because
ft does more.
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Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
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Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

514,1314,111141114111V-14344111-Aiii47.
WHEN ELECTED, I PLEDGE TO HAVE
OFFICE HOURS EACH WEEK FOR
THE GENERAL PUBLIC. VICTIMS OF CRIME
WILL NOT NEED AN APPOINTMENT.
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IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE;
IT'S TIME FOR RESULTS!

VOTE RANDY HUTCHENS
CALLOWAY COUNTY ATTORNEY

FROM PAGE 10

The Suns finished the regular
season 62-20; but the playoffs

Murray's Jeremy Hunt fell to
No. 5 Will Bruce of St. Mary in
the first round of singles.
For Calloway, singles player
Peter O'Rourke fell to Joe Frensley of Heath, 6-3, 6-4 and Eric
Johnson lost to John Vanhale of
Graves County, 6-4, 1-6, 6-3.
In doubles, Calloway's Matt
Price and Matt Frizzell fell 7-5,
7-5 to Ross/Babbage of University Heights and Todd Eanvood
and Chad Gray lost 6-5, 1-6, 7-5
(7-5) to Sallengs/Bible of Marshall County.

(next to Century 21)

Paid for by Committee to Elect Randy Hutchens, Larry England Treasurer

Elect
haven't been easy.
The Suns had to rally from a
2-0 deficit against the Los
Angeles Lakers in the first round
after dropping the first two games
at home. In the series with the
Spurs, the Suns lost back-to-back
games in San Antonio before getting two victories this week and
winning the series in six games..
"We fought all the way to the
end," said the Spurs' Willie
Anderson. "We made a good run,
but we got beat by the team with
the best record in the NBA."

305 N. 12th St., Murray

411,

II Barkley plays...
FROM PAGE 10

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs'

The triumph was the 11th
straight for the Canadiens, tying
the single-seasbn playoff record
set last year by the Pittsburgh
Penguins and -Chicago Black'
hawks. It was also the Canadiens
seventh overtime win in these
playoffs, breaking the record the\
shared with the PrX0 Islanders,

II Tigers..

PAGE 11

SCOREBOARD

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Thursday's Games
Cleveland 3, Baltimore I
Detroit 6, Milwaukee 2
Toronto 4, Boston 3
Seattle 7, Texas 4
Oakland 4. Kansas city 1 (12)
Only games scheduled

Canadiens on Cup roll
By KEN RAPPOPORT

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Good Used Vehicles
1992 Chevrolet C1500 Sportside
350 Automatic, Blue Metallic, 8,300
Miles
1992 Pontiac Grand-Prix SE
Coupe, Teal Metallic, Aero Package,
12,000 Miles
1992 Chevrolet Cavalier RS
Four Door, 13,000 Miles, Automatic, Air
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
30,000 Miles, Leather, Light Blue &
Silver
1991 Cadillac Seville
White with Burgandy Leather, 45,000
Miles, Clean
1991 Chevrolet Camaro AS
V-8 Engine, Leather Interior, T-Tops,
33,000 Miles
1991 Chrysler Fifth Avenue
White with Blue Cloth, 49,000 Miles,
New Car Trade
1990 Lincoln Town Car
36,000 Miles, White with Blue Leather,
Sharp!
1990 Oldsmobile Calais S
Alloy Wheels, Automatic, Dark Blue,
Grey Cloth, 56,000 Miles
1990 Ford Taurus GL
Dark Blue, Grey Cloth, Full Power,
43,000 Miles
1989 Buick Regal Limited
Two Door Coupe, Blue Metallic, 48,000
Miles
1989 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
1-Owner, 28,000 Miles, Carmine Red,
Red Leather
1988 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado
LWB, 350 Engine, 68,000 Miles
1987 Dodge Caravan SE
V-6 Engine, Two-Tone Paint, Clean,
63,000 Miles
1987 Oldsmobile Delta 88
Gold with Beige Cloth, 1-Owner,
61,000 Miles
1982 Mercedes 380 SL
Both Tops, Low Mileage, Dark
Grey Leather, Fully Documentt
Service Records
natever it takes, we want to be your car or truck ri,mn.lny,

PEPPERS
CHEWOLET 600 Tyson Ay* • Hwy. 79S Paris
Gee
rarra::1111
642-3900 • 140041114119

•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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urray•Ca way County
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See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

This directory is made possible by these firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.
SALEM BAPTIST
11:00 cm.
Morning Worship
7:16 pm.,
Evening Worship
SCOTTS GROVE
1110 cm.
Worship Service
6:00 pm.
Evening Worship
SINKING SPRING
1110 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:000 pm.
Evening Worship
SPRING CREEK
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:46 pm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Training Union
ST. JOHN
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
1945 cm.
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
11:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
6:46 p.m.
Evening Worship
VICTORY BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
&many School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WEST FORK
1110 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 pm.
Sunday Evening
7:00 pm.
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 cm.
Sunday School
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 pm.
7 p.m.
Wednesday

ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sot.bath School
Sat. 9:16 cm.
Worship
Sat_ 11:00 a.m.

CHARLIE'S

BAPTIST

SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
'Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE"
753-4175
Charlie Adams Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell (Across From Ledger & Times)
Closed Sundays

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr - 759-1400

Carroll
Tire
Inc.
753-1489- 1105 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)
P.:V-4FX )4 ND

753-9383
Chestnut Hills

skv.0"

1•ii
/
1
4

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd

WAL-MART
CENTRAL CENTER
FORD

Q-g)

MERCURY
LI NCOLN

701 Main St.

759-9995

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury
Murray

753-5273

"Celebrating 17 Years In Business"

s

T

753-7715

1301 Main St.
Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

BLOOD RIVES
Morning Worship
1100 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday Scheel
hO sir.
Worship
11 cm. & 6 p.m.
Church Training
5 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
1900 am.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Evening Services
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
946 cm.
Morning Servings
1110•m
Evening Services
6:00 pm.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Sere.
6:30 pm.
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
...Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:46 p.m.
EM.MANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1110 a.m.
Evening Worship
610 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School..
9:30 cm.
Worship " 10:45 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Church Training
6:00 pm.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 cm.
Morning Worship
1100 cm.
Evening Worship
6:46 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:46 a.m.
Windup
830 cm.. 11 am.„ 6 p.a.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
610 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:30 a.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
830 & 10730 cm.
Sunday School
9:30 cm.
Evening Worship
p.m.
Wed. Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Church Training
610 pm.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 2.2n.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30 p.m.
KIMSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
II:00 cm.
Evening Worship
7:30 pm.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
•w
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Preaching
11:00 a.m. &
600 pm.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11700 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
let Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2:00 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 am.
Evening Worship
610 pm.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:00.a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL
•MISSIONARY Morning Worship
11:00 sm.
Evening Worship
6:00 pm.

CATHOLIC
ST HENRYS
CATHOLIC CHURCH
6:00 p.m.
Saturday
9.00 Cm
Sunday
ST. LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Masses
8 cm., 11 a.m.
& 8 pm. Sunday
Religious Education
926 a.m.
600 Saturdey

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9:30 cm.
Morning Worship
10:46a.m
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m
Bible School
9:30 cm
Evening Service
600 pm

MURRAY

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Main St., Murray
Sunday
10.30 •.m
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd Wed.
7.30 pm.
Reeding Room Every Wet 17-3 p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALN10 CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
900 •.m.
Morning Worship
9.50..m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
1915 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 pm.
DEXTER
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
1900 •.m.
Morning Service
1945 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Worship
7:30 pm.
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:60
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00...•
Wednesday Night
7 pm.
KIRICSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT_ OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1900 a.m.
Morning Worship
1110 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 cm. & 6 pm.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
950 a.m.
Evening Service
600 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morn,ng Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p in

a.m.

NORTHSIDE
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:00 pm.
NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
Preaching Sera.
11-00 a.m.

Hoffman's
Garden Center, Gift Shop, Landscaping
759-4512
Hwy. 94 E.
Murray, Ky.

OAK GROVE
Worship
- 11 am & 7 pm
Sunday School
10 cm.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 a.m.
Prayer Service
6:33 pm.
Church
6:00 pm.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
& 7 pm.
11

Dan Miller
Auction Service

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED. INC.
Bulk Fertilizer & Chemicals
Seed Cleanings • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

Piggly wiggly
OPEN MONJR. 24 HOURS A DAY: SAT & SUN. 7 tat-141DNIGHT
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

1108 Chestnut
753-3314

KFC

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right"
Call In Orders 753-7101

205 N. 12th

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
HEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
jinIrns,
501 N 4th

Arrut,

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

435-4144
ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree - Pharmacist
'lVii. PI
753-2380

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

401 Olive

CHNISTUUI AND
MISSIONARY ALLIANCE
ALLIANCE BIBLE CHURCH
Mainly
Sunday Worship
1930 a in

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS

MT IIE'IRON
10 00 a al
Worship
1100. m
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
945•m.
Worship
11.00• m.
Sunday School
GROVE
SOUTH PLEASANT
945 a.m.
Sunday School
10.45 am
Morning Worship
6.00 pm.
Evening
STOREYS CHAPEL UNITED
11 00 am
- Mornmg- Worshtp
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10.00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00am
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCTI
10 00 • in
Sunday School
1110 a In
Morning Service
Pastor William J Pratt

MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
10:00 am.
Evening Worship
600 pen
Hardin Hwy 80
10
Sunday School
Worship
11 cm & 6 pm
7 pm.
Wednesday

a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S. 16th St.
Sacrament Meet
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:20 a.m.
Relief Society and
Priesthood
12:10 p.m.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W ma.
Sun Holy

lluchanit & Los. & 10.30 sto
Church school. 916 am.
Waidkays:1:15..... Evening Prang-7
Moly Eucharist Wednesday)

INDEPENDEN'Ir
CHRISTIAN.
COMMUNITY CHURCH
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10.30 a.m.
Morning Worship
NEW LIFE CIIRISTIAN CENTER
408 Main Street
Sunday School
9:45 am
11:00 a m
Worship
7 p
Wednesday

JEHOVAH S WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
930 a in
Public Talk
10:30 • m.
Watchtower Study

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
930 a in
Bible Class
Worship
1045...

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night 6:00 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1010 am.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.M.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night 7:00 pm.
COLDWATER
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
945 a.m.
DEXTERMARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00.
Worship
11:00 a.m.. 6:00 p.m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10:50 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHF.ED UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Ser. W0f.
6.30 p.m.
HAZEL UNITE) METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 cm.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School, •
111.00_cm.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
LYNN GROVE
•
Worship Service
9:45 s.m
Church School
10.45 a.m.
MARTEN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
1930 an,
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
MT. CARMEL
Worship
10.00 •.m
Sunday Sc'rivi,
11 00 em

ADVANTAGE:

Cain's

753-6779

4th
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o
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MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
NI %lorth 40 %arra% 10

753 6168

Hasel,

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
Salarday 8-Noon
612 S. 9th St.
753-5719

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
76,me
0•11.0411M1100

712 S. 4th St.
Compliments o

753-68(X)

711 Main

753-1222

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9.45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 pin
Wednesday Worship
6.30 p in

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11 am. & 7 pm.
Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship
II ..to. & 6.30 pm.
DEXTER HOLINESS
CIIURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Saturday
7 p.m.
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST.Almo Heights
Sunday School
•
10,00 a.m.
Worship Service 11 am. & 7 p.m
- FA ITII -APOSTOLIC
ClIURCH
2206 Coldwater Rd
Sun_ Ser. 10-11.a.m.-7:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Alma
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10.30 •.m. & 6 pm.
Wednesday
710 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP
CENTER
Sunday School.
Worship
1050 & 6 Pm
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
710 pm.
Worship
10:30 cm. & 7 pm.
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
10:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
TRINITY CHRIST/AN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship
1100 a.m.
TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
ClIURCII-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 sm.
Worship Sera.
1110.7:30 p.m.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
. CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00 a.m.
6.00 pm.

(conoco)

pioneer

Convenience Mart
Groceries and Snack Bar Open 7 Days
Open Mon.-Sat. 6-9, _Sun. 7-8
Hwy 94, Lynn Grove, K Y 435-4500

Dunnaway's Body Shop
404 N. 4th S. • Murray, KY • 753-8730

serocium'

slluAti

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

OODWFTES
GALLERIES
. 641 North
61 `Op

759-4522

rel:

759-4408
Hwy. 94E (1 mi.)
Murray, Ky.
Bridles 9C4.• cBritchcs
r its

Milerra y
Ledger & Times
The oldest independent repair shop in Murray "

PRESBYTERIAN*
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
930...
Worship
10:45 cm.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship Service
11:00 •a.m.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
946 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 cm.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
Service
11 00 • in & 7 p m

a

•., Cunningham
Auto Repair

ow.

Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5

61.9___SQUth- 4th St.

75 B

•
•

• 753-3 71

Corn-Austin®
"You Gotta See Us!"
Men's, Ladies & Young Men's Apparel
Downtown • Murray

Tabers Acoustic
& Drywall

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

Corner of 299 & 464
Robert Tabers, Owner
P.O. Box 6 Kirksey,_Ky. 42054
489-2126

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.

Rudy's

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

'A Taste of Home Cookin."
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri. 5:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
Cow t Square
753-1632

Keel's Vacuum
Sales and Service

'Your Plumbing Specialist"

HGEE0PLUMBING
753-3008

M
Arbgs

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m -11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th

753-8841

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice
Williams Appraisal
Service
Chuck Williams Certified Ky. Appraiser

A'

Adm.

CHURCH OF GOD

753-5312

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
408 N.
1‘,.cst

GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 a.m.
Worship
10 a.m
Bible Study
6 p.m
Evening Worship
I p.in.
Wed. Bible Study
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
900 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
6:00 pm.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:60 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 pm
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 am
Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

435-4574

UPS Shipping Service Availabi!)
753-2706

Bel Air Center

1-800-633-7296 inside Ky
Mayfield, Ky
118 N 7th St

Kentucky
Lake Oil Co.
Shell
S.

.`t-r•%. mg Western Kentuck .
and Western Tennessee

4th St. 753-1323 Chestnut St.

CALLOWAY
MONUMENT WORKS
Quokhe Montenents a

MCJI4OrS SInCP

711PS SMOthINS .10
,

1707 W Mn

Ovine'
753-1962

'
•

Oa
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Area churches list music and services for weekend
Murray Baptist. Mission
The Rev Parvin Hall. pastor, will
speak at 2.45 p.m service
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Mary Conner
University Church of Christ
will direct the music with Faye ChildCharley Bazzell will speak at 10
ress as pianist.
a.m and 6 p.m. services. Danny ClaiEmmanuel Baptist
borne will direct the song service
Services will be at 11 a.m. and 630
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey, Tom
p.m. services Ernest Hendricks will
Yates, Hamp W Brooks, Jim McCrory.
direct the song service with Carolyn
Ronald Wisehart, Keith Hosford, Mike
Allbritton and Jane Buchanan as
Russell, Nick Horton, Jesse Horton,
accompanists
Rob Erwin, Tim Erwin, John Nanny,
Liberty Cumberland
John Murdock, Bobby Bazzell and Jim
The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor, will
Lawson
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Memorial Baptist
Good Shepherd United Methodist
Randall Winchester will speak at
The Rev. Richard Denton will speak
10 50 am and 7 pm services. John
at 11 a.m service Diana Tatlock wili
Wood will direct the music with Tonya
direct the music with Margaret KenSimmons -and Kathy Thweatt as
nedy and Betty Poole as accompanaccompanists The Church Choir will
ists A special dedication service will
sing 'There Is A Savior and Michelle
be at 2 p.m
Paschall will sing a solo at morning
Community Baptist Chapel
hour when Mike Farmer will have recJ Bill Jones will speak at 8.30 a m
ognition of graduatess*.J.T Lee will be
service
deacon of the week
West Fork Baptist
St. John's Episcopal
The Rev Lawson Williamson, pasThe Holy Eucharist for Ascension
tor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p m
Sunday will be celebrated at 8 and
services The music will be led by
10 30 a.m Fr Andre Trevathan will
Alvin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt and
preside and preach Assisting will bke
Cyndy Satterwhite as accompanists
Pam Rice, Ted Vaughn and Brad
The graduating seniors will be honored
Almquist
during the morning service. Bernice
Sugar Creek Baptist
Garland wil serve as deacon of the
The Rev Bill Miller, pastor, will
week
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
First United Methodist
Jack Miller will direct the music with
Dr Jerry Jeffords. pastor, will speak
Patty Harris as pianist
about "Put On Whole" with scripture
First Christian
from Mark 521-43 at 830 and 10 50
Dr David Roos, pastor, will speak
a m services Acolytes will be Meg
about 'Seeking A Level Playing Field"
Farrell and Courtney Christopher
with scripture from I Peter 3.13-22 at
Liturgist will be the Rev. Ra Stockard
10.45 a.m. service. The Chancel Choir
The Carter Instrumental Ensemble will
will sing "God Will Take Care of You"
play at early service The Chancel
with Lee Kern will be choir director and
Choir will sing "Abide In Him" at later
organist Assisting will be Dean Ross,
service when the members of the ConAndrea Woods. Frank and Verna
firmation Class will be taken in the felRoberts. Don Chamberlain, Dan
Wright. Terri Benton. James Dale
lowship of the church Kim Black will
Clopton, Melanie Dawson, Ken Evans,
direct the music with Joan Bowker as
Carmen Garland, Lynn Griffiths, Terry
organist
Eastwood Baptist
Hart, Robert Hopkins. David Roberts.
The Rev Timothy N Huffman, pasJune Vander Molen and Don Wilson
Coldwater Baptist
tor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p rri
The Rev Jackie Geurin, pastor, will
services The Rev Jim Owens is
assistant pastor
speak at 11 a.m and 6 p m services
First Presbyterian
Bobby Manning will direct the music
with Marge West and Mary Geurin as
The Rev Rob Crumpton will speak
accompanists
about "Evangelism and Missions' with
Lynn Grove United Methodist
scripture from Matthew 28. 16-20 at
The Rev Eugene Burkeen, pastor.
10:45 a m. service. The Choir will sing
will speak at 9.30 a m service Judy
"Here I Am, Lord" with Alida Graves as
Kelso will be .organist
organist and Carolyn Jackson as pianSpring Creek Baptist
ist Assisting will be the Rev Betty
The Rev Terry Powell. pastor, will
Shewpperson. liturgist. Dr David
speak at 11 a m and 7 p m services
Shepperson, Corky Broughton, and
Coles Camp Ground U. Methodist
O'Rourke
Marion
and
Pete
The Rev Lee Gamblin, pastor. will
Westside Baptist
speak at 9 a.m service with Greg MillThe Rev Glynn Orr, pastor, will
er as song leader and Dean Stephenspeak about "Life in the Body of
son as pianist
Christ" with scripture from Romans 12
Cherry Corner Baptist
at 10.30 a.m. and 6 p m services
The Rev Charles Anderson, pastor.
Tommy Scott will direct the music with
will speak at 11 am and 6 p m serPatsy Neale and Sherma Scott as
vices Cecil Glass will be music direcaccompanists. The Choir will sing "In
tor with Anna Requarth and Lucy Ann
Jesus Name," Leigh Ann Ingrum will
Forrest as accompanists.
sing a solo. and Andrea and Susie
Temple Hill United Methodist
Scott will play a piano duet at morning
The Rev Lee Gamblin, pastor, will
hour Marc Games will sing a solo at
speak at 10 a.m service Janna Hopkevening hour when the ordinance of
ins will direct the music
baptism will be observed. David
New MI. Carmel Baptist
Smotherman and Jim Neale will serve
The Rev. Randall Kuykendall, pasas deacons of the week
tor, will speak at 11 a m and 6 p.m
First Baptist
services
Dr Greg Earwood, pastor. will
Russell Chapel United Methodist
speak about "Behind Closed Doors"
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor, will
with scripture from II Samuel 13 .1-19
at 9 45 a m. service with Red
speak
at 10:45 a.m. service Steve Littlefield
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
will direct the music and sing a solo
Brown as pianist
The Sanctuary Choir will sing
New Providence Baptist
"Beloved, Let Us Love "Margaret WilkThe Rev. Odell Colson pastor, will
ins and Janet Finch will be accompanspeak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
ists Don Edwards will serve as deaIndependence United Methodist
con of the week No evening activities
Wilson as pianist
The Rev. Lee Gamblin, pastor, will
or service will be held as Murray High
Murray Church of God
speak at 11 a.m service with Patricia
baccalaureate is at 8 p m.
The Rev William T. Geary, pastor,
Lassiter as pianist.
New Concord Church of Christ
will speak at 10 a m. service Marie
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at 10
Lipford will direct the music with DanThe Rev David Parker. pastor. will
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Assisting will
ny McGrew as pianist.
speak at 11 a m. service The Choir
be Chad Stubblefield, W.T. Patterson,
will sing with Karen Coles and Sharon
Myatt as accompanists
Flint Baptist
The Rev. Bill Miller will speak at 11
a.m. homecoming service. Tilghman
Barrow and Joe Dale Curd will direct
the music with Gina Brandon and
Karon Johnson as accompanists.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Charles Morphew, pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m. service
West Murray Church of Christ
James Hahn, evangelist, will speak
about "Growing Weary In Well Doing"
at 10:50 a.m service, and about
"Wrath Turned To Praise" at 6 p m
service. Song leader will be Jeff
Williams.
By James H. Cain
Salem Baptist
The Rev John Sheppard. pastor.
will speak at 11 am and 7 p m. services. Bobby Fain will direct the music

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday. May
23, as follows:

Shea Sykes, Grant Pittman, Ed Hendon, Michael Stubblefield, Paul W
Garrison, Charles Stubblefield, Jimmy
Stahler and Jason Scarbrough
Elm Grove Baptist
The David Brasher. pastor. will
speak at 11 a.m and 6 45 pin services Music will be directed by Donald
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Bobbie
Burkeen as accompanists
Glendale Road Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
- about 'The Lures of this World" with
nrvure from I John 2 15-16 at 9 a.m
-service and about "If I Were A Teenager Again' with scripture from I
Timothy 3.10-15 at 6 pm service Jerry Bolls will direct the song service
Assisting will be Jamie Potts. Andrew
Falwell, Howell Clark. Lonnie Furr.
Ray karraker. Randy H'utchens, Eric
Noah-Wilson Jamie Potts Randy
Young. Gerald Coles. Connie Webb
Bobby Galloway. Dudley Burton and
Chris Satterwhite
Hazel Baptist
The Rev Tim Adcock. pastor, will
speak at 11 am and 630 pm services Music will be directed by Gene
Orr Miller with Gwyn key and Oneida
White as accompanists
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist
The Rev Jim Alford. pastor, will
speak about "The Church's Educational Task" with scripture from Luke
2 41-52 at 10 45 am service Doug
Crafton will direct the music with Kathy
Erwin as pianist Acolyte will be Ashley
Lowe Assisting will be Polk and Edith
Story, Jerry Veazey and Holmes Dunn
Grace Baptist
The Rev Terry Sills will speak at
8 30 and 11 a m and 6 p m Kevin
Ruclicil will direct the music with
Dwane Jones and Susan Jones as
accompanists Kevin and Ann Rudicil
will preserii special music Buel Downey will serve as deacon of the week
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev James H Cain. pastor,
will present a lesson, "We are the
Innkeepers" with scripture from Luke
10 at 10 a m preaching-teaching session Evangelistic service will begin at
6 pm
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m Saturday
and 8 and 11 a m Sunday with Fr
Peter E Hughes, pastor, officiating
Goshen United Methodist ,
The Rev Bob Dotson, pastor will
speak about "A Life of Living Prayer"
at 11 a m service Mona Lewis will
direct the music with Donna Parker
and Pat Brunn as accompanists Acoiytes will be Dana Parker and Kristin
Stater. Assisting will be Ronnie Hutson, Steve Sexton, David Palmer, Nell
Dotson and Debbie Vilaflor
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev Dan Leslie pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Ron Pace will direct the music with
Clarice Norsworthy and Janice Hays
as accompanists
Christian Science
Services will be at 10 30 a.m. Sunday and 7 30 p m each second
Wednesday
New Life Christian Center
The Revs Mark and Karen Welch.
ministers, will direct services at 11
a m worship service
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev Van Russell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6 30 p m services. W A. Erwin will direct the music
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
as accompanists
Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev Eugene Burkeen. pastor,
will speak at 11 am service Rex
Smith will be song leader and Jimmy

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

with Denise Windsor and Shirley Lamb
as accompanists.
First Assembly of God
The Rev Jerry Henley, pastor. will
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p m services
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Russell Miller, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m. and 6 p m services
Dwayne Barrow will direct the music
with Laura Paschall and Rhonda Lamb
as accompanists
Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev H D Hudson will speak at
11 a m. and 6 30 p m services Jimmy
Key will direct the song service with
Jennifer Billington as pianist
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak at 8'30 and 11 a m and 6 p m
services Mark Hardison will direct the
music
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist
The Rev Richard Denton, pastor
will speak at 9 a m service Ralph
Robertson will direct the music with
Carmelita Eldridge as pianist
Trinity Christian
The Rev D R Ballew. pastor. will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Dexter Baptist
The Rev Paul Bogard. pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Scotts Grove Baptist
The Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor
will speak at 11 a m and 6 p m
services
New Concord Pentecostal
The Rev James E Lewis. pastor
will speak at 11 am and 6 pm
Higher Praise
The Rev E F Clere. pastor, will
speak at 1030 a m and 6 p.m
services
Bethany Baptist
The Rev David Cunningham. pastor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p m.
services
Lighthouse Baptist
James D Fox, pastor. will speak at
11 am . and 6 pm services
Lighthouse Christian
Phillip Rogers. minister, will speak
at 11 am service
Calvary Temple
The Rev Darrell Young. pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6 30 p m
services
Locust Grove Nazarene
The Rev Ercel Carter, pastor. will
speak at 11 a M and 5 30 p rr
services
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev Charles Morphew. pastor
will speak at 9 30 a m and 6 p m ser
vices Wanda Saylors will be song
leader with Lavonia Rowland as
pianist
Nor1hside Baptist
The Rev Scott Bevins pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Jack Marvin is music director
Ledbetler Baptist
The Rev R J Burpoe pastor will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Tommy Bogard will be song leade•
and Gertie Sheppard pianist
Faith Apostolic
The Rev Dwight Wyant pastor
speak at 11 a m service

Vatican art will
be here during
Pope's visit
NEW YORK (AP) - A collection of 250 Vatican art treasures.
including a precise reproduction
of Michelangelo's "Pieta." will
arrive in Denver to coincide with
Pope John Paul ll's visit there
this summer.
The exhibit, featuring works by
Michelangelo, Rubens and BerMM, will open July 3 at the Colorado History Museum and
remain on display through Aug
31.
The pope is due in Colorado
Aug. 12-15 for the World Youth
Day conference.
"Vatican Treasures: 2000
Years of Art and Culture in the
Vatican and Italy" includes an
assortment of mosaics, tapestries,
paintings and sculpture from the
Vatican and 40 other Italian
cities.
The Pieta piece is the only
authorized copy of the Michelangelo masterpiece, which was
damaged by a hammer-wielding
man in 1972. The copy touring
with the Vatican exhibit was used
to help restore the original.

1. The test of faith is in obeying the Lord.
2. An evil conscience cannot be cured by medicine.
3. Calvary is God's blood bank for a sick world.
4. Christ isn't valued at all unless he is valued above all.
5. The trouble with the average family budget is that at the end of
the money there's too much month left.
6. Sign in a cluttered,old fashion hardware store: "We've got it, if
we can find it."
7. So much of what we call management consists in making it
difficult for people to work. Peter Drucker

VOTE
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Magistrate District #3

Victory Baptist
The Rev Steve Todd pastor. will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Chestnut Street G. Baptist
The Rev Jerry Bradford. pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 5 p m services
Union Grove Church of Christ
Henry Hargis. minister will speak at
11 am and 6 pm services
Dexter Holiness
The Rev Elijah Salentine pastor
will speak at 11 a m , and 6 p m
services
Hazel Church of Christ
Jeff Frame minister, will speak at
10 50 am and 6 pm services
Highway 80 Church of God
The Rev Allan Stokes, senior pastor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p m
services

Immanuel Lutheran
Capt Gregg Williamson. chaplain
from Fort Campbell will speak from
John 17 1-11 at 10 30 a m 27th
anniversary se-Nat* Assisting will be
Dr Larry Mallen, organist, Arthur
Pfuehler, John Kruger Jack Benton
and Joe Johannsen
Alliance Bible
Kerry Lambert. pastor will speak on
'A Worshipping Community" with
scripture from Psalm 122 at 10 a m
service
Hardin Baptist
The Rev Ricky Cunningham pastor, will speak at 8 30 a m and 10 30
a m and 6 p m services Darrell Gibson will be song leader Fran Beale
Sandra Lyles, Martha Lou Lawience
and Shelia Clark will be accompanists

TEMTTATIONS
Restaurant & Catering
Friday Night Dining
SPECIAL 6 p.m.-9 p.m.—
Grilled Quail
102 S. 6th St.

753-8116

Elect
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It's Time For A Change
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To Exercise All Duties
Fairly and Courteously

$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $
Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
home when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25.00
every three months fully guaranteed???

We also offer:
-FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
-Automatic Temp-Vents Installed
CALL TODAY AND SAVE!!

SE R ALL

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
Manager - John Notching
Murray, Ky.
"Serving You Since 1963"
When You've Tried Them All Call SERVALL

Phone 753-6433

Worship With Us
Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Evening Worship Service

10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m.

Transportation Available - Call 753-5019 after 4

p.m.

Every Sunday, We Are On

WSJP Live 6:00 p.m.
Bto Heyward Roberts, Pastor

SCOTT'S GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

We can provide information and coverage for your

INSURANCE
Your Home
Other Structures
Personal Property
Additional Living Expenses
Medical Payments
Comprehensive Personal Liability
Damage to Property of Others
Options to suit your needs

'94 CHRYSLER LHS
Glove leather bucket seals, lull power
auto temp air cond 35 kler 24 valve V6
(214 H P) 16" swill cast wheels weh
touring suspension, Inhnity spacial imaging sound system compact disc player A
premium luxury sport sedan priced way
below the competition and es a 14 model
DIY.'OW% .aCiary MININS
Plus to hi% .O0/44.

• ar,

and lasC000101 IMO

'17,999

Cain's*
CHRYIKERAYMOUMOODGE•JEEP-EMKE
Hwy. 641 N. • Muney

Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR, FARM, BUSINESS
coverages too
Hwold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0673
401 S 121h St - Murray

n3-41448
We II always be there for you.
%hemp berepenee Coe . Hemw oaks tat/ v.f aroerkrey

040541111
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'Cheers' faithful stay for last call

RE-ELECT

•

CLYDE
HALE

•
. •

MAGISTRATE
DISTRICT 1

•

I would like to thank all of you in District 1 for allowing me to serve as your
magistrate over the past years.
I have endeavored,to the best of my ability, to serve your best interests, with
the funds available. It has been a pleasure to work with the County Judge and
the other magistrates for the betterment of our county. I am proud of our
accomplishments, while we have not raised your taxes for the past ten years.
Once a month, weather permitting, the county road crew works in our
district. When you see the crew working for you, I will be there with them.
Now, I am asking for your vote and confidence again in next Tuesday's
Primary Election. If elected, I will continue to be your full-time, dedicated
magistrate.
Sincerely,
Clyde Hale
Paid for by the

Candidate, June Young Treas , Rt. 3 Box 148, Murray, Ky.

the fatuous Cliff. "Comfortable
shoes."
"The point of life is having
kids," said waitress Carla, who
has eight.
"You want to know what I
love?" said Norm, as always, the
last one to go. "I love that stool.
If there's a twaven, I don't want
to go there unless my stool is
waiting for me."
Then Norm left, and Sam finally got it.
"I'm the luckiest son of a
bitch on earth." he told himself,
all alone,..in the poignant closing
moments. Then, from the street.
the camera caught a lingering last
look at the bar he'll always love.
Instead of saying goodbye,
Thursday's "Cheers" reasserted
the right to stand firm.r Far from
over, the show remains a fixture on TV. Reruns air daily on 197
U.S. stations and in 37 countries.
But the ground has shifted.
Thursday may have brought to
a close a dynasty of great and
timeless sitcoms that began with
"I Love Lucy" and "The Honeymooners" four decades ago.
in the utirtily---new •-TV world
where scores of channels scrap
for the viewer's affection, no
broadcast series may ever again
win the wide and long-term favor
"Cheers" did.
And its departure from NB("s
Thursday nights finishes that network's legendary lineup that once
boasted "Cosby," "Family
Ties," "Night Court" and "Hill
Street Blues.'•
It was at Boston's Hampshire
House restaurant that most of the
"Cheers" cast watched the-last
episode, which was followed h.

NEW YORK (AP) - Sam's
bar didn't burn down. He didn't
marry anyone. He didn't wakrhp
to find that Cheers and its patrons
were nothing but a dream.
After all the buildup for Thursday night's finale, "Cheers"
came to an end in the only way it
could and still be true to itself:
by simply pledging to go on.
One burning question was
answered for all time: As an estimated 100 million viewers
looked on, Sam and his longabsent ex. Diane, called it quits
after one final rendezvous.
In these and other satisfying
ways,-"Cheers" episode No. 275
re-stated what the s;yrie-S stood for
during II laugh-filled seasons:
You do the best you can, and you
do it with friends.
"You look exactly the way
remembered you," said Diane.
returning to Cheers alter six
years.
"If it'ain't broke, don't ti x it,"
replied Cliff, on his customary
barstool.
In the final scene, which NBC
kept secret until airtime. the usual "Cheers"'laughs mo.tly subsided .as the regulars took stock
of themselves.
'What is the point of lite?'•
Sam asked sadly.
"I've got the solution," said

Jay Leno broadcasting the
"Tonight" _show live from the
Bull & Finch Bar downstairs.
That's the tavern that inspired the
fictional Cheers.
In his monologue. Leno
targeted NBC, which he said
would miss the series more than
its fans.
"As you know, to the folks at
NBC, 'Cheers' is not just a TV
show. It's all we:ye got, ladies
and gentlemen." Leno said.
"This is it."
This is it for its stars, too. Ted
Danson (who starred as Sam) will
stick to the big screen, where his
new comedy, "Made in America," will open soon.
Woody Harrelson (the clueless
Woody) already has hit it big in
the movie "Indecent Proposal"
and next will film Oliver Stone's
"Natural Born Killers."
Kirstie Alley (Rebecca) is
filming "Look Who's Talking
3."
Shelley Long (Dianct will be
back in the fall on her new CBS
sitcom, "Good .Advice."
Kelsey Grammer (the pompous
psychiatrist, Frasier) will reprise
his role in the lone "Cheers"
spinoff, "Frasier," on NBC
Thursday nights next fall.
John Ratzenberger (mailman
Cliff) will star in "Locals," a
new sitcom likely on the Fox network's fall schedule.
George Wendt (Norm) is
appearing in an off-Broadway
play and may be hack in an NBC
sitcom next season.
And Rhea Perlman (Carla) is
taking a break.
As for barkeep Sam Malone,
he', right where we left him.

Question of river ownership
could sink gambling proposal
CINCINNATI (AP) -- The
question of which state has jurisdiction over the Ohio River
may be an obstacle to a proposal
to permit riverboat gambling,
officials said.
Ohio owns _less than half the
river. If boats wander over to the
Kentucky side, Kentucky might
be able to lay claim to tax
revenue from _gambling, City
Councilman Todd Portune said at
a hearing Thursday.
Mark Berliant, a lawyer for
The Promus Cos., the parent
company of Harrah's,. casino.;
said the answer might he dockside gambling on the Ohio side of
the river:
Roxanne Qualls, chairwoman
of City Council's intergovernmental affairs and environment
committee, ordered a study by
her panel of dockside gambling.
A report is expected in
September.
The committee will vote Monday on whether to lobby the
Legislature on behalf of amendment. to a House hill that would

SATURDAY MAY 22 ONLY

LITTLE BOYS' POCKET T-SHIRT
FROM APPARATUS'

JUNIOR SHORT SLEEVE
CAMP SHIRT
Reg. 15.99 cotton camp shirt in
assorted prints, stripes and
colors. Sizes S-L.
ONE
DAY

It purchased separately, $7 es.

2 for 613. If purchased separately. $8 ea
Big boys' pocket t-shirt from Apparatus'

2 FOR $11

30% OFF

ONL

SELECTED JUNIOR NATIONAL
BRANDS
• Daily -Habit'
• 62 Fast'

OKIE DOKIE•SHORT SLEEVE KNIT TOP
FOR INFANT GIRLS
If purchased separately, $7 ea

• Byer'
• Bongo°

ONE
DAY
ONLY

25% OFF

ALL GIRLS' LABEL LINE
DRESSES & COORDINATES
Assorted styles, colors, solidsI patterns to
select from. Sizes 7-14_

MISSES' CAP SLEEVE PRINT
COTTON TOP
Sale '099 Peg '6 X

OKIE DOKIE'SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT
FOR TODDLER BOYS
If purchased separately, $6 ea.

ONE

30% OFF

DAY
ONLY

35% OFF

LEE' JEANS FOR YOUNG MEN
Lee•Rder reguiarfit straght-leg jeans with
Dad tora 5-IDOGNet styling and regular fit

ONE
DAY
ONLY

CHILDREN'S SHORTS & TOPS
237 It purchased separately, $4 ea. Toddler boys, °tie-Doke muscie top.
Sale 4.99 Reg. $7. Cotton denim pull-on
shorts. Sizes 2T-4T.
Sale 13.99 Reg $1. Denim rocker shorts
for girls 7-14.
SALE
ENDS
LY 1

SALE 5.99

SALE 19.99

MEN'S HUNT CLUB' SHIRTS
Reg. $24-$28.
Seiecton includes striped knits, solid and

David L. Harrington

25% OFF

HAGGAR' SUITED SEPARATES
Solo 102.99 Reg $140 Single breasted
wet
Sale $47 Reg $60 Plan trousers

ONE
DAY
ONLY

SALE 54.99

MEN'S STAFFORD' WINGTIP
DRESS SHOES

MISSES GINA PETERS' & WOMEN'S
CYNTHIA J.' CASUAL SPORTSWEAR
SELECTED LADIES ACCESSORIES

tShri
sh
Sale 17 99 Reg $27 Short sleeve
Sale 17 99 Re; $26 Side elastic betted short

• Women's Belts Regularly over $10

• Rainwear
• Button Covets
• Hats & Sunglasses

OSALE 15.99

FORTREL' PLUS BED PILLOW
STANDARD SIZE
Soft, medium 2. firm
Other sizes also on sale
Sale pnces effective through July 1011-1

SSES 40VELTY T-SHIRT
Reg $.14 Paintworks• embellished tee of
r.ortohoc'yester with shouider pads
Asscrtee oar.erns Sizes M-XL.

Reg. $75 pr All leather shoes in oxford or
slip-on styles With I ightweight construction
and leatherfrubber heels.
ONE
DAY
ONLY

#1 on the Ballot

County Attorney

SALE 12.91

... a prosecutor whose actions in drug
and alcohol cases have resulted in:

MEN'S ST. JOHN'S BAY' CANVAS
SHOES
Rog. 19.99. Cotton canvas shoe with
leather color trim, rawhide laces and non
slip rubber bottom

30% OFF ALL EMBELLISHED TEES FOR
MISSFS'

**

e
ONE
DAY
41

SALE 1.87
JAGUAR CAPRI'3-PC. LUGGAGE SET

25% OFF LADIES' CASUAL HOSIERY
Rog. 2 SO

Rtbed anklets of
ester LYCRA'spandex for

Sel includes 27 oullrren carry on and ^1a.11 ale
Luggage of Igntsye.grif -on ppristnuct.cr yen
vinyl !rim and sell repairing zoom

•

AS 1:)..
,411C1

39.99 Sawt Vika.. Garment bag

COOrS

•30% OFF
UNDERSCORE' BRAS a
BRIEFS
Saw 699 Reg $10 Crossover-tricot
.a -ror c4.0 and fyor LYCRA°
*"
spanoor volts A.BC cups

We 9.60 Rog $12 Boys' vitro' soon
sorkleis Sizes 11 7
Site N Rog $10 Classic wow boo/gv,
T strop sandals Sins 510

Cita

SMOOTH TOUCH' TWIN COMFORTER
Reg $50

JCPENNEY BATH TOWEL
Reg $8

Sale 39 99 Peg 565 F
Sale 5499 Peg SSC &Joejr
xese. *r ve

Solo 4 99 Reg $6 Hand towe
Se* 2.99 Reg 350 West, cloth
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conservative history,
"Is it the legacy we want to
leave-'!" - he asked.
Portune said arguments on
whether the city should allow
riverboat gambling could be moot
because "no matter what we do
we have no idea which action
Kentucky might take."

Re-Elect

strip chambray s and short sleeved oxfords
Lost
Dm To
SAVE

2 FOR $10

30% OFF

41)

GIRLS' KNIT SHORT FROM NEW
MOVES*
St° ea
If purchased seDaiatey
Sizes 714

allow gambling on Lake Eric and
the Ohio River. The bill, introduced in February by -state Rep.
Joseph Koziura, [)-Lorain, is
pending before a committee.
Susan Paddock, the city's acting development director, suggested changing the language of
the bill to allow more local control of the gambling industry.
, Gambling could bring in $7
million annually to Cincinnati in
fees, taxes, and hotel and restaurant expenditures, according to a
city report.
About half of the speaker at
the hearing opposed riverboat
gambling,
MikeMcCluskey, 53, said gambling goes against the city's

IV

Salon Hours
Catalog Phone
Sloe. Hours Mon -"rues Wed 10$
I.4on -110. -104
759 1080
Thurs & F ri 98
$OO 222 6161 Sun it 30530
Sat 96 Sun IS

Thousands of dollars in confiscated property
and cash being forfeited to local drug enforcement funds
Over 91% of those prosecuted for misdemeanor
drug offenses other than DUI being found
guilty
Over 89% of those prosecuted for misdemeanor
alcohol offenses other than DUI being found
guilty
Over 880 judments of guilty being reached by
trials and pleas on misdemeanor DUI cases

People are stopping to think before driving under the
influence ofdrugs and alcohol;total arrests for DUI
in Calloway County are down 38% from 1991.

HE WORKS,AND IT'S WORKING
Vote

JCPenney

David L. Harrington
County Attorney

Chestnut Hills • Murray
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Mrs. Carmen E. Shelton, 88,
Murray, died today at 4:30 a.m.
at West View Nursing Home.
She was a member of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
Her husband, Vivan Shelton,
died Dec. 9, 1985. She also was
preceded in death by one sister,
Mrs. Icie Tuckcr, and two
brothers, Grogan Dowdy and
Hubert Dowdy.
Born Feb. 5, 1905:in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Wylie Houston Dowdy
and Parmelia Haynes Dowdy.
Survivors include one foster
daughter, Mrs. Kay Deicken and
husband, Wally, LaCentra, Calif.;
one foster son, J.R. Wilkinson
and wife, Jean, Murray; three foster grandchildren, Jennifer Deicken and Josh Deicken, LaCentra.
and Mrs. Trina Coker and husband, Ronald, Humboldt, Tenn.
The funeral will be Monday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. Dennis Norvell will officiate. Burial will follow in Barnett
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 1 p.m. Sunday.
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The funeral for Earl Lowery
was today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz.
was in Flat Lick Cemetery in Christian County.
Mr. Lowery ; 61. of Cadiz died
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. at Jennie
Stewart Medical Center,
flopk insville.
Survivors include his father,
Lay Ion Taft Lowery, Florida; his
mother, Mrs. Agnes Newton
Lowery, Christian County; two
sisters, Mrs. Susie Dawson and
husband, Tom, Christian County,
and Mrs. Martha Allen, Paducah.

Mrs. Ruby Cloys Krider
Services for Mrs. Ruby Cloys
Krider will be today at 4 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church,
Paris, Tenn.
The Rev. Clarence Hare, Jim
Farmer, Dr. Larry McGehee and
Mac Luckey will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Frankie
Pierce, Lance Pierce, Jason Garcia, Josh Garcia, Richard Russell,
Terry Harrison, John Harrison
and Paul Corley. Honorary pallbearers will be all her speech students throughout her teaching
career.
Burial will follow in Maplewood Cemetery, Paris., with
arrangement by Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, where friends may
call.

Survivors include her husband,
Clem Krider, to whom she was
married on Oct. 29, 1922; one
daughter, Mrs. Nancy Corley:
three grandchildren.
The family requests that
expressions of S-ylnpathy be made
to the Heritage Center Clem
Krider Fund at Security Bank; the
Ruby Krider Scholarship Fund at
Murray State University; or First
United Methodist Church, Paris,
Tenn.

Mrs. Clara Dell Raney
Mrs. Clara Dell Raney, 75, Rt.
2, Buchanan, Tenn., died today at
her home. Her death followed a
long illness.
A retired employee of Bosworth Bag Co. and Cleveland
Container, she was a member of
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
at New Concord and was past
president of Pine Hill Club.
Born Nov. 21, 1917, in Wildersville, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Luther H.
Roberts and Mattie Rhodes
Roberts. One brother. Joe Lee
Roberts, preceded her in. death.
- Survivors include her husband.
Robert N. Raney, to whom she
was married on July 5, 1947; one
daughter, Betty J. Jones, Arlington, Tenn.; one son, Robert N.
Raney Jr., San Antonio, Texas;
six grandchildren, Robert N.
Raney III, Jo Ann Raney, John
Raney, Robert L. Jones, Janice

Parks and, ,Lori Hagerty; eight
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will he Monday at
10 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians. Paris.
Tenn. The Rev. George White
and the Rev. Randy Kuykendall
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Memphis
Memory Gardens, Memphis.
Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after noon on Sunday:.

Mrs. Zella
Freeland
In the published obituary for
Mrs. Zella Wischart Freeland, the
name of her daughter should have
been Ruby Preston and her sister
should have been Hinda Gruggs.

Theory blames bandit

OWENSBORO, Ki. (AP) —
Police are working on the theory
that one bandit is responsible for
seven armed robberies this year
in western Kentucky and southern Indiana.
Among the targets, a grocery
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — in Russellville was hit on Jan. 5
Dozens of youngsters returning and March 21; a pizza place in
from a music competition in Cali- Owensboro on May 12, and a
fornia last month said they had to
ride in an Amtrak car filled with
rowdy adults who were swearing
and playing strip poker.
The railroad will take stateFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
ments from the students and their
chaperones and investigate, State officials have finally ackAmtrak supervisor Tony Buscemi nowledged they expect a revenue
shortfall this year and have been
said Thursday.
About half the 93 members of holding up the payment of
Portland's Robert Gray Middle income tax refunds to balance the
School band and choir were budget.
Finance Secretary Pat Mulloy
assigned to the smoking car on
the ride home from San Jose, said Thursday it is now likely the
Calif„ because the rest of the state will end the year with a
train was full, music teacher deficit of $50 million to $70 million unless the refunds are held
Jeanne Berg said.
up to balance the budget.
Passengers in the car drank and
"Some tax refunds will have
swore"&in front of the children, to be held," Mulloy said.
and students told Berg some of
Kentucky's constitution
the adults played strip poker. . requires the state to have a
Republican Sen. Mark Hat- balanced budget.
field, Democratic Reps. Ron
Mulloy said refunds worth S61
Wyden and Elizabeth Furse and
some of the students wrote to
Amtrak to complain.
"I'm only 12 and am used to
being discriminated against
because of my age." Chiara
Juster-Derlet wrote.

Trip evokes
complaints

Mrs. Krider, 88, Paris, died
Wednesday at 9 p.m. at Henry
County Medical Center there.
Born Dcc. 27, 1904, she was
the daughter of the late William
H. and Ethel Shell Cloys.

video store in Newbuirgh,. Ind., on
Monday.
The robber typically enters the
business, shows the cashier a gun
in his "belt, demands cash and
leaves on foot. police said.
They described him as a white
man between 30 and 40 years of
age, slim to medium build, brown
hair, a mustache and either a goatee or a full beard.

State holding tax refunds

ATLANTA (AP) — A twoyear measles outbreak ended last
year, thanks apparently to widespread vaccination of preschoolers, health officials say.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention said Thursday
there were an estimated 2,200
cases in 1992, compared with
27,786 reported at the height of
the outbreak in_ 1990.
"To have this sort of a rapid
drop — to go from the highest
number of cases in 13 years in
1990 to less than 100 cases so far
in 1993 — is really astounding,"
CDC epidemiologist William
Atkinson said. "It's a pretty dramatic fall."
Usually, an outbreak ends
when the disease has run its
course through a population,
leaving most immune. But the
outbreak of 1989-91 involved
only a small traction of susceptible children. he said
'We think it's because they all
got vaccinated... he said.
Atkinson said doses given to
1 -year-olds at public clinics were
increased in recent years, and he
cited studies that 'mind 7/1 per.
sent I hildren ages 1 to 4 had
been yaccm.sted in IV91, compared deith61 per.ent to Mt per
kIll

twill

lir I

ELECT

Federal-Stele blerhel blew Stordat bin 311. 1993
Kaalsety Purchase Area lies WOW Lipari Secludes 3
$ures Seems Race lels: Act. 71S,I.1* 5.,....
Gies .S11,13 basher Sears am* away
147-55A1.11
LS 1.3 234-1341 lb..
5e1.143.47.110
US 1.2 3113.330 lb....
$AP 00-47.35
LS 13 135456 lb...
$4.S5.47SS
US 3-4 544.271 lbs.Seers
LS 1.2 2711-3611 lbs..--------..—.-1133.1111-33.1111
1135 511-35.110
IS 1.3 Made, Mu.
136.55-33.10
LS 1.3 41111.515 lb..
11311.115-46.011
US 1•3 525 sad up
1.31.110-33.111
US 2-3 315-51111 lb....
Seers meth 1.31.4111

TOMMY
WALKER
SHERIFF
47, PrQvan Administralv"
As your next sheriff, I will provide uniformed deputies for
crowd and traffic control at all major school functions.

Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
,Report

for SHERTFF
susk.loris Mtelloor I. Ilhortik Ronald V/ Powc1.111. a. Tresarrer. V11 Ouse Gym

Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Read the classifieds

Chg

Dow Jones lnd. Avg............-4.43
DJIA Previous Close
3523.28
Air Products
441/s - 'Is
A T&
601/2 f 1/2
Bell
..............521/2 unc
Briggs & Stratton
64/
3
4 - 'Is
Bristol Myers Squibb 60/
3
4Chrysler
4.33/s 4. 1/s
Dean Foods
261/s unc
Exxon
653/s unc
Fisher Price
221/s - /
3
4
Ford Motor
511/s - /
3
4
General Electric
93 unc
General Motors
39/
3
4 - 'is
Goodrich
455/s + /
3
4
393/4 •sis
Goody ear
IBM
49.",
Ingersoll Rand
33/
3
4 - 'is
K-Mart
231/s K U Energy
291/2 Kroger
17/
3
4 unc
LC&F
38'I.+
McDonalds
,5014 /
3
4
Merck
WI. 34
J.C. Penney
47/
3
4-/
3
4
Peoples First*
42/
3
4B 33/
3
4A
Quaker
................7Y/.
Schering-Plough
683/s + 1,11
Sears
54/
3
4643
/
4 1/1
Texaco
-Time Warner
3
4
36/
3
4-/
UST
• 30 - 1/1
Wal-Mart
283
/
4-

VOTE

"Splinter"

111/4
M

District #3
#5

On The Ballot

1.,r By tiandrn R..,-r'.R..,-r'.t-rR..,-r'.1 rvA.urvr

LEE FOR SHERIFF
The Right Man For The Job

Vote #1 On The Ballot
May 25, 1993

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
:
3
• 40

HILLIARD

LEE FOR SHERIFF

LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
..3I

Glenn
Rogers

APS

•Hilliard lyons is a market maker in this
stock
UNC - pnce unchanged

Acv:cy,a!
Intormat.on
Ava,lable
Upon Reques'

Nuns", KY earl

rc

row lerS

Paid for by friends for Lee

SUBSCRIBE

million have already been held.
The Revenue Cabinet estimates it
has tax returns yet to process that
contain another S31 million in
refunds.
If the state tax receipts continue to be below expectations.
Mulloy said that S92 million
should be enough to balance the
budget.
The state stopped sending
refund checks about a month ago.
but refused to acknowledge it
until- -Thursday--when--state -T-re-a-surer Frances Jones Mills issued
a press release insisting she was
not to blame for the delays in the
checks.

A COMMITMENT TO THE TAXPAYERS
OF CALLOWAY COUNTY

Vaccination helps
fight two-year
measles outbreak

PAGE 15

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

(And to ask your understanding/forgiveness)
Several months ago I had plans to run for County Judge/
Executive with the knowledge that, if elected, I would have to
take a cut in salary of several thousand dollars per year. I was
willing to do this because I feel I owe this country something. I
was raised in poverty in rural Calloway County, and was able to
secure a first-rate education and to live comfortably with enough
to eat each day. Only in the United States of America could
someone with my childhood rise to the educational level that I
have been blessed to attain.
Because of one of the dirtiest political tricks that I can
remember being pulled in Calloway County, it became virtually
impossible for me to run. I ask for your understanding and
forgiveness in my decision not to make the race, and I pledge to
you, the taxpaying citizen of Calloway County, that if you reelect George Weaks as County Judge/Executive, twill make my
time available, at no cost, to help with:
1. Solid Waste problems, Water-Quality regulations
that severely threaten our farm community, Recycling solutions to our waste problems, etc.
2. Securing of Grants for a County Jail in an attempt to
solve this problem without a new set of taxes on the
people of Calloway County.
3. Trips to Frankton to stay in touch with grant money
that becomes available to us in the next 5 years.
Whatever time I have to use in solving these problems and
finding solutions will be spent at no cost to the people of
Calloway County. This will help to pay back whatlows this great
Country of ours.

OM,

1=MI

CASH & CARRY
COST PLUS '1 s,
SALE INCLUDES IN STOCK ONLY
ALL PLUSH
CARPETING

ALL IN STOCK
NO WAX
VINYL FLOORING

Trackless Carpeting
Sculptured Carpeting

Armstrong

Commerical Carperting
DuPont StainManter Carpet
Monsanto Wear Dated Carpet
Scotchguard Stain Release

Congoleum

Tarkett

Mannington
6-942-15.8 Width. Vinyl

ALL IN STOCK WALLPAPER AND SUNDRIES
ALL AUTOMOTIVE CARPETING

30% OFF
$1.25 per ft.

Brand Names Such As

This is top quality
merchandise!!

Philidelphia
Cabin Craft
Evans & Black

Horizon
Salem
Queens

Itt•I ter hurry for this sale won't last long!!
Don't miss out on this sale!!

JOE SMITH CARPET

Yours In F fiends:up.
Melvin I. Henley
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Classified

.1
4

I

•
11

•

10

4
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To

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
1110111(s NL•Itkh I

•••01 Nt
Laital Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

010
020
025
030
040
050

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & S••d

190
370
390
400
550

MISCELLANEOUS

F.N 1
060

Help Wanted

410

Public Sale

070

Domestic & Childcare

540

For Trade

090
100

Situation Wanted

560

...Free Column

Business Opporturuty

110

Instruction

570

Wanted

010

010

Specification and general conditions are
on file in the Board Office Building, 2110
College Farm Road, and interested bidders
may obtain necessary forms there.

Business Rentals

For

365

Home Loans.'

420 ...

Real Estate

430 .
435

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340...

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360 ..

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

•

In Laving Memory Of

Cocfu-um II

Martin

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza.
fresh salads, sandwiches
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
4 74 8 1 1 9
Tues
1-800-649-3804

Paid lor by candidate,
2511 C,odasser Rd, Wray

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated

companies
to give you the best possible rates, benefits, and service.
4 companies
7 companies
_6 companies
3 companies
3 companies
5 companies
4 companies

NOTICE
Murray Electric
System
Customers
Effective on the bill
to be received June
1, 1993, there will
be an average increase in Residential Rates of 2%
and an average decrease in Commercial and Industrial
Rates of 1.6%. These adjustments
are the result of
Wholesale
TVA
Power Rate Adjustments based on a
recent Cost of Service Study conducted by TVA to
determine proper
costs of serving
various customer
groups. These adjustments do not
result in any increase or decrease
in revenue to Murray Electric System but are just a
pass-through ofadjusted Wholesale
Power Rates from
TVA. A notice of
the
adjustment
will be printed on
the bill for June,
1993.
Ron Underwood
Superintendent
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
physic. gifted from God
5 5 4 7904 call for
appointment

Itees'n'things
New Arrivals
American Biker
Harley Davidson
T-Shirts
Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
759-1972

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business.

McConnell753-4199
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray, Ky
"Our 29th year of service"

LOST Black & white Pe•
kingese mix missing 1 4
months last seen 1 to 2
weeks ago in Shiloh area
Family pet 753 7471 days
753-8965 nights

1992

Loving thoughts and
silent tzars

'But in my heart you
will always stay
So deeply loved and
EVILLSed by:
Mon...Stepfather
Les Clans
Itro jimmy b fortify
Six Anius & fasatif

Loot
And Found
LOST dog Reward l Rat
Terrier, black & white
name is Tanner Near N
13th & Main 753 2218

6'1)(4._z//kiiiiiey
Calloway County
Judy, Exacutive
Christian, Honest, Capable
Common Sense
Chomp Jos tisos Setter
mu wow= ob arm ei is& ems. t• eel

DIRECTOR of Nursing Re
sumes are now being con
sidered for the position of
Director of Nursing of a new
60 bed long term care facil
ity in Carlisle County App:
'cant will be a registered
nurse Previous long term
care experience strongly
preferred Please send re
sume to Susan Hamilton
Director of Operations
Well Health Systems Inc
725 Harvard Drive Owens
boro Kentucky 42301
Phone (502) 926 9355
please send list of refer
ences with resume
DO you need a JOB or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have '22 JOB
OPENINGS for people be
tween the ages of 16 22
years if you are not in
school Call 753 9378 five
days a week between
8 00am 3 00pm We are an
EOE This protect is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry Council
JTPA
EXPERIENCED auto boti
technician Salary & benefits Commensurate with
experience Send resume
to PO Box 1633 Murray Ky
42071

LEAD carpenters Experienced in all phases of
home_ buiiding Refer
ences Wages commensu
rate with ability Send re
sumo to PO Box 1040 D
Murray Ky 42071
PARK Rangers Game
wardens security maintenance etc No exp necessary For info call (219)
769 6649 EXT 7159 8am
to 8pm 7 days
RECEPTIONIST needed
30 40 hours per week
Must possess good corn
munication skills good personality a must Send re
same to PO Box 1040 Z
Murray KY 42071
RESTAURANT Manager
Wendy s is now accepting
applications for manager &
assistant manager We are
a multi unit company with
positions available in this
area & positions available
for persons wanting to relocate If you are looking for a
career we can offer positions with competitive start•
irg salary benefits & unlim
arid advancement poten
tin) Send resume with
references to Andrew Jo,don 303 Sheila Hoplins
Ky 42240

3PERMANENT sales posiSEARCHING for energetions exist now for young
minded persons Iry the local EXPERIENCED Accounts tic up .beat person with
branch of a large sales Payable Clerk needed for professional appearance
for accounts manager trai
organization If selected local business office full
you will be given 3 weeks time position Send resume nee Sales and delivery in
classroom training in Nash- to PO Box 29 Murray KY cluded Apply in person
Colortyrne 408 N 12th ST
Ville We provide complete 42071
Murray
benefits Maior medical. GAME wardens security
dental arid savings plan
maintenance etc No exp
Starting income $400-$500 necessary For info call
Domestic
per week depending on (219) 769 6649 EXT 7159
& Childcare
ability • and qualifications 8am to 8pm 7 days
All promotions are based
on merit not seniority To be NOW hiring all shifts Apply CLEANING houses is my
accepted you.need a pleas- in person at Sonic Drive In business Reiiable & exper
ant personality, ambitious South 12th Murray No ienced references Call
Linda 759 9553
sports minded and eager to phone calls please
get ahead Must be 21 or
oler Have 12th grade or
better. Be particularly interBECOME A CERTIFIED
ested in those with leaderNURSE'S AIDE
ship ability who are looking
IF YOU'RE 55+ AND QUALIFY FOR THE
for a genuine career opportunity Apply in person
SENIOR EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM.Fret
Monday only at Shoney Inn
training is available!
ask for Noel Hutcherson
753-0929
Equal Opportunity
Employer-Male'lemale
Partnership Act
APPLICATIONS now being
-accepted for exciting new
Season with House of
Lloyd $500 kit, free starter
supplies & 2 fabulous catalogs to work with Send
name address &telephone
number to Supervisor. PO
Box 252 Murray. Ky
42071
AVON sales, big money,
innovative technique, no inventory investment Free
appointment
kit
1•800-690-AVON
CONSTRUCTION
SUPERINTENDENT
Scattered -site housing
program Excellent earnings potential Two years
construction experience required Degree preferred
Send resume to Superintendent. 3418 Lone Oak
Rd Paducah Ky 42003 Or
call 502-554-3267
CONSTRUCTION Co
needs office manager
Send resume with references to Resumes PO
Box 543 Benton Ky
42025
CREW CHIEF TRAINEE
Full-time position available
Qualified applicant must
possess both leadership
and mechanical skills Con
tact Maley Lawn & Land
scape Services at
753-5726 M F between
5 30 7pm only
DANCERS

%sage Vote
BUSINESSWOMAN

•

21,

060
I John T McCoy am not
responsible for Linda K
McCoy's bills that she
makes from this date on

Butterworth

Lake Property

Help
Wanted

or (sty gr
April 12, 1%7 May

1.-800-334-1203

Vote

Sal. Or LTHISO

310 .... ................. Want To Rent
.
,
Apartments For Rent
320

Tears will dry andfade
away

LOOKING for good 9 ball
players. 64 available slots
sign up now to be assured
of slot Game date June 13
1st place $200. 1st eight
places pay Call Break
Time Billiards, Dixieland
Shopping Center 759 9303
' for information

MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
NURSING HOME INSURANCE
CANCER INSURANCE
.ACCIDENT INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE
ANNUITIES

300 .............

Having marked the
passing of one year

NINTENDO
e REPAIR
Ward-Elkins
753-1713

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

270 .....Mobile Homes For Sale

Memory

VETERAN IIINPUINIES VINILC0111•D
TRACTOR • TRALER TRAPING ra.ATERS
LI110140114. TN

Notice

Wee local claim sennee'

Mobile Homes For Rent

Nit: 11%\littit:
Computers
120
For Sale Or Trade
130
140 ......................... Want To Boy
150 ............... Articles For Sale
Appliances
155
Horne Furrushings
160
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
Machines
Sawing
180
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
_ /dunce]
240
Miscellaneou•
260
TV. & Radio
380
Pets & Supplies

Funded by Job Training
through the West Kentucky PIC, in cooperation with the Department for Employment
Services and the Purchase Area Development
District.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

PO. Box 1033

Uglg Duckling
CITMEMETZIN
Coast to Coast
Locations

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Cars,

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

NH 256 rake IH 18ft 475
disc 435-4301

THE Maid Service We will
do all types of house clean
mg Anything you want
done, we will do We have
references Call anytime at
759-9727

FOR sale sawmill oak and
poplar lumber Cheap'Pas
chall's Salvage, 7. mile
from Hazel. Ky on Hwy 641
498 8964

WILL clean houses Have
references 753-8995

FRESH Kentucky Lake cat
fish Murray Bait Co
753-5693

110 gallon
tobacco sprayer,
4 row with
pump. $200
Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.

WILL clean houses reasonable rates references
437-4064
WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474-2131 leave
message

LET us make your clothes.
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew. Country
Square. 1608 N 121. Murray 753-6981
LIMITED Editions prints by
Charles Frace signed &
numbered 753-6339

I will sit with elderly nights,
experience and references
Call 753-4590 for
information

NINTENDO with NES. 3
games & power glove Ask
for Jeb at 436-2135

_ SINGER 4 spool overlock
SEWING lobs wanted in- serger. like new 753-194'0
after 5pm
cluding formal wear
753-1061
SUMMER fun' Factory built
TUTORING available for dune buggy, great shape
elementary age children on street legal 436-5580
MSU campus $10 per 8am 4pm
hour Call 762-2458 anyWOLFF suntan beds
time & leave message
Sales service, bulbs &
parts Financing available
753-9274
110
Instruction
Appliances

cqarzz chta
(
..6arzcz cStudio

HOTPOINT 203 cubic ft
chest type freezer
753-8636

Beginning June 1st.

WHIRLPOOL Limited edition refrigerator, 18 cubic
feet. $300 Magic Chef self
cleaning oven electric, almond
$225
Call
753-2907

753-0605
140
Want
To Buy

Home
Furnishings

ANTIQUE & Art Pottery
primitatives oak furniture &
hull McCoy Roseville pot
tery 435 4327
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

USED lawn
354 6781

mowers

2-EARLY American hide•a
bed couches in good condition & reasonable
753-4570
BUNK beds one whole unit
with two twin beds $125
Call 753 1982
COMPLETE maple dining
room set $800, kitchen
table 2 chairs $25. couch
$20 753 0834
COUCH teal green with
mauve like new, $175
desk $15 PSE Starfire
Crossbow wi3x9 scope
759 4680 or
$ 2 75
753-0600
DOUBLE size waterbed
like new $100 759-4948
QUEEN size waterbed
753-4510

12HP John Deere rding
mower $650 759 9336
31" METAL door, wood finish, 6 panel glass top almost new $55 753-7481
after 5pm
44 MAGNUM pistol & 30 alt
6 rifle 474-2037
BABY bed with mattress
$65 twin bed with headboard $55 stereo $50
753 5156
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating. inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759-1828
CABINETS. lights, doors,
door frames, heaters, oven,
refrigerator, bath tub &
toilet 489-2665

FOR SALE

1988 CLUB car with auto
mac charger battery is
2yrs old 753-2558 after
5pm
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

MID SOUTH Musicians
Network Get listed in &
receive a directory of area
musicians & technicians of
all shapes & sizes (pros,
amateurs) Phone for free
brochure' (901) 642-0773
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

FRIGIDAIRE oven $125
753-3493

CHEERLEADING
& GYMNASTICS
Clinic

Murray

America's Second Car

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

FOR sale fiberglass
panels $3 50'sheet and up
Paschall s Salvage.
from Hazel Ky on Hwy 641
498 8964

KY 94 MTV to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to SQ. He Road, nght on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 rnie
753-0466

25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Thes. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

ABSOLUTELY Clean' Experienced dependable
cleaning service Home or
office References Call
436 2569

Knights of Columbus Hall

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Reader Ads:

Farm
Equipment

(Doors open la 600)

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Flint Guide)

Articles
For Sale

Domestic
Childcare

NICE home with 5-10
acres, with some trees
within 8 moles from Murray
753-9650 after 4 30pm

s.

$5.00 Column Inch
Display Ad.
40% Discount Ind Roe,
60% Dtscount 3rd Run
(A11 3 Ads Must Ran Within 6 Day Pinot)
$1 75 per column inch ants for Tuesday(Shop-

150

070

he•L'crtaeatc„7.P=7,,esod

ALLIANCE

020

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

280

040

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

The envelope containing the bid shall
have written on the outside the name of the
job, the name ofthe bidder,and the date and
time of bid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any
or all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding.

Unless still in School
College, their
or
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular
Major Medical Policy
oilers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable rates. For free
information call:

IliANSPURTATION
.Motorcycles
470...
Auto Services
480
Auto Parts
485
Used Care
490
Vans
495
Used Trucks
500
Campers
510
520
Boats & Motors

Notice

INVITATION TO BID FOR
PEST AND RODENT CONTROL
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for rodent and pest
control for the Calloway County School
District for the 1993-94 school year until 3
p.m., June 4, 1993.

Notice

REAL ESTATE SALES

in

INVITATION TO BID
May 18, 1993
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
receive sealed bids on a 60 Horse Power
Tractor and a 6(six)foot Disc Mower. With
or without trade. Bids will be opened at the
regular meeting of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court on the 8th of June at 1:00 p.m.
The Fiscal Court reserves the right to accept
or reject any or all bids. Specifications in the
office of Judge Weaks.
George H. Weaks, Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

Exterminating
230
Business Services
250
290
Heating And Cooling
530 ...................Services Offered

020

UPI
Notice

Lsgai
Notice

020

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
REAL ESTATE RENTAL

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916
SF RVIt

ALWISTIMISIS

PLACE AN AD CALL

SYLVANIA 19" color tv and
tan couch, good condition
Call 753-0118 after 6pm

INEUAAS BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
759.9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances, and MIK Items
Use Our layaway Pion
We buy furniture.

Miscellaneous
FOR sale trailer truck load
of treated deck lumber Low
prices Call and get them
Paschall's Salvage::: mile
from Hazel. Ky on Hwy 641
498-8964 •
TROY Bilt heavy duty rotor
tiller. 7hp Briggs & Stratton
engine with electric start
used only 12 hours. $1500
obo 759-4947 after 6pm
250
Business
Services
KEN TENN Investigations
owner J B Wilburn specializing in criminal civil
domestic and insurance investigations 14 years law
enforcement experience
Bel Air Shopping Center
502 753 - 3868
502-436-6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee

Mobile
Homes For Sale
1989 14x70 CONCORD
cathedral ceilings Jacuzzi
carpet & vinyl, extra nice.
753 9959
$ 1 4 . 500
after 6pm
gam-5pm
489-2068
COMPLETE mobile home
services Phone and cable
installation Gallimore
Electric 759-1835
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435.4027
LARGE selection of used
homes Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc Lake hwy 79E
Paris TN 1-800 642 4891

165

Antiques
TWO antique wood cook
stoves $400 and $300
Call 489-2704 after 7pm

MUST sell' Reduced price
3br, 2 bath not:We home on
6 acres west of Hazel on
State Line Rd Make offer
901-247-3374

waitresses

$500 plus wkly 642 4297
after 6pm Doll House Hwy
79E Paris Tn

DO YOU QUALIFY Are
you 'Sports minded/ Of
legal age 21 & over bond
able/ 'Estremely moti
vated with a Strong desire
to succeed,•Interested in
tog Acorns)
benefit
package that includes Lite
Hemet' Disability
Dem.*
plua 4101( a ESOP crisp' ii
to discover 20K 10K so
nuai poleneal with a guar
Valued 'noon* or 91400
plus a rvionth to start Call
Sam Aervi

1E111 IODIST.
Immediate opening for Paramedic to
work full-time in Methodist Hospital of
McKenzie Emergency Medical Services. Applicants must be licensed in
Tennessee. Full benefits. If interested,
please contact:
Elaine Parish, EMT-R.N.
Methodist Hospital of Mellows's
NE N. Highland Drive
MeKensie, TN 38101
1101-311114344
E

Please Elect

Louie Williams
Your Constable For
District 2
No. 2 On Your Ballot
All Votoo Approciatod
nog $1.W andiim ww• Wawa. mans e• sotr. Noe easimi 11r.

,

6

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
120

270

370

410

Melee
tissue for Sale

Apartments
For Rant

Livestock
& Supplies

QUALITY homes, low
prices and dependable service have made us one of
the southeast's largest &
oldest retailers Shop and
compare, you will find that
we will have the best value
for your housing dollar
Dinkins Mobile Homes Inc
Lake Hwy 79E Paris TN
1800-6424891

2BR duplex 1411A Hillwood Dr. $350/mo
759-4406

REGISTERED Apalossa
and Quarter horses for
sale Call 753 6491 after
5pm

Mobile
Homes For Rent
2 or 3br
SHADY Oaks
electric or gas Walking dm
tance to college 753 5209

285
Mobile
Horne Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village
$75 mo water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
290
Heating
And Coaling
ONE 7 5 ton gas heat,
electric air unit 753-1300.
after 7pm 489.2116

Business
Rentals
4 CAR clean up shop of
ice
paved lot air
753-4509
641N IN same building as
Auto Dealer Supply Inquire
at Auto Dealer Supply for
details 753-5585
FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612
310
Want
To Rent
2BR farm house in country
Must have good heating
source I have one infant &
pets Can not be more than
$300-mo Please call
762-3185 Mon Fri from
1-5pm
AREA Church seeking
building to rent for worship
services in Murray Need
large room with capacity for
60-75 people Desire 2-3
smaller rooms for Sunday
School space Would be
willing to rent on a Sunday
Wednesday night Call
753-6565

Apartments
For Rent
1 23,4BR apts, furnished
very nice, some with
washer & dryer, near MSU.
No pets. Also room for rent
753-6111, 753-1252 days
753-0606 after 5pm
1BR furnished apt Nice
and clean, close to campus $175 per month
753-7276
1E3R furnished apt, some
utilities paid, close to university & hospital Call
753-8756 or 753-9101
1BR & studio apt available,
appliances furnished Coleman RE 753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2 1BR large apts with carport, water & garbage included 1 furnished, 1 unfurnished
$225/mo
753-7662
2BR,
bath, w/d hookup.
carport & deck $350/mo,
$350 deposit 753-6266.
437-4855

3BR unfurnished apt refrigerator and stove included Clean and nice
Close to campus $300 a
month 753-7276
DUPLEX available June 1
2br, 2 bath, large closets
large Irving room large di
rung area, lots of cabinets in
kitchen and utility 2 car
carport with outside stor
age washer, dryer, stove
refrigerator $425rmo plus
deposit No pets 753 7978
after 5pm
ELEGANT lbr on 280
$265 mo deposit 2br re
decorated 94E $250 mo
deposit No pets Cali
753-8848 before 8pm
LARGE duplex
area gas heat
Available June
plus deposit
759-1087

in private
central air
1 Lease
$350 mo

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEAR University 2 room
furnished apt Living room
kitchenette combo and
spacious bedroom bath
has shower & tub $150
deposit
$150 mo
753-4560
NEW 2br duplex central
ha appliances carport
$400 mo 1817 Rldgew
ood No pets 753 7457
NICE 2br duplex central
gas h a stove refrigerator
& dishwasher furnished
Washerdryer hook up 1
yrs old on North Wood Dr
$400tmo plus deposit No
pets Days 753 1953
nights 753 0870
NICE 2br duplex central
h a satelate $375 mo No
pets 753-7457
NICE 3br. stove & refrigera
tor furnished carpet
throughout, central h .a
available May 1 $450- mo
plus deposit No pets 105
No 16th St Days 753-1953
Nights 753-0870
NOW available lbr turn
ished apt with paid utilities
lease & deposit No pets
436-2755

AKC15omeranian 10 week
old puppies Cali 492 8749
leave message
HAVE an obedient sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Se-ing Murray fcir over
12.,rs 436 2858

Now Open

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
Dog Grooming
All Breeds, All Sizes

SotP

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended between 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms, handicap accesst
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunay Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin
Ky
or call
502 437 4113

Rooms
For Rent
NEAR MSU, kitchen, living
room privileges utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

Houses
For Rent
1305 VINE 3br 753-0932
or 753-5898

3BR 2 bath decent neighborhood, some new carpet
& vinyl 701 Broad St
$395'mo 753-8767 or
753-2339

Yard Sale

602 Elm
Sat, May 22nd
6:30-?
Baby items, t.v., furniture, hot tub, crafts,
Nintendo, women's
clothes, shoes &
Jewelry & more.

miles South Of
Murray on Hwy. 641
Sat., May 22
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

41/2

Desk, lawn sweeper,

weed
eater, etc., weight
bench, bar bells.
storm

doors,

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

IM,A1

3 Party
Yard Sale

5-Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
7:00-2:00
Utterback Rd.

1 mile north of Kirksey on Hwy. 299
Fri. & Sat
May 21 & 22
7:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Clothes, glassware,
dishes, collectibles,

(behind Seven Seas)
Computer, sewing machine, oxtail's, mons, w0rrlef1S, girls & boys summer
& winter clothes, toys, pc
lures, plan pen, baby moni•
icw pewnter, CB & lots of
stuff for everyone

twin bed, high chair,
toys, Home Interior.

Garage
Sale
506 Blair St.
(off Sycamore)
May 22
Collectibles,

post

cards, glassware, old
high

chair,

clothes

759-1768 s
PEG S Dog

Yard
Sale

Grooming

753-2915

STRAWBERRIES Wal
laces U pick $ 60 qt Or
dered berries $1 25 qt
Open all day Tues Thur &
Sat 7am
Mon Wed &
Fri 4prn 7pm Sundays
1 5pm 753 0195 To orderberries 753 2047

410
Public
Sale

Yard
Sale

Garage Sale

C-2 Coach Estates
Sat, May 71
8:00-?

Sleeper
tables,
clothes,

Cancel if rains

sofa,

end

dishes,
tires

and

wheels

Group
Yard Sale
Kids Korner
Daycare
216 N. 15th St
Sat, May 22
7-?
Baby, children & adult
items and many other

Items
1716 B. Wells Ext.

641 North Caution
Light Fisher-Price
Factory Entrance.
Sat, May 22
7:00-1:00

Cancel If Rains

Furniture.

Pocks

SOUTHWEST Murray 30 1985
NISSAN Maxima sta
lots sewer gas electric lion
wagon sun moon roof,
etc $ 1 17,000- terms
loaded local owner $4500
901 642 9321
753 8096 after 5 30pm
WOODED building lots with
t‘additional acreage Lynn 1986 CHEVY Caprice one
owner ow miles $3500
Grove area 435 4374
1983 Lincoln Towncar
loaded leather, $2500
753 4884

1 225 ACRES 753 1300
after 7pm 489 2116
3 ACRE farm with new well
2 out buildings driveway
completely fenced camper
optional $10,000 Located
lust off Hwy 280 on old
Murray concord Rd
436 5744 or 436 2528
FIFTY TWO lovely acres
would make a nice cattle or
horse farm Almost completely fenced with a pond
Call Julia Givens at
1 800-489 4684 realtor
MTG Real Estate Benton
Ky or 502 527-2959 at
home

Garage
Sale
Old Almo Hwy. 464
& Second St
Saturday

8 a.m.-12 Noon Only
10 hp. rear engine
Murray riding mower,
antique trunk, mechanic tools, misc.
items.

2107 Villa Square
Southwest Villa
Subd.
Sat, May 22, 1993
8-?
Household

clothes, anbque stoneware,,
chain saw, typewnter, all
wood products 10% off, lots
of knck knacks

items,

3 Party
Yard Sale
2221 Edinborough
May 21 & 22
tll 1:00 Both Days

Garage Sale

Lots of quality clo-

Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
One block off Glendale Rd. on corner
Broad & Goodman
Oriental rug, lamps,

thing, 1 set chair &

household items, linens, golf & fishing
equipment, hard back
books, jewelry, adult
clothes, misc.

Yard Sale
Rain or Shine
5-22-93
8:00 to 4:00
94E to 280 - 1st
Street (West Drive
St.) across from
East Y Grocery In
East Y Subdivision.
Watch for signs.

settee

cushions,

bedspreads, rugs, baskets, lots of misc.
items.

Yard
Sale
Carmel Church turn
left and follow signs
to house on left just
past Missing Hill Resort entrances.
Sat, May 22
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Much misc.

2 Family
Yard Sale

3 Family
Yard Sale
505 N. 7th St.
Fri. & Sat.
May 21 & 22
8 a.m.
Large size clothing,
household
goods,
baby furniture, toys.

94E to caution light
Duncan's
before
Market Turn left. Go to
take a right. 1.3 miles
on left. Off Road.
White Mailbox.
Sat., May 72
8:00-12:00
Toys, by & chidrens clothes
curtains lots at max

Antiques & Gifts

606 Elm St
Murray
Sat, May 22
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Rain or Shine
Swing set, air cordboner, storm doors,
children's
clothes,

grill, exercise
bike, girls, boys, womens clothes, re-

Gas

fnge rator, lots of misc

Cancel If Rain

Decorated clothing antiques, crafts, collectibles
Outside Flea Market
Free Lemonade
1 mile s. of Bell City
Edith Warren
Eupis Morris
382-2220 or 382-2228

Yard
Sale

selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, placanats & napkins, copper,
pewter, lamps, granitewam, cow & apple kitchen
accessories, silk geraniums & sunflowers. Come by for
the "unique" Mother's Day Gift!
New

(Gift osortilloatas & Bridal Registry
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

1991 MUSTANG Convert'
ble LX only 21 XXX miles
white & black loaded extra
nice 753-0697 days
759 1928 nights &
weekends
1992 Dodge Daytona
loaded 9 500
Call
753 5350 after 5 pm

ENJOY one of the lowest 1990 PLYMOUTH Voya
views on Kentucky Lake ger good condition Must
from this charming 2br lake sell 502 489 2445
front cottage Price lust re
duced to $79,900
M‘Sa4842 Contact Kop
perud Realty 753 1222
FOR Sale by Owner Brick
house 3br 2 car carport
patio gas ha in town
clean well maintained
Owner moving 759 4620

HOUSE and 30x40 metal
building on I
acres 3
mtles on East 94 2br,
bedroom'den large living
room kitchen dining 1 ,
bath closed in back porch
1 car garage welectric
opener city water, central
h a black wood fence ar
ound property $85 000
753 0926

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Yard Sale
Sat. 7 a.m.
2 miles out on 121
So., 5th house
Locust
passed
Grove Rd.
Lithe girls clothes size
6, bedroom suite, &

Motorcycles
1979 FLH Harley David
son electric glide low
miles 489-2617
1988 YAMAHA 225
4 wheeler rebuilt engine
new tires super See at
Keith's Lawn and Tractor
759 9831
1990 YAMAHA 80YZ
436 5598
1993 YAMAHA Blaster, ex
cellent condition 437 4963
after 5pm
HONDA 750 motorcycle 1
owner 16 XXX miles
Puryear
$6 2 5
901 247 3374

much more.

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Center
Bel Air
502 753 SOLD

1982 FORD F250 4x4
$2500 753 8480
1990 SUZUKI Sidekick
4x4 loaded 753 6065

1991 MAZDA B2200 one
GATESBROUGH home
owner 753 2615
featuring 101t ceilings
hardwood floors & lovely 1991 NISSAN 4 wheel
great room w fireplace Add drive extended cab white
the liviability of a formal 7594485
dining room 4be 3 bath 2
walk in closets & you have 1992 GMC Sonoma
value with elegance Re loaded V 6 5sp low miles
duced to $137 500 MLS# Call before 2pm 753 2783
4230 Kopper ud Realty BED liner for Ford F150
753 1222
long wheel base Call
753 4011 after 5pm
HOME with income Six
rooms 3br 2 bath
510
screened and carpeted pa

Rain or Shine

ROBERTS Realty Cello
way County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
nem needs call them today at 783 16511 Sfba
mere and 12th St

Oa, year eel, twe marine en large lot. Isar
airdrome. three fall baths. Whig ram brae
bale% Mews baik lee. bevaldast Meek play
seder bass. illellleetbreileag. poetessesally leadarspet teas ef Bares. 7113-3311)

1990 COUGAR LS
57 XXX miles loaded
759 9780 after 5pm

DELIGHTFUL home at
fordable price 3br, 2 bath
redecorated home on 1
acre lot Located a few
495
minutes west of Murray
New central gas heat &
Vans
central electric air plus ad
1987
DODGE
Mae Win
daion to home added in
1989 offered in the mid dow Van front & rear air,
40s MLS#4519 Contact excellent condition 97,000
miles
$4000 Ob0
Kopperud Realty
382 2214
753 1222

tto all electric built-in
kitchen central h a Sepa
rate entrance to upstairs 4
room and bath apt newly
decorated for rental 1 ,
acre site reduced to
549,900 759-1122

1 800 369 5780

10y9, MisZh MORI

1989 RS Camaro V-6 new
tires 75 XXX miles $6200
obo 436 2755

753-0113, Sunset Boule
yard Music Murray s Al
pine Car Audio Specialist
Dixieland Center 1 block
from MSU dorms

406 Sunbury
Circle
Sat., May 22
7:00 a.m.

By Way of the
Grapevine

Clothes, books, Avon,
lots of misc

2 Family
Garage Sale

641 to 1824, turn
right on Penny Rd.
Follow signs, Almo.

Sat., May 22
8 a.m.-6 pm.

Located on 1824 11 mile
off 641 N. House In front
of lAurray Auto Auction in
Alm Heights.
Ladies clothes, tall mons

clothes, lots of misc.

Yard Sale
Sat. 8 a.m-4

Sat., May 22
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Pancake Breakfast
7 a.m.-10 a.m.
Car Wash
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Hwy. 641 S. 1,12 mile
on left past Dwain
Taylor Chevy.

Sat, May 22
8:00 a.m.

1989 CHEVROLET Cava
lier white 4dr low miles
excellent condition
436 5362

CAR Stereo Installation

Yard Sale

Large
Yard Sale

Multi Family
Garage Sale

Services
Offered

Used
Cars

and more.

EC Crafts
Spring Show

May n & 23
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

SIO

4911

Lots
For Sale

Public
Salo

Side Snooping C.

clothes

2BR duplex, appliances NEAR Aurora 3br very sec
$395/mo plus luded good condition
deposit No pets 753 1266 8250/mo $400/security de
posit & 1 yr lease refer
before 5pm
ences 442 5647
213R duplex with central
h/a Wel hookup. carport
No pets 753-9741
Per NOM
Or Leese
•
2814 neer MSU General
haat atr, available now CREEKVIEW SW-storage
warehouses on Center
S300lnits. appkances
Lawn matniananc• turn - Dm* behind Shormy's
S20-Se0wto 7511-40111
shed
Embassy Ames
71,3•01108
NORTHWOOD storage
MR Sherry Lane Emus peraminfiki has was wad
able 713MI tor mow
Mee & very nioe
plierees tumefiet metal wdenneeen
II eedies & *yet wri $HOP Waled at 404 lbw
eel We. wet mmoliber bury Comte everlistall
need Colonise mi dews pee beef Call
713 NM
MVOS* er
MI
furnished.

AC Golden Retriever
pups 7 wks wormed
5150 901 644 1850

NOW renting lbr apt
$195 mo 1608 College
Farm Rd Call 753-6716

1/, STORY 3-4br house
with gas heat, large corner
lot 605 Sycamore
2BR & lbr funished apt at $400m0 753-8767 or
1604 Miller 753-0932 or 753-2339
753-5898
2BR, 1 bath. 1 car garage
2BR apt, large rooms, very on 94W, $300/mo, $300
near MSU for up to 4 stu- deposit, central air & gas
dents, washer, dryer, heat 753-6633
stove, refrigerator furn2BR, 641 South, 14 miles
ished
Coleman RE
from city limits $325/mo
753-9898
753-6156
2BR apt near campus No
3BDRM, convenient locapets 753-5980
tion $500/mo. lease re2BR apts spacious, all quired, no pets 753-3293
appliances 'including
washer & dryer $450/mo 3BR 1 bath at 501 S 9th
753 7027
753-4573
2BR duplex central hi&
appliances furnished
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision Coleman RE
753 9898

AKC Chow pups male &
emale can see parents
$150 ea 502 489 2009

Public
Sale

Yard Sale

440

410

410

Public
Sae

1930 FORD Model A Tu
dor complete restoration
LeBaron Bonney interior
Rebuilt engine and running
gear, Call 753 8093 after
6pm
1953 OLDS 2dr nice Ford
Ranchero GT one of last
built nice 753 0790
1963 LINCOLN Continen
tal convertible suicide
doors 50% restored runs
& drives good Serious in
quires only Must sell
174 0115

1967 VW Beetle new tires
runs good sharp condition
492 8429

111114 IIMW 3181 auto air
sun roof now bees brake
Struts shocks °Kotler,
condition $5000 obo Cat
Les
alter 5thn 7S3 illS
Per bes
Ms DODGE GOO high
LOT wet roes in South
leeks end runs red
neaps
VIM VAS Sin 100.140.
es mow and SR $1000
19011410 ?Si WM
SP 2214

Campers
1965 DODGE motorhome
fully equipped 52 XXX
miles excellent condition
$4500 neg No trades
474 0115
28FT Georgie Boy motor
home real sharp one
owner, 18 XXX miles
753-2967

1 A A 1 Hauling tree trim
ming tree removal cleaning out sheds attics & odd
lobs
Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb
IA Al town country yard
mowing landscaping tree
trimming tree removal
light hauling Free esti
mates
Tim Lamb
436 2528
Al 1A all around mowing &
tree trimming & light haul
ing Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark
A1A Landscaping Spring
clean up Mulching haul
mg tree trimming & re
moval
After 5pm
492-8254
At AL S hauling yard
work tree removal mow
mg
Free estimates
759 1683
A 1 Carpentry work house
plans drawn remodeling
new construction porches
mobile borne Free esti
mates Call J & C Construc
tion 436 5398 20 years
experience No lob too
small
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753 0495
ALPHA Builders Carpen
try remodeling porches,
roofing concrete driveways painting mainte
;lance, etc Free estimates
489 2303
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
perience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replace
ment 759 1515
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759 4664
BLACK top sealer Need
sealer on your driveway'
7
Robert Prescott 753-9504
BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753 1134 or
teed
436 5832
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Professional lawn
care and maintanoe Free
estimates 753 4591
BUSH hogging large or
small 753 7457
CARPET and vinyl onstalla
lion and repairs Glen Bob
ber 759 1247

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

16 FOUR Wrrins 1989,
Model 160 Freedom Cobra
30 Litre like new Call
Chris 436 2292
18FT Bass Boat 150hp
motor fully rigged like
new $7000 901 642 3954
after 5pm
1975 ASTROGLASS 40hp
Johnson trailer new tire
492 8749
1985 20FT Rinken Run
About cuddy cabin with
port a potty, low hours ex
cellent condition with
trailer 474 8850
1986 BARETTA Ski Boat
16--, it, 140hp Mercruiser
I 0 walk thru front topm
spare prop low hours dark
brown & tan excellent con
dition $4750 436 5610
1988 17 FT ProCraft Fish
n Ski Boat 115hp Yamaha
engine trolling motor, low
hours gargae kept $9000
firm Phone 753 0954
28FT Harris flote boat pon
toon 90hp Evinrude motor
new deck & carpet excel
lent condition $7500
753 3742 after 5pm

SHORELANDER trailer
easy on adiusts to 20 new
condition $500 or take
trade r v or electric out
board 436 2946

CLASSIFIED

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and ser
vice
Call Gary at
759 4754

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
tems 354-8161 after 4pm
D & L Mowing Service Free
estimates responsible
mature & dependable Call
anytime for fast results
Special rates for steady
customers 436-6080
753 0370
DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blow
mg ceilings 753-4761
EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing, new construction
additions blown ceilings
435-4036
FORREST Construction
Remodeling additions re
pair countertops, and gen
eral carpentry 753 9688
15 years experience
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
becomes 436 2701
HANDYMAN will do plumb
mg electrical carpentry
and general repair
753 0596
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Tennesse legislature
passes prayer bill

CIASSIFIEDS
Simko*
Offend

115 Sinikes

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API
Me Legislature approved a bill to
put prayer in school, despite_
warnings the measure may vio.
late the Constitution.
Gov. Ned McWhertcr, who
must act on the hill within 10
days or it becomes law, has not
said whether he will sign it. But
he won't veto it either.
The bill, approved Wednesday,
would allow student-initiated
prayer at non-compulsory school
events. It passed 94-1 in the
House and 23-6 in the Senate.
State Attorney General Charles
Burson had issued legal opinions
saying the the measure was
unconstitutional. But the bitl was
revised before passage. and Burson has not given his opinion on
the tinal version.
The governor said Thursday he
still had not seen the bill in its
final form and would talk with
his lawyer before making a
decision.
-I will not veto a bill to allow

530

Sarvices
Offered

(Awed

LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- ROCKY COLSON Home HAVE a small lob no one
ING Spring cleaning? Call Repair Rooting, siding, wants to do-)We do minor
us for a free estimate
753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MOBILE home roof coating Call Robert Prescott
753-9504
MOODY'S mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753-5668
MOWER repair Same day
service, 7 days week Most
repairs at your home Factory trained, 15 yrs experience 502-753-5299
MULCH pick up loads
Murray 436-5560
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
53-2674

painting, plumbing. con- repair work Carpenter
crete Free estimates Call work electric, plumbing,
lawn work, some tree work
474-2307
hedge trimming, cleaning &
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS, cutting of rence rows, light
installation, repair, replace- hauling & other small Jobs
ment Backhoe service
Robert Prescott 753-9504
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515
INBOARD & outboard MarSHEETROCK finishing. ine Repair Service calls
textured ceilings Larry 502-436-5792
Chnsman 492-8742
K B ASSOCIATES GenSUREWAY Tree & Stump eral construction remodelRemoval Insured with full ing. garages. decks, patios
line of equipment Free es interior trim 753-0834
timates Day Or night
KITCHEN CABINET RE753-5484
COVERY existing doors &
THE Gutter Co Seamless frames with woodgrain for
aluminum gutters variety mica all colors Free estiof colors Licensed, in- mate‘ Wulff's Recovery
sured Estimate available Murray 436-5560
759-4690
LAWN mowing service In
VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR sured Coleman Benetiel
Wood VCR Service Center, phone 759-4564
cleaning- servicing $15
most repairs $35 New lo
Free
cation Route 1, Almo
Column
Open 9-12, 1-5, Mon -Fri
753-0530
FREE wood pallets
753-5397

YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE
17.50
'12.50
115.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline. ,

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Mrray Ledger & Times

onside red

Insurance
Agency

tio

the

heart ot the BihU Belt, is home
to the worldwide headquarters 01
the Southern Baptist Convention
.
and the Methodist Publishingt.
House.

1983 Olds Cutlass Supreme

sale

Purdom Motors, Inc.

Bridge

Salespeople: Jim Suiter, Bob Harrington, John Purdom,
Tripp Purdom, Janice Asbridge

Bidding Quiz
Partner bids One Diamond and
you have a partscore of 90. What
would you respond with each of the
following five hands?
1.•A,198 V ,164•KQ5:1 4,.17
2.•J976 V Q85•94 + AK.I2
_ 3.•A97 .
.
1y8;3..•Q54 tK,(18
_4, 4-K.Ififi V §.•AQ72•K.196
5. 4 Iti(432•AQ8 AK985
1. Two diamonds.The meanings
of many bids change when a side has
a partscore. Here, your normal response without a partscore would be
one spade,showing a highly ambiguous six to 16 points. But with the 90
partscore you should bid two diamonds,expressing mild interest in a
slam because you are voluntarily
going past the game level. Occasionally, partner will have something
like:4 K6 IP 5* A97642•AK(18 and
will be able to bid a slam because of
your diamond raise.
2. One notrump. Without a
partscore your response would be
one spade, or possibly two clubs, but
with itthe proper bid is one notrump.
Ordinarily, a one notrump response
indicates six to ten points, but the
range widens to about 12 points with
a paascore of 90.
3. Two notrump. Under normal

conditions the two notrump response

would indicate 11 to 15 points. hut
with a partscore the range is slightly
higher. Two notrump is a slam try,
but partner may pass with minimum
values, since the jump response has
upper limits. Without a partscore
the "book" response-would be three
notrump.
4. Three diamonds. This likewise suggests a slam and is not forcing. Note the difference between this
hand and the first one, where two
diamonds indicated only mild interest in slam. Here, with more high
cards and better distribution. you
direct partner's at tention more forcefully to slam possibilities.The double
raise follows the general principle in
bridge that the more you bid the
more you've got.
5. Three clubs. This is unconditionally forcing and partner must
bid again even With a bedrock minimum.Three clubs is a jump-shift, as
distinguished from a jump-raise._
Jump-raises have upper and lower
limits, whilejump-shifts, which start
at 17 points, have no ceiling. The
opening bidder responds naturally.
showing his 41stribut ion or extra
values if he has them.

1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

753-5315

MURRAU 208 E.
SUPPLY COMPANY

753-3361

Inc.

May 17-29
Charbroil
Gas Grill

›-'"4-"`"----4.

$13931 TH
1

#81774

'26.000 BTU
•Dual Burner
•Side Shelves
'5,000 Series

III

III
For The People

UPS Pick-Up
Dail

Monday - Friday

Ship Weekly & Sae moness
‘1.1 v
hlss

J.D. WILLIAMS

II
UPS

County Judge Executive

s p.m. Sat.
a.m.. 7 p.m. Sun I-5 p.m.
is.11 \.
()I meat' Plaza
753-2380

Until the election, I will continue to see as many of you as
possible concerning my campaign for Sheriff. I wish I
could see everybody to personally ask for support, but
my duties as a deputy sheriff
make it difficult to devote the
time to such a task.
.
..4;;IV•• •••
-•.A.tarti
•
•
•••
141..- •
\ •

If I have not done so already,
please consider this as my
personal request for your vote
and support as your next
sheriff.

•AsJudge-Executtve I will work with state government to find a solution
to our Jail problem. The problem has been with us for years. Let's stop
talking about It and fix the problem.
*Once in office. I will work to eliminate all illegal dumping by creaUng a
dumpster program throughout the county like the one in Marshall
County. If they can do it. we can too with the proper leader.
*Once elected. I will work to Insure that every home in the county is
protected under a fire protection district.The home we save may be your
own.
•As your representative in the courthouse. I will insist that the
Emergency 911 System be fully operational and implemented through
out the county as soon as possible.
'Under my administration. Calloway County will fight for its fair share of
state grant money and work with not-against Frankfort to receive the
very best for our county

Thank You.

I have the experience,qualifications,and dedication lobe yew next County
Judge-Executive.
Finally. I promise you a hard working and honest county government: one
that truly represents all the people and always has the tax payers best
n eres s niiiliidOn Tuesday. May 25, vote to put Calloivay County bark on the road to nal
Williams as ip•ur County Judge Executive.
progress. Vole for J
lewl

Pod Pod Op TA* Celmadidd YSMen Stott
!tattoo 111.0deddk Tiedimer

Pirott

Main

Tomorrow: DonI buck a stone Wall

For Your Comenience Now Otters

It Works Wonders

Prlce

'1,900

Local owner, good driver

Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

tp American Heart Association

front people.- 1 e1111t2,St2e,

Contract

Classified Department

RESEARCH.

prayer." said McWherter, a
Methodist. "In addition to that,
my. mother would turn over in her
gra%e.- lie said he believes "sou
should be entitled to pray when
you want to
The U.S. Supreme Court has
ruled that praer required or permitted h official action in publk.
schools s iolates the separation 01
church and state.
Sonic _legislators believe the
bill is i:onstautamal because it is
based on a Texas law that has
withstood court challenges so tar.
Red% We_mburg, state director
of the American • Civil Liberties
Union, said. "This bill ohs iouslv
is going to increase the incii.klik:e
of praer. We Are waiting to heir
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Looking Back

Today is Friday. May 21, the 141st day of 1993. There arc 224 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 21, 1927, Charles A. Lindbergh landed his "Spirit of St.
Louis" near Paris. completing the first solo airplane flight across the
Atlantic Ocean.
On this date:
In 1924, 14-year-old Bobby Franks was murdered in a "thrill killing" committed by Nathan Leopold Jr. and Richard Loeb, two students at the University of Chicago.
In 1941, a German U-boat sank the American freighter S.S. "Robin
Moore" in the South Atlantic.
In 1956. the United States exploded the first airborne hOrogen
bomb over Bikini Atoll in the Pacific.°
In 1959. the musical "Gypsy," inspired by the life of stripper Gypsy Rose Lee, opened on Broadway.
In 1968, the nuclear-powered U.S. submarine Scorpion. with ,)9
mem. aboard was -14-•beard • from. The remains ot. the s_u b • were later
found on the ocean floor 400 miles southwest of the Azores.)
In 1979. former San Francisco City Supervisor Dan White was convicted of voluntary manslaughter in the fatal shootings of Mayor
George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk. •
Ten years ago: Deputed Testamony, tabbed as a I4-to-one shot.
won the Preakness Stakes in Baltimore. Death claimed British art historian Kenneth Clark at age 79 and waterfront philosopher Eric Hoffer
at age 80. •
Five years ago: The Soviet news agency Tass reported that the
Communist Party leaders of Armenia and ,Arerbatian had been dismissed after fresh outbreaks of ethnic tensions in the two southern
So% let republics._ "Risen Star" won the Preakness Stakes.
(inc year ago: The U.S. Coast Guard announced that high-scas
interdiction of Haitian refugees was being drastically. scaled back
because refugee camps at the U.S. naval base at Guantanamo. Cuba.
were filled.
Today 's Birthdays: Novelist Harold Robbins is 77. Actor Raymond
Burr is 76. Actor Rick Jason is-617-Singer -LINi Sayer IS- 45.-Actor
T is 41.
Thought for Today: "Our present addiction to pollsters and torecasters is a symptom of our chronic uncertainty about the future. 1-.‘ en
when the forecasts prove wrong. We still go on asking for them. We
watch our experts read the entrails of statistical tables and graphs Mc
way the ancients watched their soothsayers read Ike entrails ()I a
chicken.- Erie Holler. American longshoreman-turned-philosopher
(l902-1)83).

Ten years ago
James Allen West, valedictorian of Murray High School
Senior Class, has been named to
Presidential Scholars Program at
Murray State University. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
West.
Dr. Edwin C. Strohecker, Dean
of Libraries at Murray State University, will retire on June 30.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Howard and
twins, a boy and a girl, to Dr. and
Mrs. W. Brent Wortham, May 3:
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
McClure, May 7.
Joyce Nunnally waY. named as"Girl of the Year" by Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter of Beta.Sigma Phi
sorority..
Amy Carman, Bekah Brock,
Greer Houston 4nd Kim Witham
have been electi'd as officers of
Student Council at Murray High

School.

pelted," from column, "Seen &

Twenty years ago
Stacy Ellen Adams, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Cody H.. Adams,
is valedictorian, and Debbie Gail
Miller, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Miller, is salutatorian of the
1973 graduating class of Calloway County High School.
Jan Purdom, daughter of Mona
Purdom and John N. Purdom,
was named as Miss Murray High
School of 1973. •
Stephen W. Moody, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Reuben Melody, has
been awarded a graduate assistantship at University of South
-Carolina, Columbia, to work toward his Ph.D. in Comparative
Literature.
"We are pleased that Ty Holland was honored at, the dinner on
May 12. Folks like Ty make a
lasting contribution to Murray
life,
_ one
_ _ that is not casdy dis-

Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams. publisher.

and a boy to Mr and Mrs.
Donald Treas.
, Forty years ago
The Kentucky Seed Dealers
Association closed its meeting at
Kenlakc Hotel last night. WI)
Shoemaker of Murras. president
of the association, presided at the
convention.
Recent births reported include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs Gene Dale
Mohundro, May 7: j girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William Sims and a girl

Thirty years ago
Joe Pat James of Murray was
elected as Governor of Lions District 43-K at a meeting of Kentucky Lions Club held at
Louisville.
Gene Landoll of MurrayCalloway Jaycees was named
International Coordinator for
Kentucky Jaycees at its convention held at Ashland.
to Mr. and Mrs. William Bing
Tommy Wells, son of Trent ham. May 8: a girl to
Mr. and
Wells and valedictorian of MurMrs. Carmel Boyle and a Flo\ to
ray High School Senior Class of
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Lane. May 9,.
1963, - has been - awarded an a boy- to 'Mr. and
"sirs. Charles
Alumni Federation Scholarship to Lassiter, May Ii
Louisiana State University for the
Mrs. Lindsey Roberts and Mrs
coming year.
Mary Roberts presented a lesson
Recent births reported at Mur- on "Textile Painting"
at a meetray Hospital include a girl to Mr. ing of South
Murray Homemakand Mrs. Charles Chrisman, a girl ers Club held at the
home of Mrs.
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Barchead 5.v.• Foy.

Dear Abby
IH:AB ABBY: Something has
been on my mind tor several years
%%lien I y‘as Is. I was in love with
v.hii
I9 We started having sex. so I went on a birth cont rol
pill because he was in no position to
get married Well. I did a terrible
thing. 1 purposely stopped taking
the pill without telling 'lint. because
I ‘‘;iiitrit tit gel pregnant so he
marry me
I got pregnant right a‘‘ ay and
went through all the motions of acting -shiockeil To make a long story
short. he married Illy :111(1 Sit. 11:1(1
beautiful baby girl .1"%%ii years later
we had a little boy. Abby, l know
and underwhat I did x% ,i•-•

Daily Comics
BLON DIE

handed, hut I don't regret it.
My problem is whether to tell
Jim that I tricked him into marrying me, lie is a very understanding
man. and we have a fantastic marriarre. but I don't know how he
would react. I'm also afraid if I tell
him. I will have to tell my family
and his.
What is the right thing to do*.)
FEELING GUILTY

you have a fantastic marriage.
True confession may be good
for the soul, but it can be bad
for the marriage. But why you
think it's necessary to tell your
family and his is a mystery to me.
DEAR ABBY: My wonderful

really don't want to talk about my
mother's health because it is pro;
gressively worse
Almost everyone asks. AIWA 1,Id
is slier I finally got tired of answering that question. so I asked. "Why
do you want to know'''.
The reply. "I Just wonniered Alt•
Abby. although
has had a full
my mother is in her mind 711..,
tO0 Young to 1111'. I WoO1(111.1 %%MO to
lose' her if she were 11111 HIM (Arl I
answer that question without king

mother had surgery three weeks
ago and was diagnosed with cancer,
with a life expectancy of three to six
months. This is the most devastating thing Eve ever had
DEAR FEELING GUILTY: hope you and or your to face. I
Since this has been on your answer some of these readers can
questions.
mind for several yeam you may
My co-workers are naturally
WEARY
feel relieved if you were to tell interested and concerned. hut they
DEAR
WEARY:
When
asked
a
him.
ask me daily."how is your mother"
question _you don't want to
It's history now, and you say I appreciate
their concern. hut I answer, simply say. -Thank you
for your interest, hut I'd rather
not talk about it."
P.S. And thank you,"Weary."
for suggesting that the "howi.s-he-.tor.h41-qu4'stiienBy GARY LARSON should not he asked when the
loved one is terminally ill. It's
entirely irrelevant to most family members.

THE FAR SIDE

DEAR ABBY: I couldn't resist
commenting on the leiter tin yt!ilr
recent CO11111111:11111111 si ilether a man
mold lather children if lie had old%
one testicle.
• Nly husband hail a shriyeled
tide due to having had the mumps
"pi down on him- during his college
years. Rut we had two children. a
buy and a girl. I recall one time
when he had consulted with a urologist. and the doctor asked him if he
had children. Ile replied."Yes. a ill
and a daughter.- "Well.- the doctor
replied. "that blows the thil)ry that
perhaps one side produces
and the other fi'males!Mt VI'EIER (IF TWet.
('ANY( tNVILLE.(IRE.

CALVIN and HOBBES
lti 'NEI

nrk-r

tr_At,1' LIC) ")t_

'

tie3T \r‘I‘T4
!Al

•.

_

Dr. Gott
DEAR DR

CATHY

THArS wno VOU WANTED
ntE TO isEET 7? ARE 40U
OUT OF YOUR MIND??

r

DO YOU KNOW NOTHINCr
ASOLIT
r ARE WU COM:1
PLETELY OBLIVIOUS TO MY
SUPERIOR STANDARDS??

HOW DESPERATE
DO YOU THINK I
AM, ANYWAY ??

THEY CALL IT
a"
MARRIED 'LlfE: BUT CALL
it TNE DATING "SGENE:'

0

)1
,}

It was a tough frontier town; but later, after the arrival of the Earp brothers, things calmed down,
and the town's name was shortened to
simply Dodge City.

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

1 Smooth
and soothing
6 Tally

GARFIELD

CT

60, HOW D
HE DATE GO?

11 Restaurant
worker
12 Father or
mother
14 Near
15 Scrutinize
17 With: prefix
18 Part of TGIF
20 Crown
21 Elsie, for
one
22 Clan
24 Louis —
25 Center
26 Walks on
28 Disgraced
30 Pub drink
31 "The sixth
sense"
32 Souvenirs.

38 Imitates
39 Chinese
pagoda
41 Let it stand
42 Through
43 Trades for
money
45 Guido's high
note
vogue
46
47 Weaker
49 16 ozs
50 Protect
52 Wipes out
54 Acts
55 Railroad

station
DOWN
1 Cake mix
2 Roman 51
3 Consumed
4 Same Time
Year
5 Sewers
6 Steeples

keepsakes
35

Crawls

2

1

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
DALES
PLEAD
LATEST
LEASED
ELEVATE
CA
EN
POT
LLAMA
DT E
UOUE
ENE
T I LL
ENLIST
LEAS
TENT
CITE
TEEM
UTRA IN
APES
DOC CRAP
LED
M a T GO SSE
PAREOTS
TA
TE
ADDERS EIEETER
PAIUS
RYOTS
5-21 CO 1993 United Feature Syndicate
7 Scene of
first miracle
8 Norwegian
currency
9 Concerning
10 Repeat

11
13
16
2
19
1

performance
Blouse
Hauled
A month
Orator
Contend in

10

23

Stories

6

4

8

13

12

11

17

16

15
i6.19
47M_APe'3

PEANUTS

22

21
23

26

20US.0
24
WilUU
i
21

30

7.1 CAN 5EE YOU

21lU

.0E
NOW SITTINitit "
0;
5UPREME
COVIr NEN, PRopOo
Put /0v otieol' Nrer
'(1...).)4.)04f SANDRA
MN 0 C004,4011t
//,

•

•

.14

.41•*.t.
•

URUd

111ki

-

111
42

35 HA
orse
"an
36 Little ball
37 Pierces

40 Priest s
garment
4447
43
nocsliymbo4
st
won
ell k
53 T WOW*

iii

ii

id

i 111
id 11 11

UnlockedSpirited
33 horses

ill

ilUUUill
41

61II

25 Crates
27 Lair
29 That woman
32
4 Bound

iii iiihiII
il

Gull' What cau.e-,

nodules on the thyrind to appear and
what is the appropriate treatment"'
DEAR READER There are lour
Illndamental types it thyrind modules'
cancer. benign growths. cysts and
hyper functioning nodules No one
knows why these lesions 101111
Thyroid caterer often begins as a
hard lump that can he telt in the thy
roid gland. low in the neck The tumor
is diagnosed by needle. buipsy and
treated with surgery
torm 111111p,
Benign growths
_
hut-4141 biopsy, thwy. arc- teem& to- con
tam n normal thyroid tissue In most
cases, no treatment is required
although if the lumps are, large :fill
unsightly, doctors often presentee the
roid supplement pills lei shrink them
Cysts are fluid tilled bumps that
are not a threat to health l'reemusle
diagnosed by thyroid ultrasound
examination 'which shows the thuii.
most authorities now recommend
_needle biopsy because some cancels
are associated with these cysts At thi•
time of the biopsy. the cysts can I),
drained. Patients usually take thyroid
supplements to prevent re accunmla
lion of the Quid.
Hyper-functioning nodule's product,
too much thyroid hormone', leading to)
hyperthyroidism: nervousness. Weight
loss and tremulousness Thcl, are
diagnosed by a radioactive thyroid
scan, which documents the over wily
ity These nodule's are never cancer
ous and are treated with radioactive
iodine therapy or surgical excision
Family physicians can diagnose
and treat thyroid nodules. using spy
cialists, as needed
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report An Informed Approach to

Surgery
DEAR DR (;(ITT Nly 2.1 year old
daughter recently passed au ay from
thrombotic thrornbocytopema Immo
ra What causes this and hou easily is
it diagnosed-

DEAR READER A disease. fit
unknown cause. TTP is an acute'. seri
ous disorder of the blood marked by a
sudden drop in platelets 'the tiny
blood cells that arc essential to deli
ling). destruction of red blood cells
k,ading to anemia', and multi organ .
laden* This latter feature is associat
ed with Jaundice. renal damage. and
changing Mental state
TIP Is diagnosed us Mood tests

and treated with himed transfusion',
Untreated TI)' 1, um

and cortisooe

tennIs fatal Hnaever even aith ther
progno•is
is
pour
he
Ap
thr first attack leen I
nf0rtu na
fatal the. patient 111.1% FAIN writv.uh
iartialent Attack% that dim equall% hie
threatening Patwet. ado I1.I shoulo
br emir, the cam ot heni.shondl.t•
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`Hair' Force One delays airplané.
traffic as Clinton gets haircut
LOS ANGELES (AP) — President Clinton kept two commuter
planes circling at Los Angeles
International Airport while he
had a little taken off the top and
sides by a pricey Beverly Hills
hair stylist aboard Air Force One.
Some political observers got a
little snippy about the whole
thing.
He ought to be more concerned about trimming the deficit
than his own hair," said Rep.
Dan Burton, R-Ind.
Clinton got a trim from Christ-optic before his jct, parked offto
the side, took off Thursday.
A commuter flight from Arizona and another from Palmdale
were delayed for about 20
minutes for security reasons
while the 5200-a-haircut stylist
snipped away at the president's
graying locks.
It was not a problem at all,"
said Diane Reesman, spokeswoman for the city Department of
Airports. "These kinds of things
cause virtually no interruption in
operations. We get VIPs here all
the time."

PRES. BILL CLINTON
Greg Schneiders, a pollster
who worked for President Carter,
said Americans would forgive a
president a few frills. But an onboard —haircut from a Beverly
Hills barber might not be one
them.
"It smacks of being a tittle bit
light, a little bit starstruck," he
said.
"It's a political mistake and
cultural myopia," said Kevin
Phillips, a conservative political
analyst.
Cristophc, who has worked on
Dustin Hoffman, Betty Ford and

Roseanne Arquette, knew Clinton
and first lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton before they moved to the
White House and used to cut
their hair in Little Rock, Ark.,
said the stylist's publicist, Paulette Kam.
Last week, however, Mrs.
Clinton passed over Cristophe_
and got a S275 do from New
York's Frederic Fckkai.
Christophe has a personall services contract with the first family that the Clintons pay out of
their own,pocket,_ White House
spokesman George Stephanopoulos said. He said he didn't know
the terms of the contEact.
But, reporters wanted to knov.,
does a Cristophe haircut fit Clinton's image?
"I think he does have the right
to choose who he wants to cut his
hair," Stephanopoulos said

OVERSTOCKED SALE
At

Dwain Taylor ,

d Are Below Invoice
these prifYiq'

I All Cars,& Trucks Listed !nTh
IL

Murray, Ky.

You must bring thic

1993 CHEVROLET - FULL SIZE PICKUP I
Long Wheel Base

imemin

I

—

1

'Automatic Transmission
'Air 'AM/FM Radio

'Power Steering
'Power Brakes
'Sliding Rear Window '235 Tires
'Rear Step •Bedliner 'Bumper

Stock No 158275

Sixty more Pickups in stock with varied levels of equipment and price.

1993 PRISM LSI SEDAN

Stock No 030025

,
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SATURDAY. NIAY 22. 1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-98/i-7788. Your phone company will hill you 95
cents a minute. I
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE duty could require quick action on
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: your part. Investigate a purchase.
Look for- the- grass to be greenest Make key phone calls tonight.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
right where you are. Although
attractive job offers arise in late good day for both launching and
summer, look them over carefully. concluding financial ventures.
A new alliance will grow. in under- Behind the scenes. you pull the
standing and prove more profitable strings. Be a source of comfort to
with time. Those seeking romance people under stress.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
should find it. especially during late
fall. Dependability counts big in a health is your most important issei.
lasting relationship. An unexpected Protect it: Love and acceptance
event early in 1994 will help stabi- come now, thanks to your kindness
lize things at home. Put youngsters' in the past. Look for ways to
improve a troubled relationship.
needs first.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos. 21 r.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: broadcaster Bernard You draw closer to a very special
Shaw. pitcher Tommy John. pianist person. Both of you benefit! A quiet
mood may be misinterpreted by a
Peter Nero. actress Susan Strasberg.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): family member. Get more exercise.
Your winning spirit drives you to Look forward to a weekend made
new heights today. You get the for adventure.
SAGITTARIUS (Nos 22-Dec.
client or price you want. Launch a
pet project with enthusiasm. Love 21): A special 'closeness exists
between you and someone you visit
will dance-to a faster beat tonight,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A this weekend. A cash gift could not
good time to go shopping or put come at a better time. Influential
items on sale. Fiifishing a household people are impressed by your looks
chore early leases time for sports. a and behavior.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
movie or kicking-up your heels on
19): Do not squander recent finanthe dance floor. Have fun!
GEMINI \lay- 2I -June 20): Be cial gains by. spending impidstvely.
careful about giving away any per- Think before acting in anger or you
sonal information. Keep your bank could damage an already fragile
balance and your salary a secret. relationship:
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18,:
Spending more quality time with
your children leads to deeper rap- Be honest with yourself about an%
problems related to a personal rela15111.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): tionship. Consulting a therapist
Your ESP helps you reach a private could help you straighten out a
understanding with someone. Time tricky situation.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 24 );
alone will mend a broken heart.
Welcome good news regarding trav- Talk •with your mate or partner
el. Those with flexible schedules before making a radical change in
your lifestyle. Discussing business
can get bargain rates.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Accept at social events could gi‘e people
the challenges-of today and you may the impression you are a bore.
end up with additional pay. A new

A Sense of Harmony
Single Owner Care - 3 Bedrooms - 2 Baths - Neutral
Colors - Can add up to 84
acres.
Dial Century 21
For Your Showing

as=
'
ca-INV
.4 Door 'Automatic 'Air 'AM/FM Cassette
'Power Brakes and Much, Much More

1993 CORSICA LT SEDAN

Ontury

21

Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492

I .4

Door 'Automatic 'Power Windows & Locks
•Tift 'Cruise 'AM/FM Cassette

Stock No. 106451

1993 STORM SPORT COUPE
Walter's Pharmacy
Capsule
Summary
falter Mehr
Pharmacist
Coughs: facts and folklore
We've all been there facing a
whole aisle of cough medicines
without a clue which to buy
For centunes cough medicine
was whatever the village herbalist
dreamed up Then for generations
medications mostly fell into the
'candy that tastes awful' category
Today there are real medicines that
can help
Some suppress the cough reflex
Codeine or dextromethorphan will
help to decrease coughing when it is
irritating But, if you have conges
lion guaifenesin will bnng up the
phlegm and clear your lungs
Some cough medicines include
decongestants tor other symptoms
But they might also cause side
effects like elevated blood pressure
increased heart rate or insomnia
And some have the side effect of
high cost for what you get
Your pharmacist is a good source
for selection of a non-prescnpbon
cough remedy
If a cough lasts longer than a
week, see your doctor

TODAY'S CHILDREN are witty, energetic and versatile. They ha%e
both an excellent memory and a mercurial disposition. Count on their mood
to shift from moment to moment. Parental approval is very important to
these Geminis. Although they sometimes become rebellious in adolescence.
they will be a delight again once they reach maturity. Their keen attention to
detail Makes them first-rate accountants or lawyers. They often pick up on
things that less diligent types have missed.
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519 S. 12th • 753-7688
We accept Blue Crass Blue Shield,
PCS and others

Stock No. 506878

.2 Door 'Automatic 'Air 'AM/FM Cassette
'Floor Mats

1993 METRO

47-atEVi,
•

.5 Speed 'Air •Quail Blue Metallic

Stock No. 746310

Stock No. 100800

1993 CAPRICE CLASSIC

Four other's with variety of
equipment & price.

•1/8 Engine 'Auto. 'Air 'Power Locks 'Cruise 'Power
Windows 'Electric Remote Mirrors 'Full Size Spare

1993 CAVALIER

ELECT

TOMMY WALKER

.2 Door 'Red
Stock No. 116942

SHERIFF

Stock No. 149780

1993 CHEVROLET LUMINA I

aA ?rowan AtiminialrateJr"
Are You Satisfied With...
The response time to your calls by
sheriff's office?

the

The sheriffs dept not being involved with
drug education in our schools?

The inefficiency in administration of the
sheriff's department?

Your phone calls to the sheriff's dept
being answered by an out-of -county law
enforcement agency after 5 00 p m ?
The current budget Overruns
sheriff's office?

in

The lack of a good working relationship
between the sheriff's office and surrounding
county's law enforcement agencies and the
West Ky area"W A N T "drug enforcement
teams?

the

The lack of crowd and traffic control at
major school events?
How often you see a patroi car in your
neighborhood"

Tommy Walker Is Not.
*

_*

f
for SHERIFF
kw me it sow le IN"118401*

townow RH Ma *Mk OP. OP% In Uri

11 others in stock with varied
I levels of equipment & price.

.4 Door 'Grey Metallic 'Power Steering 'Power Brakes
'Auto with Overdrive •V6 Engine .60/40 Seats 'Rear I
I
Window Defogger 'Air 'Cruise 'Tilt 'Power Locks

['Dealer retains rebate on these cars

